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It is with enormous pride and great delight that I warmly welcome all new and 
returning students, staff, members and guests to the AA. It is a particularly 
special privilege to be interim director for 2017–18, as the first woman to take 
up the role, in the very year that we celebrate AA XX 100 – the one hundredth 
anniversary of women being admitted as students. I walked through the  
front door at no 36 as a first year student exactly 30 years ago, little knowing 
how radically my world would be transformed. The people and ideas  
I encountered here never cease to be extraordinary, my understanding of 
what architecture is continuously expanding to imagine what architecture 
could be.
 Learning at the AA, then and now, means: to design, to think, to invent,  
to speak, to write, to make, to test, to fail, to question, to stretch a definition,  
to argue and to change one’s mind. It also means striking up a friendship with 
modernism – not with a style or movement, but with the idea in its broadest, 
most global sense, meaning that the quality of thought and expression 
engendered in every student, in every room, and with every kind of audience 
is centred on how to invent, to experiment, to move forward: to think the 
unthinkable. Each and every year students, tutors and visitors to our School 
and to the many Visiting Schools around the world work on challenging  
and re-tuning the parameters of both what it means to learn about 
architecture and what architecture itself might be, seeking new relevancies, 
new relationships and new sites. 
 It is in this spirit that a number of new tutors from the UK and elsewhere 
in Europe will bring new agendas to both the Intermediate and Diploma 
School in 2017–18; work will continue on the major building project in the 
basement at Bedford Square for our new and expanded Digital Prototyping 
Lab; graduate students will break ground on Wakeford Hall, a stunning  
new building incorporating a library and lecture space in the woodland at 
Hooke Park in Dorset. It is also 30 years since Mark Cousins began his Friday 
lecture series at the AA, and he will deliver the final series this year, to then 
begin work on writing up his spoken words for publication. But perhaps most 
crucial for the AA this year are two parallel activities that serve to underpin all 
of our endeavours: the pursuing of our application for Taught Degree 
Awarding Powers, alongside the search for a new AA Director. It is an amazing 
moment for the AA to come together to ask what it is, and what it wants to be 
next. We are all privileged to be here, now, to be a part of that conversation 
– a celebration of looking forward.

Samantha Hardingham
AA Interim Director
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We need to look at the way people are taught. It’s not just about 
qualifications to get a job. It’s about being educated.—Zaha Hadid

Looking around for improvements in architectural education some 50 years 
ago, Colin Rowe acknowledged that only two systems, the École des 
Beaux-Arts and the Bauhaus, had ever ‘enjoyed a conspicuous success’ in 
the past. While not recommending either as a way forward, he observed  
that ‘both have possessed to a high degree a generating power, and … both  
have to some extent been able to endow their techniques with universal 
significance’. If any school could claim to have developed an identifiable third 
system since that point in time – one that really has had a generating  
power and substantial influence, its teaching methods emulated across the 
globe – it would be the AA. 
 How we extend that project into the future has much to do with the 
unique opportunities afforded the 2017–18 academic year. Our curriculum, 
approach to teaching and the ways we support learning will be in the 
spotlight. Good! There is much to celebrate in this regard, a worthy legacy  
of innovation to build upon, and many fresh challenges in the world to meet.  
We are a School of schools intermixed – Undergraduate, Graduate, Visiting 
– where a unit critique, a Complementary Studies seminar or a PhD viva can 
occupy the same room over the course of a day, occasionally simultaneously. 
Mixing more, being aware what the other is up to, being fully engaged in 
learning, is the gift rather than the duty of every student here.   
 The AA’s abiding confidence in questioning the nature of architectural 
education, its hunger for experimentation and its insistent risk-taking will 
serve students and staff well this academic year and in the years to come.     
 

Mark Morris
Head of Teaching and Learning 
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Our School
The AA is a famously independent architectural school. We are self-
governed, self-motivated and self-funded. We have a broad commitment to 
bringing issues of contemporary architecture, cities and the environment  
to a large public audience, and we remain focused on the highest standards 
possible for the education of young architects. As a school we are famous 
not only for our students, teachers and graduates – the essential part of our 
legacy – but also for the many ways our courses and activities have 
contributed to improving the conditions of modern architectural learning, 
practice and knowledge.
 The AA School sits outside the UK state funding of higher education;  
we are supported by the fees our students contribute to the life of the 
association. Our flexible, self-directed curricula, combined with our institutional 
independence and our truly global organisation, afford us a rare degree of 
awareness, ambition and confidence – all necessary qualities for any school 
confronting the sweeping social, technological and cultural changes in our 
world today. By constantly challenging ourselves, we remain confident in our 
abilities to discover, communicate and disseminate new architectural  
ideas and projects in ways few other venues – offices, schools or cultural 
centres – could ever match.

Our Students
2017–18, the AA’s 170th year, offers an ambitious array of new and returning 
undergraduate units, established and experimental graduate programmes 
and public activities. The school has around 750 full-time students and  
250 tutors, supported by an additional 80 administrative staff. Sixty per cent 
of our full-time students study in our RIBA/ARB-validated Undergraduate 
School. Organised around the AA’s renowned ‘unit system’ of study – year-
long unit studios led by unit masters, tutors and collaborators – students  
in the Undergraduate School work towards RIBA qualifications in architecture. 
The remaining 40 per cent are enrolled in one of the AA’s 11 Graduate School 
programmes, pursuing graduate MA, MSc, MFA or MArch degrees. A smaller 
number study in our most advanced MPhil or PhD programmes. 
 Globally, the AA Visiting School will again bring together hundreds of 
part-time students to global schools, design workshops and special 
architectural events across five continents.

How to Apply & Who We Seek
The AA isn’t for everyone, or every possible student. Unlike nearly every other 
school of architecture, we are not one school or faculty within a vast, 
sprawling university campus. We are not a school that teaches architecture 
as it is already known, understood or expected. We are, instead, the kind  
of school that imagines – indeed, assumes – that our students will go on to 
shape architecture and the wider world in ways as numerous as they are  
as individuals – through their own highly focused, totally dedicated, personal 
approach. The AA looks for students who take learning to be the essential 
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quality of any truly committed, engaged human being; individuals with the 
confidence to leave former lives behind; individuals with the combination of 
curiosity and ambition that is required to define their own unique path 
through a school famous for its lack of highly structured coursework; and 
individuals who, above all else, understand and can demonstrate their own 
initiative in entering into the very public forms of presentation, discussion 
and debate of projects throughout the AA School.
 If you are a student with this kind of ambition, and are interested in 
entering one of the most engaged, lively and informed self-directed schools 
imaginable, then that explains why you are reading this Prospectus.

How to Follow AA Life
Above all, the AA School is tremendously active, dynamic and noisy. This is 
boosted by a variety of communication channels, which are open right now 
and available to you throughout the coming year. Please make full use of 
them, with an understanding that this Prospectus is one of many means by 
which you will be able to get to know us better. Our home website at 
aaschool.ac.uk, as well as Facebook, Twitter and the iPhone application 
AALive, make it easy to follow what’s happening at the school. Our evening 
lectures and Public Programme events are recorded and streamed online, 
our AAConversations website features current student projects and  
other public events, and our website is home to decades of past recordings 
featuring some of the most renowned architects and other visitors to  
the AA over the past half century. Finally, many of the books produced by  
AA Publications feature the work of our units, programmes and teachers; 
they are sold online and are available at bookshops around the world. 

Open Days and Evenings
Throughout the year and alongside a regular schedule of student 
presentations and public events, we hold Open Days and Open Evenings for 
prospective graduate, undergraduate and visiting students. Dates and  
other information related to these events can be obtained online or in each of 
the application sections in this book. Please join us.

The AA Unit System
All learning in the AA School is project- and portfolio-driven. Students learn 
architecture and address the broad spectrum of associated professional 
and political issues by embedding these realities within the scope of a 
single, resolved design portfolio. The AA’s famed ‘unit system’ of teaching 
and learning includes collective assessment and enquiry across all parts of 
the school. In addition to the innovative team- and group-based studio  
work of the Graduate School, individual undergraduate student projects and 
portfolios are assessed at the end of each academic year by a panel  
of unit tutors, who collectively assess, discuss and debate the strengths, 
weaknesses and results of each and every project and portfolio within  
the school.
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Our School Buildings, Rooms and Resources
The AA first moved to Bedford Square in 1917, and has grown up not only 
alongside the modern profession of architecture in the UK, but as one of  
the world’s key promoters and protagonists of modern architecture. From 
the middle of the twentieth century – after a brief period during the Second 
World War when the school decamped from London to the safety of the 
English countryside – the modern school of 500 or more students spread 
itself across various streets and squares throughout Bloomsbury, taking 
space as it became available, affordable and necessary. It is only during the 
past seven years that this dispersed pattern of school inhabitation has been 
replaced by a sustained focus to bring together all parts of the school back 
in our historic home, Bedford Square. This project has more than doubled 
the overall floor area of the school and provided the means to offer every 
enrolled student a dedicated studio workspace, alongside a host of new 
display, presentation, workshop and computing rooms, learning resources 
and urgently needed school facilities. 
 Today the AA retains the many unusual, idiosyncratic qualities of the 
kinds of ‘found’ event spaces that generations of students and teachers 
have embraced as the essential character of our school. Its stately Georgian 
rooms, appropriated and transformed into L-shaped lecture halls, members’ 
rooms, a central bar and other shared social spaces, represent a domestic, 
non-institutional architecture, unusual for a school. 

The AA is unique in its model of governance, with the entire school 
community being responsible for electing and regularly advising the director. 
The AA School community consists of more than 1,000 individuals and 
includes all currently enrolled full-time students, all contracted academic 
and administrative staff and the 18 members of the AA Council, elected 
annually as company directors and charity trustees of AA, Inc. The Director 
of the school works with students and teachers across the entire school 
community every year, helping to maintain the high quality and standards 
that are the hallmarks of an AA education. The school community includes 
an academic board as well as the student forum, and the Director’s Office  
is supported by a senior management team that leads day-to-day operations 
across the association. The school is remarkably open and accessible to 
students wishing to gain access or additional support throughout the year:  
it is open on weekends, and the Director’s Office, like other senior staff 
offices, maintains an open-door policy on Tuesdays and Fridays. Students 
and staff are welcome to stop by to discuss new initiatives, current issues 
and any other matters that arise during the year. The AA’s academic 
regulations, employee reference book, annual academic calendar and 
programme and course guides can all be found online at aaschool.ac.uk. 
 Finally, please see this Prospectus more as a door, than a book – one 
already open to you, with an expectation you will visit again and often. 
Consider joining us in our commitment to shaping the future of architecture, 
one architect at a time.
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AA Diploma Honours



DIPLOMA HONOURS

Nathan Su
Ji Soo Hwang 
Rory Sherlock
Joshua Penk

Jonathan Cheng

GRADUATE DISTINCTIONS

Jurij Licen
Aditya Tognatta

Kaushik Sardesai
Arshad Syed
Xiaoxiao Luo

Diego Valdivia
Andrew Donald Lords
Rafael Alonso Candau

Argyris Angeli
Kyriaki Nasioula



AA Diploma Honours is the AA’s highest award. Each 
Summer Term outstanding Diploma School students are 
chosen to present for Honours awards, which are given 
to the fifth-year student or students who achieve an 
exceptionally high standard during the academic year. 
The Diploma Honours and Degree Distinction projects 
shown on the following pages have been recognised  
by AA tutors and programme directors as the most 
exceptional of the last academic year. All recipients will 
exhibit their work in Autumn 2017.
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We live in a time when cultural ideologies, 
aspirations and fears are as diverse  
and dynamic as ever. And yet our world 
views are becoming increasingly 
singular, extreme and, sadly, more 
polarised. Our media echo-chambers 
feed us personalised, self-affirming 
realities that keep us well within the 
boundaries of our own predispositions 
and assumptions. But what if the 
technologies that currently blind us 
could somehow bind us together? 

‘Through Leviathan’s Eyes’ is an 
optimistic, speculative glimpse into  

a world where reality is constructed 
collaboratively. The film is a non-narrative 
tour through a near-future condition  
of ‘cityness’ that imagines a rewriting of 
technological priorities and turns the 
blinding drive for a personalised reality 
into a truly mixed reality. Here, the unstable, 
ever-shifting yet somehow intelligent 
collective composes space in a constant 
state of re-writing and over-writing that 
every so often coalesces into an urgent 
and moving obsession. The city renders 
itself as a tangible, augmented palimpsest. 
A cultural manifestation of Thomas 
Hobbes’ Leviathan. 

Nathan Su

Through Leviathan’s Eyes

Run Time
9 min 30 seconds

Credits 
Directed and written by Nathan 
Su and Bethany Edgoose

Cast 
Helen Robinett Oxley, Annabel 
Spinks-Jones, Charlie Sturgeon, 
Chong Yan Chuah, David 
London, Stefania Montesolaro

Special Thanks 
Natasha Sandmeier, Manolis 
Stavrakakis, Chong Yan  
Chuah, Nicholas Zembashi, 
Sebastian Tiew

Diploma 9: Natasha Sandmeier &  
Manolis Stavrakakis

The Memorials



The Urban Palimpsest



Leviathan’s Address

The ‘Past Earthers’

The Empty City



Shared Roof attempts to respond to and 
re-evaluate current city planning in 
Bermondsey where fragmented urban 
spaces suggest social and physical 
detachment between diverse groups of 
users that coexist but remain isolated 
from each other. Reacting to this condition 
a long spanning tensile roof structure  
is strategically inserted to bridge the 
existing residential area and the primary 
school. The insertion reclaims the 
current limited ground floor space, 
enabling social exchange by encouraging 
different groups to simultaneously 
occupy the space and by emphasising 
the symbolic gesture of the shared 
ownership of territory.

Without imposing a prescribed condition 
that adapts to a market, school event or 
classroom, the intervention both 
radicalises the current divided space 
and frees up programmatic ties by 
eliminating social and physical divisions. 
Shared Roof therefore facilitates social 
integration while unifying divided  
space through an architectural insertion, 
fostering public exchange through 
blurring land appropriation and reinventing 
civic infrastructure in Bermondsey.

Jisoo Hwang

Shared Roof

Diploma 10: Carlos Villanueva Brandt

Residential Facade Condition – representing the perimeter condition of the roof, where the truss beam 
is anchored to the existing floor slab through the wall for reinforcement



1:200 Speculative Physical Model – a physical model of the initial design development explores the idea 
of a tensile roof structure that is hung from the existing structure. By analysing the model, the design can 

be developed further to avoid structural redundancy.



Site analysis of different user groups and time-based territory expansion

1. Residential Block
2. PTFE Roof
3. Public Circulation

4. Entrance Roof
5. Primary School
6. Central Building

SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B



This is a project about the meeting  
of eras – the slowly exposed remnants of 
past dockyard structures revealed 
through archaeology and the fast-paced, 
comparatively short-lived, developments 
of large-scale housing. They meet in  
this project at ground level – a territory of 
investigation that exists +10m above  
sea level and -10m below; a place 
generated from 1513 until 2000 and then 

degenerated before re-generation.  
For the first time in their existence 
 places that demand not to be lost are 
exposed to the city at large, and those 
who make these demands are free  
to explore for the first time in 500 years. 
They can appreciate all the place has  
to offer without displacing the creations 
of contemporary society.

Joshua Penk

Confluence
A Strategy for the Archaeological Excavations and 

Development of Convoys Wharf

Diploma 11: Shin Egashira

The three planes of Excavation, Ground Level and New Development



Before the site is exposed there is first the instrument

Walkways span the excavations and skirt the foundations  
of the new high-rise development



Observatory 3B spanning the mouth of the first Navy dry-dock

Interior of Observatory 3B displaying archaeological finds from the Georgian era



There is a stark contrast between the 
Internet as it is presented and the 
Internet as it exists in reality; between 
the volatility of the technology and  
the architecture it inhabits. It is not a 
distributed and socially liberating 
nebulous entity, but a physically 
grounded and manifest resource that 
can be appropriated to disempower 
those who depend on it. The project 
therefore seeks to make this process  
of appropriation evident and then  
to subvert it through an architectural 

protocol for its counteraction within the 
context of informal housing development 
in Egypt. 

This is an attempt to move from weapons 
to protocols – a set of punctuating, 
citizen-led interventions that will effect 
change on the city and the state at  
large. In a world in which the Internet is 
itself used as a weapon in an increasingly 
militarised environment, it may be 
through space that we begin to respond.

Rory Sherlock

Breaking the Bottleneck:  
Appropriation of the Internet in the Nile Delta

Diploma 14: Pier Vittorio Aureli and Maria 
Shéhérazade Giudici

Neighbourhood Panorama



Analogous Map



Collective Ownership & Common Usage



Instructions:
Go to: soundcloud.com/jonny-cheng/
where-is-the-center
Turn your volume low and listen up  
closeIf you are on a mobile device,  
find a person and listen with them
If you are stationary, look for a person 
and ask them to come listen with you
Keep listening, and afterwards, look  
at each other
‘Who is the performer here?’

The cultural centre as a project has  
long encapsulated modern policies of 
widespread cultural access and the 

elimination of class alienation. At the 
same time its formation raises the 
question: what exactly is the dominant 
content in this typology of cultural 
architecture? Leisure and a collective 
externalisation of domestic programmes 
are supported by the political agency  
of creative production and consumption. 
‘Where is the Centre?’ is an exploration  
of the arts and the spaces of creative 
production as an infrastructure of 
participation. An understanding of how 
participation – an active negotiating  
of resistance and domination – drives 
the formal provocation.

Jonathan Cheng

Where Is The Centre?

An Infrastructure of Participation

Diploma 17: Theo Lalis and Dora Sweijd



Converting a Place into Content

Tectonic Language of Beams, Radii and Bifurcations



A Scenography for Multidirectional Performances



Graduate
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‘Cryic Transformations’ looks at how  
to structure and manage naturally  
available resources in cold desert biomes, 
focusing on the high-altitude regions  
of the Northern Himalayas. Climatic 
changes form the primary basis for 
strategies that seek to gain maximum 
control over the landscape. Computational 
algorithms are developed to generate  
a ten-year regressive model that 
establishes relationships between 
seasonal changes and topography. 

Strategies are devised to capitalise on 
debris flow scenarios to extract earth  
as a primary building material. 
Fabrication techniques include a flexible 
autonomous earthbag assembly that  
can be aggregated manually with less 
material knowledge and automation than 
vernacular building types. The integrated 
proposal adapts to future scenarios  
and establishes local control of food 
production, water conservation and 
material procurement.

Aditya Tognatta, 
Kaushik Sardesai

Cryic Transformations

Emergent Technology and Design
Director: Michael Weinstock



While Shenzhen has certainly been a 
magnet for workers for the past 30 years, 
there are new concerns about supply 
sources that can sustain city development. 
On the one hand, the amount of green, 
arable land that has been appropriated by 
uncontrolled urban sprawl presents a 
challenge when it comes to housing and 
feeding a burgeoning population. On  
the other hand, the shortage of buildable 
land has forced urban growth towards 
hillsides in a region where high levels of 
rainfall regularly trigger landslides.  

This dissertation proposes an optimal 
densified urban system adapted  
to a slope terrain with efficient social 
connectivity and supply system.  
By stabilising the soil through mitigation 
techniques on hillside areas, the proposal 
will enable city authorities to use both 
natural and artificial means to address 
both the risk of landslide and the 
problem of supply shortage.

Arshad Syed, Xiaoxiao Luo,  
Diego Valdivia

Adaptive Urban Hillscapes

Emergent Technology and Design
Director: Michael Weinstock



With nearly one fifth of Central London 
households reporting a shared living 
arrangement, an architecture for sharing 
could have the potential to address 
issues such as permeability, mobility, 
inclusivity and economic diversity, while 
also requiring a level of commitment by 
residents, so that developments remain 
inhabited rather than sold off as 
investments. This project combines 
60,000m2 of residential space with 
20,000m2 of services (culinary 
establishments, health and wellbeing 
centres, civic and council facilities,  

and a public library) on a two-hectare 
plot adjacent to the Mornington 
Crescent Underground Station in the 
London Borough of Camden. The 
research explores an attitude towards 
design for sharing, with an approach to 
typology and morphology that is rooted 
in the question of commitment and 
engagement. Residential typologies are 
investigated in a cross-fertilisation  
with other genres, where a quality of 
sharing occurs in a range from individual 
spaces to various sizes of collective 
environments.

Andrew Donald Lords

Design for Sharing: Architecture for  
Alternative Tenures and Living Arrangements

Housing and Urbanism
Directors: Jorge Fiori, Hugo Hinsley

Andrew Donald Lords – shared space



The design research agenda for this 
project was defined by the growing 
demand for flexible working spaces and 
by the prospect of minimising whole-life 
embodied and operational energy  
use and its resulting carbon impact. Even 
from its constrained site – with close 
neighbouring buildings on all sides – the 
built form exploits its position in Central 
London by maximising daylighting and 
passive solar gain in winter. The stack-
driven ventilation enabled by the two 

small atria, in addition to an operable 
external envelope, allow occupants 
adaptive control over the building’s 
summer performance. Heating loads  
are minimised and the need for air 
conditioning is eliminated. The  
embodied CO2 is greatly reduced,  
owing to the compact building shape 
and use of natural materials that 
characterise the external appearance 
and indoor environment.

Rafael Alonso Candau

Whole-Life Carbon and  
Office Building Design in London 

Sustainable Environmental Design
Directors: Simos Yannas, Paula Cadima



‘Ithaca: Upon Every Arrival’ explores  
the relationship between the body and 
space. Five artists and four creative 
fields – visual art, contemporary dance, 
sound design and performance art – 
intertwine and pass through phases 
inspired by Jacques Lacan’s Mirror 
Stage (subjectivity, spatial relations, 

external sense of coherence and sense 
of ‘I’ and ‘you’). Each medium has its  
own role to perform as they invite the 
audience to witness the sequence of 
transformations a person experiences 
upon arriving in his or her own Ithaca, 
until they ask: ‘Is this where I aspire  
to be?’ 

Argyris Angeli,  
Kyriaki Nasioula

Ithaca: Upon Every Arrival

AA Interprofessional Studio
Theo Lorenz, Tanja Siems

Choreography, Performers: 
Kyriaki Nasioula, Georgia Tegou 
Live Projections: Argyris Angeli 
Performance Art: Eliza Soroga 
Sound Design and 
Performance: Jeph Vanger 
Lighting Design: Michael Toon 

Costume Design: Argyris 
Angeli Narrative and Curation: 
Symeon Banos Technical 
support: Joel Newman, Sepehr 
Malek, Michael Toon  
Production Assistant: Lia 
Garbola Stage Managers: Abi 

Smallwood, Chara Panagi
 
In kind support: University of 
Roehampton, Department of 
Dance; Centre for Dance 
Research; AA Audiovisual 
Department



Yuan Yao, Yang Hong,  
Yuhan Li

HEXY 

Qi Cao, Deniz Topcuoglu,  
Jurij Licen (Distinction), 
Nessma al Ghoussein

Euphorbotics  

AA DRL 
Tutor: Theodore Spyropoulos
Assistant: Mostafa El Sayed

AA DRL 
Tutor: Robert Stuart-Smith
Assistant: Tyson Hosmer 
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Public Programme
A

A Exhibitions



The AA is not just a school but a wider association  
that sees a number of other architectural initiatives run  
in parallel with the various academic courses and 
programmes on offer each year. This broader cultural 
agenda is largely structured around the three pillars  
of the AA’s long-standing and world-renowned public 
programme of talks and lectures; its curated programme 
of exhibitions and displays in the school’s various 
galleries; and its publications programme, which each 
year sees the launch of a number of books and journals.

This year’s Term 1 programming focuses especially on  
the AA XX 100 celebration of the centenary of women at 
the AA. Events and lectures include an international 
conference in collaboration with the Paul Mellon Centre, 
a term-long exhibition in the AA Gallery and a publication. 

Alongside these celebrations, the AA’s public programme 
will host a series of lunchtime conversations on 
education to coincide with the AA’s search for its new 
Director. Also in Term 1, the What’s Next series will return 
for a fourth year, showcasing the work of graduates,  
and Design + Make will organise an afternoon discussion 
on Wakeford Hall, a new building for the AA’s Hooke Park 
campus. Terms 2 and 3 will see the return of our Tutor 
Lectures series and Collections Talks, which breathe new 
life into the material from our archives, library and  
photo library. A new series, Freefall, will launch this spring 
to discuss the culture of technology and its supporting 
infrastructures. 

In addition to the catalogue of the AA XX 100 exhibition,  
in 2017-18, AA Publications will be releasing a number of 
new titles, including additions to the AA’s Words series 



(from Anthony Vidler and Ernesto Nathan Rogers), 
profiles of unit work by Intermediate 3 and by First Year, 
an anthology of postwar Japanese architecture, and  
two issues of the AA Files, the AA’s house journal which 
has been published in one form or another since the 
school’s founding in the mid-nineteenth century. 

While in Term 1 the AA Gallery will be dedicated to 
recognising 100 years of AA women in architecture,  
AA Exhibitions will continue to circumnavigate the globe 
throughout the year to display work from the Baltic,  
China and, closer to home, Milton Keynes.

Finally, the AA’s special project, AA LAWuN, will build  
on the platform of continued holistic investigation 
through questions and student-led activities, with events, 
podcasts and the re-opening of AA radio airwaves. 

For the latest information about lectures, events, exhibitions 
and publications visit aaschool.ac.uk.
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The AA is committed to giving as many talented 
students as possible the opportunity to study  
at its school in London and Dorset. Approximately 
one in four of all students studying at the AA 
receive financial assistance with paying fees in the 
form of a scholarship or bursary. 
 Many of these scholarships and bursaries have 
been funded by generous donations over the 
AA’s history. For more information about the AA’s 
awards and prizes, visit www.aaschool.ac.uk/
APPLY/FINANCIAL_AID/overview.php and  
click ‘Funding Available for Current Students’ or 
‘Funding Available for Prospective Students’.
 The AA is delighted to have awarded the 
following named scholarships and bursaries for 
the 2017–18 academic year via the AA Foundation, 
a separate charity established to manage  
and disburse philanthropic funds in support of 
architectural education.

Scholarships

Mark Fisher Scholarship
Set up in memory of Mark Fisher, an AA graduate 
and inspiring teacher who designed huge music 
performance events for some of the world’s 
best-known rock bands. This scholarship supports 
a student interested in the intersection of 
architecture and performance. For information on 
criteria and how to apply visit the AA website, 
following the navigation detailed above to ‘Mark 
Fisher Scholarship 2018 for Fourth Year Students’.

AA Foundation Scholarship
Set-up in 2017 by the AA Foundation, this new 
scholarship offers a two-year full-fee scholarship 
for a British student entering the Fourth Year in 
the Diploma School.

Bursaries

AA Foundation Bursaries
The AA Foundation awards a number of bursaries 
to support AA students who have the ability,  
but not the full means, to achieve their goals in 
architectural study.

Eileen Gray Bursary
The Eileen Gray Fund for AA students was 
established in 1980 by Eileen Gray’s niece, 

Prunella Clough-Taylor, to recognise the 
distinguished architect and furniture designer’s 
concern for architectural training. A bequest from 
Clough-Taylor, received in 2000, has expanded 
the scope of this fund, which now awards 
bursaries annually to talented students in need of 
financial assistance.

Elizabeth Chesterton Bursary 
AA alumna and former councillor, Elizabeth 
Chesterton, who died in 2002, left a generous 
bequest in support of bursaries for British 
students at the AA.

Andrew Szmidla Bursary
This bequest funds bursaries for undergraduate 
or postgraduate students from Eastern Europe.

Charlotte Coudrille Bursary
Charlotte Coudrille, who died in 2001, ran  
the AA Accounts Office for a number of years.  
The bursary was established by her former 
colleague Marian Keyes and is awarded annually 
to a student in need of financial assistance.

Stephen Lawrence Bursary 
Awarded to students entering the AA, this 
scholarship enables an eligible student  
who cannot afford the cost to study at the 
Architectural Association.

Mike Davies Bursary
The bursary supports undergraduate students of 
demonstrable limited means from the UK or 
international students who have lived in the UK 
for three or more years. Recipients must  
show innovative thinking and application in 
design work. 

Enid Caldicott Bursary
A bursary was established in 1978 in memory of 
Enid Caldicott, who was first a student at the  
AA before serving as AA Librarian for 35 years.  
It is awarded annually to British students.

Eyre Family Foundation Bursary 
Awarded to a British student entering Fourth Year.

Awards, Scholarships  
and Bursaries
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Zsuzsa Peter, Howard Colls Studentship,  
Diploma 5

Xueru Wang, Henry Saxon Snell Prize,  
Diploma 13

Thanaporn Amornkasemwong, Alex Stanhope 
Forbes Prize, Intermediate 1

James Mak, Henry Florence Studentship, 
Diploma 1
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Prizes
At the end of each academic year, winners are 
selected for a range of prestigious prizes,  
varying in value between £200 to £1,500. All of 
these have been made possible by donations  
and are awarded in the most part by the  
AA Foundation, with a few awarded by the AA  
and from external sources.
 Those listed below received a prize at the 
Graduation Ceremony on 23 June 2017.

AA Foundation Prizes
The AA Foundation awards a number of prizes at 
graduation each year to recognise and reward 
outstanding students from across the AA in their 
achievements throughout the year.

Undergraduate School Prizes 

AA Prize 
Rory Sherlock (Fifth Year)
This prize is awarded annually to the student who 
has made significant contributions to the AA.

Alex Stanhope Forbes Prize
Thanaporn Amornkasemwong (Third Year) 
This prize is for work in the field of colour and 
named after William Alexander Stanhope Forbes, 
a ‘brilliant student’ at the AA who ‘excelled as  
a colourist’.

Brian Henderson Prize
Maria Bessarabova (Third Year) 
This award looks to celebrate and acknowledge 
the abiding artistry and vision associated with  
the hand-drawn architectural image. It has been 
set up in memory of Brian Henderson, who was 
instrumental in establishing the AA Foundation  
in 1989.

Dennis Sharp Prize
Nicholas Zembashi (Fourth Year) 
Established in 2010 in memory of Dennis Sharp, 
the prize celebrates the craft of architectural 
writing and critique and is awarded for 
outstanding writing in the Diploma School.  

Denys Lasdun Award for Excellence  
in Architecture
Erik Hoffman (Third Year)
Awarded at Third Year level in memory of  
Denys Lasdun, for work considered to be of 
outstanding merit.

Henry Florence Studentship
James Mak (Fifth Year) 
This annual award was established in 1916 in the 
name of the AA President from 1878–79. Henry 
Florence is known for building hotels, among 
them the Connaught in Mayfair. He donated his 
library to the AA, and RIBA’s Florence Hall is 
named after him.
 
Henry Saxon Snell Prize
Xueru Wang (Fifth Year) 
This prize was established in 1909 ‘to encourage 
a study of the design and construction of hospitals, 
and of convalescent homes’.

Holloway Trust Prize
Janos Bergob-Sowicz (Third Year) 
This award was set up by Henry Holloway for 
work relating to the building industry.

Howard Colls Studentship
Zsuzsa Peter (Fourth Year) 
This award comes from a bequest made in 1911 
for the best drawings at the end of Fourth Year.

Julia Wood Foundation Prize
Dilara Koz (Foundation) 
This prize was established in 2004 in recognition 
of Julia Wood’s dedication and contribution to the 
success of the Foundation Course at the AA.

Nicholas Pozner Prize for Single Best Drawing
Nabila Mahdi (Fifth Year) 
This prize was established in 2009 in memory of 
AA graduate Nicholas Pozner. It was set up  
in tribute to Nick’s talent and the precision and 
beauty of his drawings.

Ralph Knott Memorial Prize
Gabrielle Eglen (First Year) 
This award was established in 1931 for the benefit 
of architectural students.

William Glover Prize  
Amy Glover (Second Year) 
Established in 1913 after William Glover who was 
President of the Northern AA from 1899–1901.
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Graduate School Prizes

AAF Graduate School Prize for Design
Xiaoxiao Luo (Emergent Technologies and Design) 
Syed Munaver Ali (Emergent Technologies  
and Design)
Diego Valdivia (Emergent Technologies and Design)
Yue Zhu (Emergent Technologies and Design)
Awarded for exemplary work in design across all 
graduate programmes.

AAF Graduate School Prize for Research
Alvaro Arancibia Tagle (PhD)
Awarded for exemplary work in research across 
all graduate programmes.

AAF Graduate School Prize for Writing 
Klaus Platzgummer (History and Critical Thinking) 
Awarded for exemplary work in writing across all 
graduate programmes.

Beverly Bernstein Award 
Laura Garcia Caro (Housing and Urbanism) 
Annual award for the best final submission  
within Housing & Urbanism, to help disseminate  
ideas and conclusions contained in their final 
dissertation that can be of relevance to address 
housing and urban issues in the developing world.

AA Foundation Travel Awards

AAF Travel Award
Fiona Cuypers-Stanienda (Third Year) 
Gleb Sheykin (Fourth Year) 
This award was established in 1881 to enable 
students to travel and otherwise improve their 
knowledge of architecture.

Alexander Memorial Fund Travel Award 
Song Jie Lim (Emergent Technologies and Design)
Varvara Vasilatou (Emergent Technologies and 
Design)
Shih-Hsin Wuu (Emergent Technologies and 
Design)
H J W Alexander was secretary of the AA 1937–62. 
This fund was established to ‘enable students to 
travel abroad to study architecture’.

Jane Chu Travel Award
Sorana-Stefana Mazilu (Second Year) 
This award was set up by AA alumna Margaret 
Chow both to honour her mother and to enable 
students to travel.

Mike Davies Travel Award
Georgios Eftaxiopoulos (PhD) 
For the benefit of a student to fund their travel.

Peter J B Sabara Travel Award 
Ema Hana Kacar (Fourth Year) 
This award is to honour the pursuits and 
endeavors to which Peter was committed, by 
enabling students to fulfill their passion for travel 
and learning.

Additional Prizes (funded by the AA)

The Student Choice Diploma with Honours 
Award
Nathan Su (Fifth Year)
Student vote for honours, as voted for by the AA 
student community

History and Theory Studies Writing Awards
Leo Sun (First Year)
Amalia-Anastasi Gîsca-Chitac (Second Year) 
Jacopo Colarossi (Third Year) 
These awards aim to encourage students to  
have greater ambitions for their written work in 
the First, Second and Third Years.

Media Studies Awards
Paul Vecsei (First Year) 
Amalia-Anastasi Gîsca-Chitac (Second Year) 
Awarded to First and Second Year students for 
outstanding work in Media Studies.

Technical Studies Awards
Ignatio Putra (Third Year)
Ji Soo Hwang (Fifth Year)
Awarded annually by the Technical Studies staff 
following collective assessment at the High Pass 
Jury of all nominated work.

Externally Funded Prizes

Nicholas Boas Travel Award
Iris Gramegna (Fourth Year) 
Sofia Krimizi (PhD) 
This travel award, open to AA students who wish 
to study Roman architecture and urbanism, was 
established in memory of AA graduate Nicholas 
Boas (1975–1998) and provides funds for a 
one-month study visit based at the British School 
in Rome.
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Hooke Park, the AA’s woodland estate in Dorset, gives AA students the 
unique opportunity to engage in large-scale fabrication in a working  
forest. The campus provides an educational facility for design, workshop, 
construction and landscape-focused activities. It hosts term-time visits  
for London-based units, a programme of Visiting Schools in the academic 
breaks and the activities of the resident MArch and MSc Design + Make 
postgraduate programmes. 
 The 150-hectare forest is owned and operated by the AA and contains  
a growing campus that presents a 30-year history of experimental timber 
construction and rural architecture. Under the previous ownership of  
the Parnham Trust’s School for Woodland Industries, three remarkable 
demonstrations of round-wood construction were built: the refectory (1987), 
workshop (1989) and dormitory (1996). These structures offer a valuable 
legacy and point of reference for today’s students.
 Following the transition of ownership to the AA in 2002, the campus 
development was redrawn and continues with new workshop and 
accommodation facilities being delivered by students of the Design + Make 
programme. These include a house for the caretaker family; student lodges 
built to test various design and making strategies including maximising the 
use of recycled and reclaimed materials; and the ‘Big Shed’, which provides 
a large enclosed workspace for fabrication, assembly and prototyping 
activities. The Big Shed also houses the robotic fabrication facility that 
continues to evolve through new tooling including chainsaw and  
bandsaw end-effectors. 

Hooke Park
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Staff
Director
Martin Self

Co-Director Design + Make
Emmanuel Vercruysse

Estate & Development 
Manager
Jez Ralph

Administrator
Laura Kaddey

Workshop Manager
Charlie Corry-Wright

Operations assistant
Zachary Mollica

Technical Coordinator
Edward Coe

Catering Manager
Georgie Corry-Wright 

Head Forester
Christopher Sadd

Robotics Developer
Michael Arnett
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Recent experimental structures include a woodchip barn (2015-16) that  
uses robotically processed natural tree forks in its construction and a 
sawmill shelter (2016-17) that deploys timber laths in tension. The first phase 
of construction of Hooke Park’s new central academy facility, Wakeford  
Hall, is underway in 2017. Consisting of lecture hall, library and administration 
spaces, the design concepts were drawn from an AA-wide ideas competition 
in 2015 and have been subsequently developed by Design + Make students. 
 The wider Hooke Park woodland is home to a number of temporary 
projects such as experimental pods, towers, bridges and other structures 
– all products of short workshops and visiting school courses. The AA 
manages the woodland, with forest harvesting targeted at bolstering our 
supplies of sawn timber for building works and experimentation on the 
campus, while replanting is expanding our range of future timbers, increasing 
ecological diversity and resilience to a changing climate. Campus 
landscaping continues an evolution towards becoming a productive forest 
garden with a phase of allowing organic content to be naturally introduced  
to the site through sown grass and herbs.  
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Library
Term-time hours:
10am–9pm Monday to Friday
10am–6pm Saturday
collections.aaschool.ac.uk

Founded in 1862, the Library holds more than 
48,000 volumes on the history of architecture, 
architectural theory, contemporary architectural 
design, building types, interior design, landscape 
design and supplementary subjects. In addition  
to the most up-to-date architectural publications, 
it houses rare and early works, plus special 
collections of material on the modern movement, 
international exhibitions and the history of 
architectural education at the AA. The Library has 
a unique collection of material concerned with 
the history and activities of the Association, its 
members and schools. These include complete 
runs of the AA’s official journals, student journals, 
prospectuses, annual reviews and yearbooks.  
In addition the Library holds some copies of  
AA graduate school theses. These collections 
complement the holdings of the AA Archives.
 The Library’s online resources include 
databases such as EBSCOhost for Avery Index 
and Art Full Text, JSTOR, Digimap, ScienceDirect 
journal collection, Construction Information 
Service, Material ConneXion, CumInCAD, RUDI, 
Pidgeon Digital and ArtStor. There are also 
referencing databases including Cite them right 
online and Turnitin. Offsite access to online 
resources is created automatically when students 
and members join the AA. The Library has full text 
subscriptions to a number of art and architecture 
journals as well as a growing collection of ebooks. 
The Library receives print editions of around  
150 architectural, art and technical journals, and 
holds a substantial number of important  
historical journals, including Wendingen and 
L’Architecture Vivante.
 The Library’s loan, reference and information 
services are available to staff and registered 
students of the AA School and members of the 
Association. Most materials may be borrowed 
from the Library, although journals and some 
books are reference only. Eight books may be 
borrowed by members; up to ten books at a time 
can be borrowed by undergraduate students;  
and graduate students and staff can borrow a 
maximum of 12 books. Most books are available 
for a loan of three weeks. Library staff offer 

individual or group tutorials on how to access and 
search databases, resources available, etc and 
provide formal sessions on research skills as part 
of the curriculum.
 The AA Collections catalogue allows users to 
search across the Library, Archives and Photo 
Library collections, including online lectures. Users 
can also check the Library’s holdings and their 
availability, request store material, interlibrary loan 
and new books, as well as reserve and renew 
books online. All information regarding the Library 
and its services can be found on collections.
aaschool.ac.uk.

AA Archives
Term-time hours:
10am–6pm Monday to Friday
archives.aaschool.ac.uk

The AA Archives is a teaching and study resource 
open to all AA students, members and external 
readers. It documents the AA’s educational, 
cultural and organisational history and holds in 
excess of 10,000 original drawings and 800 cubic 
feet of records, alongside digital portfolios, 
manuscripts, models and posters.
 A major proportion of the Archives’  
collection consists of student projects from the 
mid-nineteenth century to the present day. They 
include work by such luminaries as Sir Andrew 
Derbyshire, Alison Smithson, Kenneth Frampton, 
Eldred Evans, Alan Colquhoun, Peter Wilson  
and Piers Gough. We also collect records relating 
to the theory and practice of architectural 
education, such as lecture notes and teaching 
records, thus aiming to preserve evidence of the 
teaching methodologies, systems and pedagogies 
that have evolved at the AA.
 Major collections held within the AA Archives 
include that of the Royal Architectural Museum 
and the Otto Koenigsberger Archive. Recent 
additions include donations of work by Amarjit 
Kalsi, Sam Scorer, Neil Porter, Gillian Hopwood 
and Edward Reynolds.

Resources 
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Photo Library
Term-time hours:
10am–1pm and 2pm–6pm Monday to Friday
photolibrary.aaschool.ac.uk

The Photo Library holds around 500,000 slides  
of both historical and contemporary buildings, 
25,000 slides of AA student work and several 
valuable photographic archives including those  
of F R Yerbury, Eric de Maré and Reyner Banham. 
The unique collection was originally created  
by AA students, staff and Members returning 
from school trips and other travels. Many 
belonged to the AA Camera Club (founded in 
1893 and relaunched in 2006 to encourage 
current students to contribute images to the 
Photo Library). 
 The Photo Library website offers public access 
to more than 20,000 images of school work,  
life, buildings and places, as well as the images 
and bios of nearly 100 of the AA’s contributing 
photographers – many are AA students. The 
Photo Library also publishes cards and postcards 
from the collection, which are available from  
the AA Bookshop, and the space hosts regular 
exhibitions featuring the work of photographers 
who have made the biggest contributions to  
the collection in recent years. 
 The Photo Library holds archive recordings of 
more than 1,500 AA lectures and conferences 
dating back to the 1970s, with speakers including 
Cedric Price, Peter Cook, Robin Evans, Rem 
Koolhaas and Zaha Hadid. A broad selection  
of recent lectures is available online (www. 
aaschool.ac.uk/lectures). There is also a 
collection of over 2,000 films and documentaries 
which can be viewed in the cinema or borrowed 
overnight. The AA Cinema is equipped with 20 
seats and can be reserved for unit, programme or 
student screenings. The cinema is also the venue 
for the AA Film Club, held weekly and curated  
by students to highlight specific filmmakers and 
different cinematic genres throughout the term.

Audio-visual Department
Term-time hours:
10am–5pm Monday to Friday Student Loans
1pm–2pm Closed for Lunch
aavideo.tumblr.com

The Audio-visual Department is concerned  
with media technology and supports teaching  
across the AA, as well as documenting the  
Public Programme. 

 The Video Editing and Chromakey Studio is 
located in 39 Ground Floor and houses 
designated Apple workstations running video, 
audio, 3D pro apps alongside VR and encoding 
tools. Chromakeying (green screen) work is 
possible on site with prior consultation. Audio 
interfaces, keyboards and microphones are 
available. The space is open to all students and 
staff and operates on a key card system for entry. 
Weekend and late-hour use is therefore available. 
 Audio-visual equipment for both internal 
teaching and the public programme is booked 
through an established procedure. Staff  
should liaise with their coordinator at least one 
week prior to when the equipment is required. 
Staff and students may be asked to attend  
an induction before using equipment. Teaching 
spaces are equipped with large LCD screens  
or data-projectors for laptop use. The school as  
a rule does not record internal or complementary 
classes.
 Apart from expertise, the Audio-visual 
Department can supply a broad range of video 
and display equipment including: HD cameras, 
GoPro cameras, tripods and mounts, sliders, 
Manfrotto FigRigs, Jib arms, a Hague tracking 
system, Hot and Cold lighting, (Arri, Ianiro etc), 
digital audio recorders, microphones, audio mixers, 
video mixers, PA kit, LCD data projection, digital 
and analogue display gear, signal and sound 
generation and distribution. For information about 
the loan service and the school’s comprehensive 
insurance policy, visit www.aaschool.ac.uk/
aaschool/bedfordsquare/av.php.

Computer Labs
Term-time hours:
9am–10pm Monday to Friday 
10am–10pm Saturday & Sunday
Vacation hours:
10am–10pm Monday to Friday
 
The IT department provides assistance to students 
and tutors across four separate computer  
rooms, plus a main lab, all based in 16 Morwell 
Street and 39 Bedford Square. The equipment 
available consists of 29 PCs and 8 Macs for student 
and tutor use with each workstation having  
the following software: Rhino, Maya, AutoCad, 
Microstation, 3DS Studio Max, Photoshop, 
Illustrator, InDesign, Flash, Final Cut Pro and more. 
The secondary computer lab has 12 PCs and is 
available for booking, either by students or tutors 
and can be used for VR. Additionally an 
audio-visual editing suite has 8 Macs and is for 
students working on projects within the AV 
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department; it can also be used for VR workshops 
and is accessible in consultation with Joel Newman.
 Supporting the Computer Lab is the AA’s Print 
Centre, managed by Photios Demetriou, which 
allows students to print projects at a variety of 
scales. Equipment includes: three A0 printers, 
four colour cubes, a Xerox phaser, black and 
white printers, scanners, 3D digitisers, binders 
and a guillotine.
 Software training is included as part of some 
school courses, and computational seminars are 
available in Term 1 and Term 2. These are provided 
by the Media Studies department and address 
the proliferation of digital design technologies and 
their profound effect on architecture. As part of 
its educational remit, the AA equips its students 
to use current design systems and software 
packages to their fullest extent. Photoshop, 
Illustrator, InDesign, Flash, AutoCad, Microstation, 
3DS Studio Max and Maya will be introduced 
through one-day workshops in Term 1.
 Software introductions will consist of six-hour 
teaching sessions and will be held in 39 First 
Floor Front and the electronic media lab back 
room. The Term 2 programme offers introductions 
to the advanced use of selected software 
packages for interactive presentations, digital 
3D-modelling and the preparation of files  
for digital fabrication.
 There will be eight full-day Saturday workshops 
held in 39 First Floor Front. It is important to note 
that all students need to register for the software 
workshops online. The registration for each term 
will be in the second week of term. More specific 
details about the workshops and registration  
can be found in the Course Booklet.

Wood and Metal Workshop
Term-time hours:
10am–6pm Monday, Friday*  
10am–9pm Tuesday to Thursday* 
10am–5pm Saturday* 
Closed Sunday 
*closed 1pm–2pm 
T +44 (0)20 7887 4053  
workshop@aaschool.ac.uk

The Wood and Metal Workshop is well equipped 
with standing machines, hand and power tools for 
working in wood, metal and some plastics. 
Facilities are available for welding, cutting and 
shaping steel and some other nonferrous metals. 
Machinery is present for the precise working in 
hardwoods, softwoods and other panel products.
 The Model Workshop provides indoor and 
outdoor working space for a wide variety of 

activities, including mould-making and casting, 
kiln work in ceramics and glass and vacuum-
forming. Projects are realised using a wide variety 
of materials and techniques and range in  
scale from traditional model-making work to  
1:1 concrete castings.
 Workshop staff have strong background 
experience in model making. Through ongoing 
tutorials, they support and assist the students 
 in finding solutions to their design and fabrication 
problems and with regard to the properties  
and processing of materials. Workshop staff  
have a strong belief in the importance of thinking 
through making and in the feedback and 
adjustments that can occur through the process 
of working directly with materials and making 
with your hands; unforeseeable incidences can 
lead to new ideas, directions or realisation of  
a design.

Digital Prototyping Lab
Term-time hours: 
9am–9pm Monday to Friday
10am-5pm Saturdays
www.aaschool.ac.uk/digitalprototyping

The Digital Prototyping Lab offers a number  
of digital fabrication technologies available to 
students, including: laser-cutting machines, 
CNC-milling machines, powder-based, resin  
and plastic filament 3D printers, 3D scanning  
and Robotic arms.
 Operated by three full-time members of staff 
and a team of 18 student assistants, the lab offers 
tutorials on digital fabrication techniques and file 
preparation and organises independent workshops 
across the school. Students interested in using 
the laser-cutting machines are first required  
to attend an induction course, after which they are 
able to reserve machine-time through an online 
booking system. People interested in using CNC, 
3Dprinting, Robotic arms or 3D scanning, do not 
need an induction but are encouraged to refer  
to the online tutorials, or to contact the lab staff for 
individual or group tutorials on file preparation. 
The lab is currently undergoing an expansion 
process with a new working space and 
equipment being operational in 2018.
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Hooke Park
Hooke Park is a 350-acre working forest in  
an area of outstanding natural beauty in Dorset, 
southwest England, which is owned and 
operated by the Architectural Association.
 The woodland contains a small educational 
facility centred on a woodworking workshop that 
is available to visiting groups of AA tutors and 
students for teaching activities. Students are able 
to explore techniques ranging from model-making 
to object fabrication and prototyping. They can 
also produce outdoor work on a larger scale, 
supported by specialist staff based at the site. 
Accommodation and catering are available on 
site, and bookings can be made online by tutors 
on the AA website. A growing series of Visiting 
School short courses are held at Hooke Park 
during the academic breaks. 

AA Bookshop
10am–6.30pm Monday to Saturday
T +44(0)20 7887 4041
F +44(0)20 7887 4048
bookshop@aabookshop.net
www.aabookshop.net

The AA Bookshop, founded in January 2009, 
continues the legacy of the Triangle Bookshop 
that opened in the mid-1970s. Also open to  
the general public, it is one of the few specialist 
bookshops for architecture worldwide. Dedicated 
and experienced bookshop staff can assist  
with locating and recommending books as well 
as ordering any book currently in print.
 The stock is geared to support the wide range 
of subject areas studied by the units and 
programmes within the school. The AA Bookshop 
also actively sources international publications  
in order to offer a concise selection that 
addresses the most current trends in architectural 
discourse. The collection ranges from 
architecture theory, to technical books from 
design, art, philosophy and critical theory to 
mathematics, science and cooking.
 Members receive a 20 per cent discount on  
all AA Publications and on a monthly selection  
of new titles that are announced online at 
aabookshop.net and via a newsletter. On occasion 
there are exclusive sales on all books for 
Members. The AA Bookshop is located on the 
ground floor of Number 32, where frequent book 
events and launches are held.

AA Bar and Restaurant
Term-time hours: 
Bar: 9.15am–9pm Monday to Friday
Dining Room: 12.15pm–2.30pm Monday to Friday
The bar and restaurant are open to students, 
members, staff, friends and guests. Coffee, tea, 
pastries, sandwiches, snacks and drinks are 
served in the bar on the first floor of No 36 
Bedford Square. The dining room serves hot and 
cold food throughout each term.

External Examiners
The role of external examiners is to look at 
portfolios submitted by students for RIBA Parts 1 
and 2 and exemptions, and to agree to pass lists 
which are then forwarded to the RIBA. During the 
last week of Term 3, examiners view Intermediate 
student work for AA Intermediate RIBA/ARB  
Part 1 (Third Year portfolios) and Diploma student 
work for AA Finals RIBA/ARB Part 2 (Fifth Year 
portfolios). 

2016–17 External Examiners:

Roz Barr
Patrick Bellew
Mary Bowman
Alison Brooks
Pippo Ciorra
Hernan Diaz Alonso
Tom Emerson
Homa Farjadi
Kathryn Firth
Yosuke Hayano

Mariana Ibañez
Vittorio Lampugnani
Amanda Levete
Alex Lifschutz
Fred Manson
Farshid Moussavi
Florencia Pita
Keith Priest
Elisa Valero Ramos
Elia Zenghelis

Equality
The AA aims to create conditions to ensure that 
students are treated solely on the basis of  
their merit, abilities and potential, regardless of 
their gender, colour, religious/political beliefs, 
ethnic or national origin, disability, family 
background, age, sexual orientation or other 
irrelevant distinction.
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Disability and Learning Difficulties
The Architectural Association School of 
Architecture aims to provide a high-quality 
personalised service tailored to the individual 
student’s needs. Support and information  
is provided at every opportunity to encourage 
students to disclose their circumstances  
and thereby access the most appropriate support 
for their needs. Prospective students are 
encouraged to contact or visit the Registrar’s 
Office to discuss their needs and to assess what 
support is available prior to starting the course. 
Students who are registered at the AA School are 
also encouraged to contact the Registrar’s Office 
and/or their Programme Director, Unit Master/
Tutor or Complementary Studies Course Master 
to assess what support would be available. This 
is an on-going process throughout the academic 
year, to ensure that if a student omits to declare  
a disability/learning difficulty prior to or during 
registration, or becomes disabled during  
the course, appropriate support is put in place so 
that the student can achieve maximum success 
in their studies.

Data Protection 
Upon registration in the school students will be 
required to sign a statement consenting to  
the processing of personal information by AA Inc 
in compliance with the requirements of the Data 
Protection Act 1998. Data will only be disclosed 
internally to members of the AA staff who need to 
know; and when required, to third parties outside 
the AA in accordance with the Act. Data will  
not be provided to third parties for direct 
marketing purposes. 

Plagiarism
Plagiarism is treated as a serious offence and the 
AA may impose all or any of the following penalties 
on a student found guilty of it:
 • expulsion from the school
 • suspension from registration at the school 
 • or from particular courses for such period 
  as it thinks fit
 • denial of credit or partial credit in any 
  course or courses
 • an official warning

Door Security Policy
From time to time it may be necessary to amend 
the AA’s normal open-door policy for Bedford 
Square. Entry may be gained at these times  
by using the AA Membership swipe card or the  
entry buzzer.

Contacts

Foundation
undergraduateadmissions@aaschool.ac.uk

Undergraduate School Admissions
undergraduateadmissions@aaschool.ac.uk

Graduate School Admissions
graduateadmissions@aaschool.ac.uk

Visiting School
visitingschool@aaschool.ac.uk

Professional Studies 
(Year Out & Part 3)
psco@aaschool.co.uk
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Director’s Office
Interim Director 
Samantha Hardingham 
Director’s Assistant
Roberta Jenkins
Amy Nicholson 
(maternity cover) 
Head of Teaching & 
Learning
Mark Morris
School Facilitator  
QAA/DAP
Christopher Pierce

Registrar’s Office 
School Registrar
Belinda Flaherty
Compliance Officer
Krishna Songera
Student Aid & 
Qualifications Officer
Sabrina Blakstad
Quality Assurance 
Coordinator 
Emma Newbury
Undergraduate and
Complementary 
Studies Coordinator
Rachel Sim
Graduate School 
Coordinator/
OU Administrator
Clement Chung
Professional Studies
Coordinator
Jenny Anderson
Filing Assistant
Linda Keiff

Admissions Office
Head of Admissions
Kirstie Little
Undergraduate 
Admissions 
Coordinators
Jenny Pitkin
Simone Rogers
Graduate Admissions 
Coordinators
Imogen Evans (P/T)
Saira Soarez
Peter Vlahos

Academic

Undergraduate

Foundation
Programme Head 
Saskia Lewis
Studio Staff
Umberto Bellardi Ricci
Juliet Haysom
Silvana Taher

First Year
Head of First Year
Monia De Marchi
Studio Staff
Pol Esteve
John Ng
Alexandra Vougia
Nacho Marti
Sara Saleh
Konstantinos Kizis
Patricia Mato Mora
Delphina Bocca
Thomas Randall-Page

Intermediate School
Unit 1
Lara Lesmes
Fredrik Hellberg
Unit 2
Ana Araujo
Unit 3
Nannette Jackowski
Ricardo de Ostos
Unit 4
Arantza Ozaeta 

Cortazar
Alvaro Martin Fidalgo
Unit 5
Ryan Dillon
Unit 6
Jeroen van Ameijde
Brendon Carlin
Unit 7
Marco Vanucci
Unit 8
Francisco González de 

Canales
Nuria Alvarez 

Lombardero

Unit 9
Christopher Pierce
Christopher Matthews
Amandine Kastler
Unit 10
Valentin Bontjes van 

Beek
Winston Hampel
Unit 11
Manuel Collado
Nacho Martín
Nerea Calvillo
Unit 12
Taneli Mansikkamaki
Max Turnheim
Unit 13
Soomeen Hahm
Unit 14
Shaun Murray
Simon Withers
Unit 15
Ryan Neiheiser
Xristina Argyros
Unit 16
Selma Mikou
Salwa Mikou

Diploma School
Unit 1
Miraj Ahmed
Martin Jameson
Unit 2
Kostas Grigoriadis
Unit 4
John Palmesino
Ann-Sofi Rönnskog
Unit 5
Cristina Díaz Moreno
Efrén Ga Grinda
Benjamin Reynolds
Unit 8
Maria Fedorchenko
Unit 9
Antoine Vaxelaire
Unit 10
Carlos Villanueva 

Brandt
Unit 11
Shin Egashira
Unit 12
Inigo Minns
Manejeh Verghese

2017–18 Staff List 
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Unit 13
Lily Jencks (maternity 

leave)
Jessica Reynolds
Alexandra Butterworth
Unit 14
Pier Vittorio Aureli
Maria Shéhérazade 

Giudici
Unit 15
Giulia Foscari
Harikleia Karamali
Giancomo Ardesio
Unit 16
Jonas Lundberg
Andrew Yau
Unit 17
Theo Sarantoglou Lalis
Dora Sweijd
Unit 18
Enric Ruiz-Geli

Complementary 
Studies

History and
Theory Studies
Head
Mark Cousins
Course Lecturers/

Course Tutors
Pier Vittorio Aureli
Edward Bottoms
Mark Campbell
Nerma Cridge
Ryan Dillon
William Firebrace
Winston Hampel
Francesca Hughes
Costandis Kizis
Roberta Marcaccio
Alison Moffett
Mercedes Rodrigo 

Garcia
Klaus Platzgummer
Ricardo Ruivo
Emmanouil Stavrakakis
Sylvana Taher
Alexandra Vougia
Thanos Zartaloudis
Zaynab Dena Ziari

Media Studies
Head
Kate Davies
Department Staff
Miraj Ahmed

Sebastian Andia
Charles Arsène-Henry 
Kasper Ax
Sue Barr
Shin Egashira
Juliet Haysom
Anderson Inge
Sergio Irigoyen
Thomas Tørslev Jensen
Alex Kaiser
Mara Kanthak
Oliviu Lugojan-Ghenciu
Antoni Malinowski
Nicholas Mortimer
Taneli Mansikkamäki
Flavien Menu
Inigo Minns
Alison Moffett
Joel Newman
Thomas Pearce 
Joseph Popper 
Caroline Rabourdin
Thomas Randall-Page 
Mattia Santi 
Francesca Silvi 
Nathan Su 
Emmanuel Vercruysse

Technical Studies
Head / Diploma Master
Javier Castañón
Intermediate Master
Kenneth Fraser
Department Staff
Francesco Anselmo
Laura de Azcarate
Simon Beames
Giles Bruce
Malik Ciaran
Chris Davies
Christina Doumpioti
(maternity leave)
Ian Duncombe
Wolfgang Frese
Helen Groat
Evan Green
Pablo Gugel
David Illingworth
Robert Knight
Antiopi Koronaki
Alistaire Lenczner
Emanuele Marfisi
Nacho Martí
Federico Montella
Ioannis Rizos
Camila Rock

Nina McCallion
Giancarlo Torpiano
Andrew Usher
Manja van de Worp
Anna Wai
Mohsen Zikri

Professional Studies
Programme Head
Theo Lorenz
Course Master
Javier Castañón
Head of Part 3
Paul Crosby

Graduate

DRL
Director
Theodore Spyropoulos
Founder Director
Patrik Schumacher
Studio Masters
Shajay Bhooshan
Alicia Nahmad Vasquez 

(maternity leave)
Studio Tutor
Mostafa El-Sayed
Course Tutors 
Pierandrea Angius
Apostolos Despotidis
Tyson Hosmer
Klaus Platzgummer
Alexandra Vougia
Software Tutors 
Torsten Broeder
Paul Jeffries
Evangelia Magnisali 
Octavian Gheorghiu

Emergent Technologies
Director
Michael Weinstock
Studio Master
Elif Erdine
Studio Tutors
Lidia Badarnah
Antiopi Koronaki
Alican Sungur

History and Critical 
Thinking
Director
Marina Lathouri
Course Master
John Palmesino
Course Tutors
Brian Hatton
Douglas Spencer
Caroline Rabourdin
Course Consultants
Tina DiCarlo
Course Lecturers
Tim Benton 
Fabrizio Gallanti

Housing & Urbanism
Directors
Jorge Fiori
Hugo Hinsley
Programme Staff
Lawrence Barth
Nicholas Bullock
Elad Eisenstein
Dominic Papa
Elena Pascolo
Anna Shapiro
Naiara Vergara
Francesco Zuddas

Landscape Urbanism
Directors
Alfredo Ramirez
Eduardo Rico
Programme Staff
Clara Oloriz Sanjuan
Gustavo Romanillos 

Arroyo
Douglas Spencer
Tom Smith
Giancarlo Torpiano

Sustainable 
Environmental
Design
Directors
Simos Yannas
Paula Cadima
Programme Staff
Jorge Rodriguez 

Álvarez
Nick Baker
Klaus Bode
Gustavo Brunelli
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Herman Calleja
Mariam Kapsali
Byron Mardas

Design & Make
Directors
Martin Self
Emmanuel Vercruysse
Programme Staff
Charley Brentnall
Mark Campbell
Jack Draper
Zachary Mollica

Projective Cities
Programme Director
Sam Jacoby
Programme Staff
Mark Campbell
Spyros Efthymiou
Platon Issaias

Media Practices
Programme Head
Mark Campbell

AA Interprofessional 
Studio
Director
Theo Lorenz
Programme Staff
Tanja Siems
Andy Dean
Malgorzata Dzierzon
Heiko Kalmbach
David McAlmont
Joel Newman 
Mauricio Pauly
Steve Webb
Renaud Wiser

PhD Programme
Directors of Studies & 
First Supervisors
Pier Vittorio Aureli
Simos Yannas 
Mark Cousins
Jorge Fiori
George Jeronimidis
Marina Lathouri
Michael Weinstock
Supervisors
Doreen Bernath
Paula Cadima

Mark Campbell
Waew Chittawadi 
Murray Fraser
Fabrizio Gallanti
Maria Shéhérazade 

Giudici
Sam Jacoby
Adrian Lahoud 
Joan Ockman
Nina Power
Anthony Vidler
Alexandra Vougia
Thomas Weaver
Thanos Zartaloudis

Visiting School
Director
Christopher Pierce
Coordinator
Andrea Ghaddar
Assistant
Jolene Lao  

(maternity leave)
Dorotea Petrucci 

(maternity cover)

Administrative

Audiovisual Lab
Head
Joel Newman
Audiovisual and
Media Technician
Peter Szots

Computing
Head
Julia Frazer
Network Manager
Mattie Bielecki
Database 
Administrator/
Developer
Paul Fairman
Martin Frost
IT Team Leader
Alexander Medrano
Senior IT Support
Wesley Faure
Support Staff
David Hopkins
Connor McFarlane
Computer Room 
Technician
Joshua Tharby

Print Centre
Manager
Photios Demetriou
Assistant
Tom Hatzor

Digital Photo Studio
Head
Sue Barr

Workshops
Head of Wood and 
Metal Workshops
William Fausset
Workshop Technician
Robert Busher
Deputy Manager/
Model Workshop 
Master
Trystrem Smith
Head of Digital 

Prototyping
Angel Lara Moreira
DPL Technician
Henry Cleaver

P/T Workshop Tutors/
Technicians
Trevor Hewett
Bill Hudson
Robotic Technician
Alvaro Lopez Rodriguez

Hooke Park
Head
Martin Self
Caretaker and  
Technical Tutor
Charles Corry-Wright
Forester 
Chris Sadd
Administrative 
Coordinator
Laura Kaddey
Estate & Development
Manager
Jeremy Ralph
Robotics Developer
Michael Arnett
Assistant Workshop 
Technician
Edward Coe

Association
Company Secretary
Nicholas Eldred 
Secretary’s Office 
Assistant
Amanda Vidler

Development & 
External Engagement
Director of 
Development and 
External Engagement
Nicole Gillham
Head of Development
Sophie Hussey
Development Assistant
Eleanor Harvey
Data & Research 
Officer
Ciara Howard
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Membership
Head of Membership
Alex Lorente
Events & 
Communication 
Manager
Guy Norton
Membership Manager
Eva Christensen 

Shannan
Membership & Alumni
Assistant
Julie Olusegun

AACP
Head of Lectures and 
Public Programme 
Curator
Manijeh Verghese
Summer School Public 
Programe
Shumon Basar
Unit Masters
David Greene
Edward Farrell

Exhibitions
Head
Vanessa Norwood
Exhibitions Coordinator
Sebastian Craig

Library
Librarian
Eleanor Gawne
Deputy Librarian
Aileen Smith
Archivist
Edward Bottoms
Cataloguer
Beatriz Flora
Serials/Library Web 
Developer & Data 
Protection Officer
Simine Marine

Digital Platforms
Head of Digital 
Platforms
Zeynep Görgülü
Web Developer
Simeon Simeonov

Print Studio
Manager/Editor 
AA Files
Thomas Weaver
Publications Editor
Pamela Johnston
Assistant Editor
Sarah Handelman
Editorial Assistant
Clare Barrett
Graphic Designers
Jan Blessing
Boris Meister

AA Publications
Marketing & 
Distribution
Kirsten Morphet

AA Bookshop
Bookshop Manager
Andrew Whittaker
Senior Bookshop 
Associate
Isabel Hardingham
Bookshop Assistant
Raluca Grada Amandi

Photo Library
Librarian
Valerie Bennett
Photo Library Assistant
Byron Blakeley

Accounts Office
Interim Director of 
Finance
Lisa Simmonds-Davies
Interim Finance 
Manager
Andrew Imbrah
Financial Consultant
Geoff Parrett
Accounts Staff
George Brown
Angie Denney
Margaret Hayde
Aneta Krygier
Sandra Simmonds
Megan Driscoll

Facilities
Head of Estates & 
Facilities
Anita Pfauntsch
Assistant Manager
Peter Keiff
Security Supervisor
Ebere Nwosu
Deputy Manager
Marcin Falfus
Deputy Security 
Supervisor
Arkadiusz Osman
Security Officer/
Duty Manager
Arkadiusz Olszewski 
Maintenance & 
Security
Lea Ketsawang
Colin Prendergast
Leslaw Skrzypiec
Mariusz Stawiarski
Facilities Coordinator 
and Health & Safety 
Compliance Officer
Jeanette Spenceley

Front of House
Head Receptionist
Joanna Skarviken
Receptionist
Hiroe Shin Shigemitsu

Catering/Bar
Head of Catering
Pascal Babeau
Deputy Manager/
Barman
Darko Calina
Catering Assistants
Aya Ghislaine Djan
Samy Hedin
Helga Rotter

Human Resources
Head
Tehmina Mahmood
Full-Time 
Administrators
Mark Ball
Cheyenne Moses



A
Foundation

Course



The AA Foundation Course allows both young and 
mature students with minimal experience in the creative 
fields to explore the possibility of a future career  
in architecture or the arts. This full-time, one-year, studio-
based course offers hands-on instruction in creative 
design and thinking and gives students the means to 
develop skills in a variety of media, from drawing to digital 
video, photography to installation. Students learn how to 
translate their thoughts into material form, gain confidence 
and experience, and prepare a comprehensive design 
portfolio to apply to the AA Undergraduate School,  
or other schools of architecture, art or creative fields in 
the UK or abroad.

www.foundation.aaschool.ac.uk
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Foundation really kick-started the beginning of  
my studies in architecture, as it made it obvious  
to me how differently one can think about subject 
matters, architectural or not. – Quentin Martin

Quentin joined the Foundation Course in 2015 and has now completed  
his First Year of the five-year ARB/RIBA-recognised course in Architecture  
(ARB/RIBA Part 1 and 2)
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The AA Foundation course is a one-year introduction to an art- and design-
based education. It allows students to develop their conceptual ideas 
through experimenting with a wide range of media and creative disciplines  
in an intimate studio environment. As students are introduced to a variety  
of intellectual and process-based approaches, they learn more about 
themselves: their own interests, passions, aspirations and inspirations.  
As they gain confidence in their own approach to work, they can readily 
galvanise their own self-critique, drive and skills to more successfully  
pursue education in various creative disciplines. Drawing on a number of 
pedagogical practices, experienced tutors and visiting practitioners, 
Foundation offers a unique cross-disciplinary education within the context  
of an architectural school.

The first term provides an introduction to observation, analysis, inspiration 
and representation. The second term follows with a series of three-week 
projects allowing students to work in groups, digest the art of constructive 
critique and develop an understanding of content and context. Projects 
focus on specific areas of art and design and are complemented by 
workshops that help students gain the confidence to articulate their work. 
The conceptual development of each student is supported by the 
acquisition of specific skills that are immediately applied and practised in 
context. During the final term, the faculty supports students as they write 
their own briefs and produce a series of explorations and experiments using 
knowledge accumulated throughout the year, which takes its final form as 
their portfolio.

Knowledge and skills developed include:

Observation
The Foundation course begins with developing an understanding of how 
observation, analysis and representation are essential components for 
contextualising and articulating work. 

Technical Drawing
Weekly workshops explore the language of orthogonal drawing – plans, 
sections, elevations, perspectives and axonometrics – and how different 
drawings operate at different scales – cities (1:2,500), neighbourhoods 
(1:500), buildings (1:100 and 1:50), rooms (1:20) and familiar hand-held objects 
(1:1).

Painting
Learn about colour theory and how to use different types of paint to achieve 
a desired result.

Foundation
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Model-making
Explore three-dimensional form by casting and remoulding objects in 
different materials or by using flat sheets of card and cutting, folding, scoring 
and slotting.

Photography
Learn how to use aperture, focus, composition and lighting to document 
work and create narrative effects. Use these techniques to record your 
explorations and record final pieces for exhibition. 

Critique
Develop a sense of quality through critique and critical thinking to understand 
how to improve work. Students will be encouraged to take risks and enjoy 
the design process rather than aim towards safe and predictable outcomes.

History and Theory
Understand historical context with reference to an intellectual lineage 
of ideas and how they inform contemporary practice.

Portfolio Development
Build a portfolio that illustrates a year’s worth of analysis, testing and project 
development and effectively supports the narrative of your experiences and 
design work.

Life Drawing
Examine and draw from naked figures by looking at proportion, weight, 
skeletal structure, muscle, joints and flesh. Explore the movement and 
dynamics of the human body.

Pattern Cutting
Learn about the material qualities, structure and weight of fabric and how it 
can be used to clothe the human form. 

Millinery
Create extraordinary structures for the head: stitch and pleat, use plastics 
and wire, steam and stretch felt.

Filmmaking and Editing
Learn how to structure a narrative through storyboarding, use a camera, edit 
and apply soundtracks to your own short films.

Design and Construction
Learn about the material qualities of timber, its grain and seasoning, 
and how to joint different components to create tensile and compressed 
structures. Design and fabricate projects that accommodate the human 
form with respect to mass, weight and function.
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Exhibition
Learn how to curate, design and construct an exhibition. Survey a space, 
frame and mount two-dimensional work, build carcasses to house three-
dimensional work and screens for filmic projections. 

Print-making
Learn about the rich graphic history of printmaking, monoprints, linocuts and 
lithographs and develop skills to articulate and reproduce images and text.

Precision Cuts and Margins of Error: The Dynamics of Materiality and Time 
Inspired by the strategic images of Thomas Ruff, the graphic influences of 
the October Revolution, the fluidity of plywood, Josef Albers’ analysis of 
colour, the mundane worlds of Thomas Demand and the cut-up 
compositions of Hannah Höch, over the course of this year we will explore 
inspiration, observation, scale, site, materiality, archiving, scenario and 
identity.
 Term 1 will focus on the development of skills though the forensic 
examination of microsites, colour within volume and varieties of landscapes. 
Students will intellectually delve into their own research by identifying and 
compiling a series of influences and progenitors. Workshops will encourage 
translation from observation to material interpretation, and projects will 
range in scale from the intimacy of a spatial fragment to a journey through 
the city.
 In Term 2 students will use these skills to articulate work in greater 
depth. We encourage haphazard experimentation, thinking through making 
and the use of a variety of techniques: photography, drawing, painting, 
model-making, casting, mapping, material studies, form, structure, pattern 
cutting, costume, sewing, weaving, textiles, carpentry, performance, lighting 
and filmmaking. 
 Term 3 allows us to negotiate ways to record work through the medium 
of the moving image. We will playfully translate positions and proposals into 
cohesive narratives while continuing to deepen and develop investigations.
 By the end of the year, students will have produced a comprehensive 
portfolio that illustrates, in both analogue and digital interpretations, their 
bespoke journey through the Foundation.
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Unit Staff
Foundation Director 
Saskia Lewis

Studio Masters  
Umberto Bellardi Ricci, Juliet Haysom

Studio Tutor 
Silvana Taher

Saskia Lewis has taught at the AA since 2001. 
She has practised in New York, Paris and London 
and has taught at many schools of art and 
architecture in London. She is co-author and 
photographer of Architectural Voices: Listening 
to Old Buildings.

Umberto Bellardi Ricci runs a practice in London, 
which ranges from residential projects to product 
design. He holds an AA Diploma and degrees in 
social anthropology and international relations. 
He co-organises the Architecture Exchange and 
directs the AA Visiting School in Las Pozas, 
Mexico.

Juliet Haysom trained in Fine Art at the Ruskin 
School, University of Oxford and the RCA. She is 
developing a solo artist’s commission built into 
the site of a nineteenth-century prison in Bristol 
where she is also lead artist for a new park on 
Unity Street. 

Silvana Taher is a writer, architect and teaches 
History & Theory Studies at the AA. Her writing 
has appeared in Publica, Blueprint and The 
Architectural Review. 
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Please note: This booklet provides a summary of 
the application procedure and entry requirements 
for 2018/19. For full details, please carefully read 
the AA website.  

Foundation

Institution/School Validation 
The AA has been reviewed annually by the  
QAA since 2012 in order to maintain Tier 4 
Sponsor status with the Home Office / UK Visas 
and Immigration (UKVI). In its 2016 Higher 
Education Review (Alternative Providers) carried 
out by the QAA, the AA was found to meet UK 
expectations in all four assessment areas. The 
2017 annual monitoring confirmed that the 
School has continued to make progress. 

The five-year full-time course in architecture is 
officially recognised and also meets the 
professional criteria set out by the Architects 
Registration Board (ARB) and the Royal Institute 
of British Architects (RIBA) for the professional 
qualifications of AA Intermediate Examination 
(ARB/RIBA Part 1) and the AA Final Examination 
(ARB/RIBA Part 2).

Open Days
Prospective students are encouraged to visit  
the AA. Open Days are an opportunity to meet 
current students and staff, tour the AA’s facilities, 
view presentations of student work and get 
advice on the application process. These events 
will be held on:
Friday 20 October 2017: 
Foundation and First Year
Wednesday 25 October 2017: 
Foundation and Undergraduate Open Evening 
Friday 12 January 2018: 
School Open Day (Foundation, Undergraduate 
and Graduate)  

The Foundation and First Year event will provide 
key information and guidance for current AS /  
A Level students and others who are considering 
architecture as a career. The other events are 
open to all prospective architecture students, 
from Foundation to Fourth Year.

Please see the AA website for full event details and 
to register your interest in attending the Open Days. 
 Individual or group visits for those interested in 
applying can also be arranged with advance notice. 
 For further details please contact the 
Undergraduate Admissions Team on  
T + 44 (0)20 7887 4051/4011 or 
undergraduateadmissions@aaschool.ac.uk 

Application Procedure
The AA is a private institution and does not 
belong to UCAS. Anyone interested in applying to 
the AA must: 
 • Complete the online application form
 • Pay the relevant application fee 
 • Submit a portfolio of art/design work before 
 the deadlines to be considered for the 2018/19 
academic year. 

Application to the Foundation course 2018–19  
can only be accepted from UK (Home), EU/EEA 
passport holders. All applicants must be 18 years 
of age or older by Monday 17 September 2018  
to be eligible to enter the school for the 2018–19 
academic year.
 The application procedure is the same for all 
applicants, regardless of where you are applying. 
Both school-leavers and mature applicants with 
previous experience are encouraged to take 
advantage of the wide range of possibilities 
offered within the school. Students are admitted 
into the courses at Foundation, First Year, 
Intermediate (Second and Third Year), and Diploma 
(Fourth Year) level. We do not accept students at 
Fifth Year level. 
 Please note the AA does not have a module or 
grade assessment procedure and does not 
partake in a credit system, therefore you cannot 
transfer credits from another university.
 Upon signing the application form applicants 
certify that the work submitted is entirely their 
own. Plagiarism is unacceptable in the academic 
setting. Students are subject to penalties 
including dismissal from the course if they 
commit an act of plagiarism. 

How to Apply and  
Entry Requirements 
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Application Deadlines
Early applications close:
Friday 17 November 2017*  
Late applications close: 
Friday 26 January 2018
Both your online application and your portfolio 
must arrive by the dates listed above. Applications 
made after this date may be accepted at the 
discretion of the school. Application fees are as 
listed on the AA website.
* If you wish to be eligible for a bursary, please 
carefully read the section below regarding deadlines. 

Bursaries
The AA is committed to giving as many talented 
students as possible the opportunity to study. 
Approximately one in four AA students receives 
financial assistance through our Scholarship, 
Bursary and Assistantship programme. 
 The AA offers bursaries to new students 
entering Foundation who demonstrate exceptional 
promise and financial need. An AA Bursary  
will cover up to one term (33 per cent) of the fees. 
Applicants are eligible regardless of age, 
nationality or background. 
 To apply for a bursary, applicants must 
complete the main application form and submit a 
portfolio no later than Friday 17 November 2017, 
stating their interest in an AA Bursary in the 
‘Scholarships and Awards’ section. 
 Applicants whose work is considered to be of 
bursary standard will be asked, after an entry 
interview, to complete a bursary application form, 
provide financial information and submit a 
portfolio for the bursary committee.
 Applications received after 17 November 2017 
but before the 26 January 2018 deadline, will be 
assessed for financial assistance at the 
discretion of the school. 

Academic Entry Requirements

Minimum Academic Requirements:
The minimum entry requirements for the 
Foundation course are:
 • One A level pass (grade C or above) in  
a non-art/design subject, plus 
 • Five GCSEs (grade C or above) including 
maths, a science subject and English language 
 • Foundations in art and design must be 
accompanied by one A level (or equivalent) in  
a non-art/design subject
 • Application to the Foundation course 
2018/19 can only be accepted from UK (Home), 
EU/EEA passport holders.

Overseas applicants are required to have the 
recognised equivalent to the above examinations, 
such as the International Baccalaureate, Abitur, 
etc, plus the required English language 
qualifications outlined below. In some cases, 
applicants without conventional entry 
qualifications are also considered, provided they 
are able to offer acceptable alternatives.
 The AA Foundation course can lead to an offer 
of entry into the First Year of the AA School’s five 
year ARB/RIBA recognised course in architecture 
subject to application and the successful 
completion of the course. 

Submission Portfolio Requirements
All applicants are expected to submit a bound 
portfolio of art/design work that emphasises their 
skills, interests, creativity and personality. There 
is no single way of preparing a portfolio and every 
portfolio we see will be different. Please include a 
selection of highlights that will show the admissions 
panel an overview of your work and the processes 
behind it, including sketches or development 
drawings/models in addition to final images. 
 Foundation applicants should include a 
summary of current interests and sketches, 
models, photographs, paintings, sketchbooks 
and essays all help to build up a picture of your 
particular interests and skills. 
 Sample portfolios should be no larger than A3 
and 20–30 pages. Applicants who submit a 
portfolio larger than A3 will be asked to resubmit 
before their application can be processed. Please 
do not submit original artwork with your initial 
application; successful applicants will be asked 
to bring original work to the interview. Further 
suggestions on preparing your portfolio can be 
found online at: www.aaschool.ac.uk/apply/
admissions/undergradportfolio   

English Language Requirements 
All applicants must be able to provide evidence 
of competency in both spoken and written English. 
The AA reserves the right to make a place in the 
school conditional on gaining a further English 
language qualification if deemed necessary.
 To meet both the AA and the Home Office/
UKVI English language requirements you will need 
to have one of the acceptable language 
qualifications listed below, unless you are from 
one of the following groups: 
 • You are a national of a ‘majority English-
speaking’ country as defined in the UKVI Tier 4 
policy guidance; 
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 • You are a Tier 4 (Child) student; 
 • You successfully completed a course in the 
UK as a Tier 4 (Child) student or as a student 
under rules in force before 31 March 2009, where 
you were under 18 when granted leave. The 
course must have lasted for at least six months, 
and must have ended no more than two years 
prior to your CAS was assigned; 
 • You have successfully obtained an 
academic qualification (not a professional or 
vocational qualification) from an educational 
establishment in the UK, which meets the 
recognised standard of a Bachelor’s degree or 
above; or 
 • You have successfully completed an 
academic qualification equivalent to a UK 
Bachelor’s  
degree or above, which was taught in a majority 
English-speaking country as defined in the  
Tier 4 policy guidance. 

Please note: In order to assess the equivalency  
of an overseas qualification, you must provide 
official documentation produced by UK NARIC 
which confirms your international academic 
qualification is comparable to a UK Bachelor’s or 
Master’s degree. For full details please see the 
Undergraduate application page of the AA School 
website. 

If your place is conditional on providing English 
language qualification the following qualifications 
satisfy both the requirements of the Home Office/
UKVI and the entry requirements of the AA: 
 • International applicants: IELTS for UKVI 
(Academic): 6.5 overall with at least 6.0 in each 
category – two-year validity period: must be 
within the two years at time of visa application. 
Please check Appendix O and the Approved 
secure English language tests and test centres 
issued by the UKVI to ensure you book a test with 
an approved SELT provider. 
 • EU applicants: IELTS (Academic) 6.5 overall 
with at least 6.0 in each category – two-year 
validity period: must be within the two years at 
time of application to the AA.  
 • Trinity College SELT Test (ISE II (B2) or ISE III 
(C1)) with a minimum pass in each category – 
two-year validity period: must be within the two 
years at time of application to the AA. Please 
check Appendix O and the Approved secure 
English language tests and test centres issued by 
the UKVI to ensure you book a test with an 
approved SELT provider. 

Please note the English language qualification 
requirements are subject to frequent change in 
line with Home Office/UKVI regulations. Please 
check the AA website for up-to-date English 
language requirements prior to submitting your 
application for the 2018–19 academic year. 

Applicants are required to meet the scores in 
each category and overall – we cannot accept 
lower scores. In addition, the certificate must 
show that the required scores have been 
achieved during a single sitting of the 
examination.

Applicants must submit their English language 
examination results by Friday 25 May 2018, prior 
to entry in Term 1. 

It is the student’s responsibility to remain aware 
of all English language changes, which can  
be accessed on the Home Office/UKVI website 
www.gov.uk/government/publications/
guidance-on-applying-for-uk-visa-approved-
english-language-tests 

Assessment
Applications are initially assessed to ensure that 
they meet the academic entry requirements and 
age eligibility.
 Applications that meet these requirements  
will be assessed by an admissions panel of tutors. 
The panel will carefully consider the personal 
statement, reference and portfolio, in addition to 
reviewing academic grades.
 Applicants will be informed if they are invited 
to an interview at which a full portfolio  
can be presented. Further details regarding the 
assessment process can be found on the  
AA website. 

Interview Procedure
Successful applicants will be invited to attend  
an interview at the AA School in London.  
The AA does not undertake Skype or telephone 
interviews. 
 The interview is a two-way process. The panel 
will want to see what skills and interests the 
applicant possesses, so it is important to spend 
time preparing a portfolio. The applicant, in turn, 
has the opportunity to ask questions about  
the school and look at its working spaces and 
facilities. The purpose of the interview is to  
try and assess each applicant’s potential, ability 
and suitability to benefit from the course.
 In addition to your portfolio, it is essential that 
you bring all original documents with you to the 
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interview for verification. Failure to present these 
documents may delay your chances of obtaining 
an offer of a place at the AA.

Portfolios for AA Interviews
The AA is looking for students with a creative 
imagination and plenty of motivation. It is 
important to read the AA website and the 
Foundation micro-site, which will give you an  
idea of the wide range of work carried out in  
the school. There is no single way of preparing  
a portfolio and every portfolio we see will  
be different.
 Foundation applicants are not necessarily 
expected to submit an ‘architectural’ portfolio. 
The panel particularly likes to see evidence of 
current interests. Sketches, models, photographs, 
paintings, sketchbooks and essays all help to 
build up a picture of your particular interests and 
skills. Many applicants will have artwork from 
school, but the AA is interested in any kind of 
project that is self-motivated, and it is best not to 
bring a portfolio based solely on school artwork. 
Portfolios should include some recent work; 
models or sculptures can be photographed and 
live performances recorded in a variety of ways. 
 It is important that any drawings should be from 
life or drawn on site. The interview panel likes  
to see original images wherever possible but 
understands if reproductions have to be shown 
due to size or weight constraints. It is better to 
bring more work rather than less so that you have 
a range of examples to demonstrate your skills. 
However, please take into account how much you 
can carry, and the finite amount of time available 
for the interview – you may not be able to  
show every piece of work. Portfolios brought to 
an interview can be taken away directly after  
the interview. 
 Further suggestions on preparing your 
portfolio can be found online at:   
www.aaschool.ac.uk/apply/admissions/
undergradportfolio  

Offers
Successful applicants will receive an offer letter 
within two weeks of the interview. Applicants  
who receive a conditional offer letter must meet 
all of the specified conditions prior to entering  
the school. In order to secure a place at the AA 
the Admissions Team must receive a completed 
signed admission form and a one-term 
non-refundable/non-transferable/non-deferrable 
deposit.
 Applicants holding an unconditional offer must 
pay their deposit and return a signed admissions 

form by the dates outlined on the offer letter/
admissions form. Applicants holding a conditional 
offer should contact the appropriate admissions 
coordinator prior to paying the deposit.  
The AA School takes no responsibility for 
applicants who pay their deposit prior to obtaining 
an unconditional offer.
 All undergraduate students commence  
the course in September and conclude in June. 
Students cannot start mid-year.       

Fees
Fees for 2017/18 academic year Foundation course 
are £20,352* plus a £95 AA Membership and 
Student Forum fee. Applicants are required to pay 
a deposit of £6,784* to secure their place at the 
AA. The deposit will then count towards the cost 
of the tuition fees for the final term (Term 3) of the 
Foundation course.
 Fees are payable in advance or on an annual or 
termly basis. A three per cent* discount is applied 
if a full year’s fees are paid by Friday 13 July 2018. 
 Before the registration process can be 
undertaken during Introduction Week, applicants 
must have paid Term 1 (September to December) 
tuition fee inclusive of AA Membership and 
Student Forum membership fee, in addition to the 
deposit already paid.
 Please be aware that the Foundation course is 
not recognised for student loan status. Therefore, 
applicants cannot apply for a student loan from 
the SLC. 
*Fees and discounts are subject to annual review. 

Accommodation
The AA does not have halls of residence. 
However, we enlist the services of the University 
of London Housing Services (ULHS), who run a 
private housing service for many students in 
London. 
 The ULHS can offer advice to students on how 
to find accommodation, which areas to consider, 
what the options are, pricing and more. They have 
an online database of accommodation offers 
from registered landlords and letting agents 
which operates throughout the year. These offers 
include flats and houses for groups as well as 
rooms in shared flats and houses. 
 The ULHS works with a number of other 
providers of accommodation including 
short-term providers and private student halls  
of residence. 
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The ULHS also offers housing advice including a 
contract-checking service which allows students 
to have their contracts for private accommodation 
checked before they sign. Legal advice can also 
be provided should students encounter difficulties 
with their private accommodation. For further 
information please visit  
 www.housing.london.ac.uk

Contact
More detailed Admissions information can be 
found on the AA website www.aaschool.ac.uk  

Should you have any questions please  
do not hesitate to contact the  
Undergraduate Admissions Team on  
+44 (0)20 7887 4011 / 4051 / 4060 or 
undergraduateadmissions@aaschool.ac.uk 
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Apply today to be a part of the UK’s oldest independent 
school of architecture.

See the AA for yourself by attending an Open Day or 
contact the Admissions Office. For information about the 
interview process, applying for a bursary and to make 
your application to one of the world’s most prestigious 
schools of architecture see page A 11.

Open Days
Friday 20 October 2017:
Foundation and First Year Open Day
Wednesday 25 October 2017:
Foundation and Undergraduate Open Evening
Friday 12 January 2018:
School Open Day

Please see the AA website for full event details and to 
register your interest in attending the Open Days.

Application Deadlines
Early applications close:
Friday 17 November 2017 
Late applications close:
Friday 26 January 2018

* Applicants wishing to be considered for  
a bursary must submit by this date.

www.aaschool.ac.uk/foundation
undergraduateadmissions@aaschool.ac.uk
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At the core of the AA is our five-year ARB/RIBA-accredited 
Undergraduate School, leading to the AA Intermediate 
Examination (ARB/RIBA Part 1) and AA Final Examination 
(ARB/RIBA Part 2) and the awarding of the AA Diploma. 

The Undergraduate School also includes a one-year 
full-time Foundation course for those contemplating 
studies in architecture or associated creative fields.  
The focus of our undergraduates’ academic lives is our 
famed ‘unit system’ of study, in which students pursue 
year-long design projects in intensive and agenda-driven 
design units while also attending complementary 
courses in History & Theory, Media and Technical Studies.

www.aaschool.ac.uk/undergraduate
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AA School
The Undergraduate School sits at the heart of the larger AA School,  
a community of 750 students and almost 250 teachers and staff. Two-thirds 
of AA students and teachers comprise the Undergraduate School. Every  
year nearly 85 per cent of our full-time students come to the AA from abroad, 
creating a setting for a global discussion, debate and exchange of 
architectural ideas that makes the school unique.
 Students in our Undergraduate School have the opportunity to engage 
in an open dialogue with the students and teachers from other parts of  
our school – which includes the AA’s Graduate School, global Visiting School 
and Foundation course as well as visitors and participants in the AA’s  
Public Programme, a year-long programme of public events dedicated to 
contemporary architectural culture, the arts and design.

First Year Studio
The First Year design studio brings together students who work both 
individually and in groups in an open shared studio space located in the 
heart of the main school. Through continuous interaction with experienced 
design tutors and collaborators who offer tutorials, seminars, workshops  
and presentations throughout the year, students can begin to develop their 
talents, strengths and modes of working to their highest potential.

AA Unit System
Student life in the Intermediate and Diploma Schools is organised around 
year-long design studios or ‘units’. This innovative approach to architectural 
teaching and learning emphasises the development of comprehensive 
design projects undertaken within the setting of a single unit selected by  
a student at the outset of the year.
 The unit system first emerged at the school in the 1930s, during a period 
in which the AA played a vital role in introducing modern architecture to the 
UK. Alongside this innovative, project-directed form of teaching, the school 
implemented increasingly collaborative, experimental approaches to 
architectural education, refining a model of open, participatory study that 
has since gone on to greatly influence the teaching and learning of 
architecture across the world.
 In 2017/18 there are 16 units that make up the Intermediate School, and 
15 more units that form the Diploma School. Students work in close contact 
with unit masters and tutors who independently set each unit agenda,  
aims and objectives. Unit masters work at the AA School on a part-time 
basis while maintaining their own practice beyond the school. 

AA Agendas and Projects
Today the AA Undergraduate School is a place of unparalleled diversity, 
exchange and experimentation. A growing range of alternative practices, 
projects and forms of critical engagement offer students an unrivalled 
setting for the formation of young careers, agendas and future ambitions. 
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 Students in the Undergraduate School are encouraged to pursue their 
own individual paths through the range of possible units and projects they 
are exposed to, defining for themselves the basis for their future architectural 
development, interests and goals. In 2017/18 unit briefs will explore the 
relationship between space and behaviour; design a museum to house an 
architectural archive; construct visionary architecture for the real world; 
engage with time-based constraints; collaborate with a three-Michelin star 
chef; define strategies to revive the architectural heritage of Tangiers; 
redefine an East London suburb through cinema; investigate possibilities for 
civic intervention from the London Borough of Lambeth to Athens;  
introduce sustainability into sprawling metropolises and reflect on our own 
urban condition; and design and build an installation for a contemporary  
art biennial.

AA Legacies
From Denise Scott Brown and Richard Rogers in the 1950s; to Peter Cook 
and Elia Zenghelis in the 1960s; and Rem Koolhaas, Zaha Hadid and  
many others in the 1970s, AA graduates are responsible for many of the most 
important, iconic architectural projects and visions of the twentieth  
and early twenty-first centuries. Today’s students work hard to live up to,  
and surpass, the legacy of open experimentation, critical enquiry and 
professional accomplishment of those who have come before them.
 AA graduates and former teachers are also amongst the world’s leading 
architectural educators – serving as deans, directors, chairs and professors 
at architectural schools across the world. Many have taken lessons and 
ideas from their time at the AA back to other countries and distant settings.

Applicants
The Undergraduate School actively seeks candidates who share our view 
that architecture is both a professional and cultural form of human  
activity, enquiry and knowledge. Applicants should demonstrate relevant 
prior experience, background, knowledge and skills, as well as a genuine 
willingness to want to work, learn and grow in a setting that demands 
constant levels of engagement, exchange and communication with the 
world’s most diverse, active and intelligent architectural community.
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To me the most appealing part of the AA is the  
freedom it provides in pursuing your passions and 
interests. Its culture is warm and welcoming.  
And although it educates some of the smartest  
and most creative people in the world, the atmosphere 
is not as competitive as you might expect. On the 
contrary, people are very willing to help and learn from 
each other. – Caspar Schols

Caspar joined the AA School in 2016 and has now completed his First Year of the 
five-year ARB/RIBA-recognised course in Architecture (ARB/RIBA Part 1 and 2)
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The best part of studying at the AA is the varied fields  
of interest that all of the units provide. Each unit has  
a very different focus, allowing students to engage with 
many different themes. This breadth of interest, along 
with the open nature of the school, promotes the cross-
over of units where students learn from each other’s 
work. – Emma Fraser

Emma joined Fourth Year in 2015 and has now completed her Fifth Year of the five-year 
ARB/RIBA-recognised course in Architecture (ARB/RIBA Part 2)
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The First Year at the AA School provides students with  
an intellectual environment that fosters their interests 
and explorations in architecture and prepares them for 
entry to the AA’s unit system in the Intermediate and 
Diploma Schools. 
 The dynamic and experimental studio encourages 
young architects to focus on the challenges of the 
twenty-first century. Throughout the year, architecture is 
taught as a way of thinking and designing that not only 
absorbs external inputs and influences but also engages 
with and generates particular consequences, audiences 
and cultures. In this way, First Year prepares students  
for the complexities and possibilities of the profession. 
 The year is organised around the combination of a 
design studio and complementary courses in History & 
Theory, Media and Technical Studies; the crossover 
between seminars, workshops and debates helps students 
to develop an individual portfolio as a comprehensive 
body of work that includes text, projects and speculations. 
When completed, each portfolio becomes the basis  
for moving up into the Intermediate School, which covers 
the second and third years of study at the AA.

www.aaschool.ac.uk/firstyear
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First Year at the AA is the initial exposure to the five-year study of architecture 
ending with the AA Diploma. The course is not an introduction to the 
discipline, but the beginning of an approach to architecture as a way of 
thinking projectively. Every year we focus on understanding and learning 
about how architects have expanded the possibilities of architecture  
by looking at the ways in which intentions, theories and visions have found 
material form in past projects and buildings.
 Specific topics such as form, programme, scale, experience, technology, 
media and communication are therefore studied and re-imagined each year 
within a different physical and theoretical framework. Since 2011 we have 
positioned ourselves in opposition to London’s physical context, looked at 
the abstraction of form and scales, tested the boundaries of visionary 
projects, adapted past procedures and precedents and explored existing 
living conditions. This year we will look at buildings constructed in the last  
20 years, understanding them as the embodiment of ideas and theories that 
both affect and are affected by the discipline. Architects are improvisers 
with the ability to see beyond what exists (and who are aware of what has 
been done). They possess a distinct way of thinking visually by translating 
complex forces and information into new spatial inventions, and this year 
focuses on strengthening this essential skill. Unpredictability opens up new 
possibilities, and finding ways of reaching different audiences can foster 
new forms of communication. By investigating a variety of past projects, 
buildings and figures, the First Year studio will challenge students to look 
beyond what is apparent and to be adaptive in their thinking. 

Fieldwork: Experiencing Buildings
The First Year Studio is not a physical space containing tools and equipment. 
Instead the physical world is our laboratory. We will learn about our present 
condition by looking at projects from the last 20 years and their associated 
contexts. From the multiple theories of architecture that arose in the 
mid-1990s, to the rise of digital technologies and their effect on space, to the 
expansion of the area of action for an architecture practice, to the role that 
architecture-lovers (clients, patrons) play – all of these facets of the discipline 
are ways that it can be experienced and studied. 

First Year
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Unit Staff
Head of First Year
Monia De Marchi

Studio Masters
Pol Castello Esteve, John Ng, Nacho Marti, 
Costandis Kizis, Alexandra Vougia,  
Sara Saleh

Studio Assistants
Thomas Randall-Page, Patricia Mato-Mora, 
Delfina Bocca

Visiting Tutor 
Shany Barath
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 During the year we will alternate between our studio space and the world, 
focusing on buildings and cities in the Middle East and Asia. The First Year  
is constructed around six studies – each one an exercise in observation that 
asks students to look at one specific architectural object before re-briefing 
and re-imagining this work within the present world. We will search and 
reimagine architectural and built elements such as: tectonics as they relate 
to specific technologies; programmes where time-based scenarios can 
construct synchronicities of activities; form with extensions and adaptations 
of a given context; the shaping of volumes while questioning style; and the 
lifespan of a building and the role of complete or incomplete parameters.
 Over the course of the year students will learn how to communicate and 
synthesise their discoveries into a personal portfolio of work, informed by 
various modes of writing, designing and arguing. In the First Year, reacting 
matters more than planning; imagining comes before experimenting; and 
experiencing is the basis for reinvention.
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Monia De Marchi graduated from the Istituto 
Universitario di Architettura di Venezia and holds 
an MArch from the AA DRL. She has worked on 
projects in Egypt and Vietnam and has collaborated 
in the fields of fashion and graphic design. She 
has taught at the AA since 2005, first within the 
Intermediate and Diploma Schools and since 2011 
has served as head of the First Year.

Shany Barath is the co-founder of ShaGa Studio, 
a practice fusing extensive practical experience 
with technological innovation. She previously 
worked for UNStudio and West 8 in the Netherlands. 
She has taught at the AA since 2010. She holds 
an MSc in Architecture from TU Delft and an 
MArch from the AADRL

Delfina Bocca works as architect at Zaha Hadid 
and has previousl worked in the UK, Italy and 
Argentina. She holds an MArch from the AA DRL 
and is a registered architect in Argentina, where 
she completed her studies. She has participated 
in numerous workshops and taught at schools in 
both Argentina and the UK. 

Pol Esteve graduated from the Escola Tècnica 
Superior d’Arquitectura de Barcelona in 2009.  
He holds a Masters in History and Critical thinking 
from the AA and is a PhD candidate at the 
Bartlett. He is the co-founder of GOIG architecture 
studio. In addition to teaching in the First Year he 
directs the AA Visiting School in Brussels.

Costandis Kizis holds a PhD from the AA, an MSc 
in Advanced Architectural Design from Columbia 
University and a diploma in architecture from  
NTU Athens. He has taught at the AA, Central Saint 
Martins and Leeds Beckett University. He is 
principal at Kizis Architects and has been repeatedly 
recognised in architectural competitions.

Nacho Marti is a graduate of the Elisava School of 
Design in Barcelona and the AA. He founded his 
design studio in 2004 and since then his projects 
have been exhibited, published and awarded 
internationally. In addition to teaching in the First 
Year he is a Technical Studies lecturer and 
director of the Visiting School Amazon. 

John Ng studied architecture at the University of 
Bath and the AA, where he has taught since 2011. 
He founded ELSEWHERE and practises 
architecture in London. His work has been 

shortlisted for, and has won, a number of 
international competitions. 

Sara Saleh obtained her degree in architecture at 
the American University of Sharjah and a holds  
an MArch from the AA DRL. Previously she worked 
for Zaha Hadid Architects (2010–17) on projects in 
the Middle East including Kapsarc in Saudi Arabia 
and on furniture/product collections such as the 
liquid glacial and varied Citco marble collections.

Alexandra Vougia studied architecture in 
Thessaloniki, Greece, holds an MS in Advanced 
Architectural Design from GSAPP, Columbia 
University, and a PhD from the AA. She has worked 
as an architect in New York and Athens and has 
taught at the AA since 2012.

Patricia Mato-Mora studied architecture at the 
AA, before studying materials at the RCA. She 
now works alongside artists and architects to 
realise large-scale projects employing various 
craftsmanship methods, while practising 
independently as an artist.

Thomas Randall-Page studied architecture  
at Glasgow School of Art, Aalto University  
and London Met. As a student he worked at 
6A Architects and after graduating joined 
Heatherwick Studio. He co-founded Building 
Works Unit in 2011 and currently co-leads a 
design unit at Oxford Brookes University.



Intermediate

School



The AA Intermediate School includes students in  
their second and third year of studies in the AA’s  
ARB/RIBA-recognised five-year course in architecture  
(ARB/RIBA Part 1).

The Intermediate School provides students with the 
opportunity to work in the structure of the unit system, 
which covers a diversity of questions and innovative 
approaches to material, craft and techniques of 
fabrication. Explorations of cultural and social issues are 
often set in inspiring places around the world. In parallel 
to the unit work, skills are developed through History  
& Theory, Media and Technical Studies courses as well as 
Professional Practice. 

In addition, students from overseas schools of 
architecture who wish to participate in the activities of 
the AA as a year away from their home institutions  
can apply to the AA One Year Abroad – Visiting Student 
Programme (VSP). Students are accepted into the 
programme at either second or third year levels.

Each year interested applicants from around the world 
apply to Second or Third Year for entrance into  
the Intermediate School. Alongside completion of an 
admissions application and the submission of letters of 
reference and a sample portfolio, applicants are invited 
to attend interviews held with AA tutors, students  
and staff, during which they can learn more about the  
school and study at the AA.

www.aaschool.ac.uk/intermediate
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Tools for Architecture - Human Behaviour 
What we design ends up designing us back. Intermediate 1 – Tools for 
Architecture – designs from the inside–out, beginning with the psychological 
effects of architecture, working our way towards the immediate space 
around the body, to how these elements of a building system can generate 
experience across multiple places and for different purposes. 
 This year we will look at the relationship between space and behaviour, 
focusing in ontological terms on the feedback loop that exists between us 
and what we design. From the first primitive hut to the International Space 
Station, it is increasingly difficult to draw the line between us and architecture. 
The boundaries get blurred. Maybe we are the architecture we design. With 
this in mind – and in the firm belief that before we design for others we must 
first understand ourselves – our investigations will emphasise how humans 
inhabit space and speculate on its many possible alterations.   
 Simulating the spatial experience in real-time using virtual digital models 
will give us insight into our mental and bodily understanding of architecture. 
Building a vocabulary that can objectively describe architectural experiences 
will enable us to accurately design them. Designing and resolving building 
systems to deliver such experiences will give us the chance to learn from the 
past and imagine the future of construction. And our collaborations with 
professionals in the fields of psychology, neurology, VR and sense-analysis 
technologies will give us insight into the worlds to come.
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Unit Staff
Lara Lesmes and Fredrik Hellberg founded 
the design and research practice 
SpacePopular in Bangkok in 2013. After 
spending five years teaching and 
developing the school at INDA they 

returned to London, where they have 
completed installations, lectured 
internationally, are currently designing 
houses in Spain and developing research 
for architecture for virtual reality. 
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Drawingscape
A fresh alternative to the intellectual and formal mannerism associated with 
architectural drawings in the West since the Renaissance, Pierre-François-
Léonard Fontaine’s Drawing Model for a Music Room explores a simple and 
direct way of communicating a spatial proposition. To access his vision we 
need not be familiar with the conventions of technical drawings, nor must we 
know how to read a plan or a section. We do not need to be initiated – this is 
a drawing that can be understood and appreciated by everyone. We must 
simply crease the edges to see the once flat depiction in all three dimensions. 
This drawing offers a certain air of mystery, especially if we compare it to 
sleek modern-day renderings. There is a charm in the suggestion that a room 
or a building may be regarded as the mere consequence of folding a piece  
of paper with a certain degree of care and zeal. 
 Honouring a long-standing tradition to work with real commissions, this 
year our client is Drawing Matter, a trust established by English art collector 
Niall Hobhouse, which over the last 30 years has put together an extraordinary 
assemblage of architectural drawings spanning from neoclassicism to  
the avant-garde, from sixteenth-century engravings to Fontaine’s nineteenth-
century Music Room to late-twentieth-century photo collages.
 Our job is to transform a site in the beautiful countryside of Somerset, 
southwest England, into a museum to house and display the Drawing Matter 
collection of more than 10,000 sketches, renderings and technical drawings, 
together with models, prototypes and publications. Local landmarks include 
the legendary estate of Stourhead, the eccentric gardens of Montacute, 
Alison and Peter Smithson’s Upper Lawn Pavilion and a branch of Hauser & 
Wirth contemporary art gallery. We will take inspiration from collection  
and context to create a museum like no other: a monument to architectural 
imagination, a sort of earthly paradise.  
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Unit Master
Ana Araujo is an architect and researcher 
interested in the relationship between 
architecture and subjectivity. She recently 
launched Donana, a design studio that 
explores the psychological intricacies of 

architectural practice while also promoting 
craft and historical awareness. She has 
published and exhibited her work 
internationally, including at the Milan 
Triennale 2017.
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Self-Fulfilling Fictions

Things need not have happened to be true. Tales and dreams are the 
shadow-truths that will endure when mere facts are dust and ashes,  
and forgot. —Neil Gaiman, The Sandman

Narrative structures have often been used to mould collective dreams, 
lifestyles, communities and cities. Both the myth of a better future and  
the nostalgia of the glorious past exist as devices that help us think about 
and design our built environment. In land disputes across the world past  
and future are presented in tension with each other. But the fight between 
progress and tradition is not the only thing at stake. Across forests, rural 
grounds and the outskirts of cities lies the possibility to shape a radical 
alternative to our dominant consumerist culture. Could mythologies be used 
to shape a progressive form of future living? What would that space be  
like? Could mythical land and its vernacular tradition shape a new chronology 
of rituals and social practices?  
 Intermediate 3 studies how the past and the future influence, and are 
influenced by, forces of context and accelerating technological innovation.  
In more concrete terms, this year we will investigate the role of fiction – 
specifically time-based storytelling – to reveal the liminal borders of city  
and nature.  
 Within this fluid territory we construct worlds that are not only visionary 
but also part of real contexts – architectures of voluptuous forests, emerging 
crystal cities, primal rituals and technological mantras. We will utilise film  
and animation to bring our ideas to life and, in a more haptic sense, we will 
produce rich compositions, models and props to understand how the complex 
ecology of digital realities and physical realms overlap. The unit will provide 
technical and theoretical workshops, lectures and group conversations on 
fiction, the city and nature, context and architecture imagination. 
 On this journey fiction is not a denial of reality but its multiplier. Will these 
fictions ever be fulfilled? Could they be pushed far enough to become reality? 
If yes, then we may call them self-fulfilling fictions. 
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Unit Staff
Nannette Jackowski and Ricardo de Ostos 
are principals of NaJa & deOstos. They are 
the authors of The Hanging Cemetery of 
Baghdad, Pamphlet Architecture 29: 
Ambiguous Spaces and Scavengers and 
Other Creatures in Promised Lands  
(AA Publications, 2017). In 2012 they were 
nominated for the Iakov Chernikhov prize 

 for young architects around the world. 
Nannette has worked for Wilkinson Eyre  
and Zaha Hadid. Ricardo has worked for 
Peter Cook, Future Systems and Foster + 
Partners. He has taught at Lund University 
in Sweden and was an associate professor 
at École Spéciale d’Architecture in Paris. 
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Sublime Disappearances & Savage Surges
Intermediate 4 slides between the real and the fictional to define both the 
emerging territories and inhabitants that characterise today’s Shrink-Age 
and celebrate processes of both savage growth and thinning. 
 After exploring the loss of our capacity to inhabit certain spaces and 
developments within the city, this year Intermediate 4 will address a 
disappearing Europe, tracking infrastructures now rendered obsolete – 
either stopped, abandoned or rejected – due to shifts in our environmental, 
cultural, economic, socio-political and ideological models. In the last two 
decades the ways we consume technology and approach out-of-home and 
leisure experiences have rapidly changed: amusement parks and squares 
have fallen into disuse; surges in low-cost airlines and in Airbnb reservations 
have changed our vacation habits and destinations while many conventional 
beach resorts are closing down and rising temperatures and the lack of 
snow are putting an end to ski stations in the Italian Alps. Moreover, past 
political alliances and ideals abandon undesirable construction sites while 
the global economy is turning European sites of production into ever emptier 
landscapes. These realities are symptoms of fluctuating global issues that 
require both our consideration and local and adaptable solutions. 
 Informed by the contemporary pressures that have left these places 
behind, we will embark on acts of speculative re-appropriation to explore 
new modes of inhabitation – because inhabiting is also adaptation; not only 
enlargement but recovery; not only constructing but dismantling. Working 
within the scale of architectures and infrastructures – those ‘man-made 
geographic systems’ that generate their own ecologies – we will consider 
how both natural and artificial elements can reveal the relationships  
between an environment and its inhabitants. By understanding architecture 
as an environmental construction (a hyper-place constituted by dynamic, 
unfinished and evolutionary situations), students will explore their fantasy. 
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Unit Staff
Arantza Ozaeta Cortazar and Alvaro Martin 
Fidalgo are founding partners of the  
Madrid-based TallerDE2, which develops 
architectural spaces in environments that 
connect local identity with contemporary 
culture. They were recognised as an 
emerging design talent in Europe for 2017 
and Arantza was recently commended as 
emerging woman architect of the year.  

They studied at TU Delft and the Madrid 
Polytechnic ETSAM, where Alvaro is now  
an associate professor. In addition to their 
work as visiting lecturers internationally and 
as directors in the AA Visiting School,  
since 2008 they have been developing a 
masterplan for shrinking contexts in 
Germany that has won numerous awards. 
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In 1592, as the story goes, Galileo Galilei paced back and forth at the bottom 
of the Leaning Tower of Pisa, stewing in the shadows cast by its 5.5° angle 
and deciding once and for all that he was going to knock that ancient Greek 
farce Aristotle off his perch. Determined, he discarded his chopine footwear 
and ascended the 284 steps to the top, carrying two objects of different 
weight in his hands. Sweating through his linen shirt and pulling at his collar 
ruff he gazed down from the bell tower at the ground below, his beard 
dangling over the iron railing. Defiantly he dropped the two objects and 
watched how their trajectory – along a straight line – fell to the earth at 
exactly the same time. At last, Aristotle’s long held theory of gravity (that the 
speed at which two identically shaped objects fall is proportional to their 
weight) was obsolete. And now an emboldened Galileo understood that the 
line was a means to not just challenge conventional thought but to free 
himself of it. With this in mind, the unit will act upon ‘lines of flight’, those 
trajectories which leak from and escape the systems and machines that 
dictate our everyday life. 
 Intermediate 5 will walk the 1851 Prime Meridian (0° 00' 05.3101"), drive 
along the 1767 Mason-Dixon Line (39° 43' 0" N, 75° 47' 0" W) and set sail down 
the 1884 International Date Line (0° 0' 0" N, 180° 0' 0" W). This continues the 
unit explorations along a colinear slice through London that unveils the 
diversity of the city’s architectures, infrastructures, cultures and inhabitants 
at the local scale while expanding beyond the M25 towards the global scale. 
With time as our guide these examinations will offer a series of social, 
technological, time-based and sometimes playfully random constraints as 
catalysts for generating the central aim of each unit project – a material 
architectural intervention to question the mechanisms that govern  
our existence. 
 Synthesising urban exploration and design, students will translate  
ideas through two- and three-dimensional drawing, writing and physical 
models that measure time. Focusing on current social and physical  
contexts and technological advances, Intermediate 5’s objective is to use  
the fourth dimension as a line of demarcation within the built environment, 
optimistically altering our perception of everyday life by splintering the status 
quo into oblivion.
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Unit Staff
Ryan Dillon has been Unit Master of 
Intermediate 5 since 2013 and also teaches 
in both the History & Theory programme 
and the AA DRL. He has also taught at the 
University of Brighton and has previously 
worked at Moshe Safdie Architects on 
projects such as the Khalsa Heritage 
Complex and the Peabody Essex Museum.

David Greene, born Nottingham, England, 
1937, usual English provincial suburban 
upbringing, art school, and onto London to 
begin a nervous, nomadic and twitchy 
carreer, from big buildings for developers to 
T-shirts for Paul Smith, to conceptual 
speculation for Archigram, which he 
founded with Peter Cook. Currently, perhaps, 
the Provost of the Invisible University.
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The Everyday Transfigured

I am a beginning. 
I am a community project of individualists. 
I am an attempt to create closeness without compulsion. 
I am quarrelsome and obnoxious, quiet and comfortable. 
I am a chaos workshop – with indisputable success. 
– Kraftwerk 1, Cooperative Housing in Zurich

The notions of opportunity and freedom traditionally associated with the 
metropolis are shifting in cities driven by speculation. Hyper-inflated 
property costs in places such as Tokyo have led to a stranglehold on those 
forced to squeeze out every last drop of space, time and productivity.  
In London, a surging array of corporations have hijacked the idea of sharing, 
expanding for-profit models of co-living, co-working and co-riding that  
drive up costs. A lack of ownership would appear to set us free, inviting 
nomadic, adventurous, flexible and open ways of living. Often though, these 
are marketing ploys that disguise the nature of the relationship between 
business and stakeholders and ultimately tend to eliminate diversity, 
spontaneity and the self-organisation of culture.
 This year Intermediate 6 will re-imagine housing as an architectural 
framework for live, work and play. We will study past and current experimental 
projects such as Zurich’s Kalkbreite, which combines a multitude of 
domestic unit types around common kitchens, baths and cultural spaces, 
challenging concepts of strangers and family. We will co-opt existing 
tendencies in London and re-orient them towards radical proposals for new 
types of cooperative economic, programmatic and spatial models. We will 
reject freedom and possessions as individual claims to be ‘conquered and 
defended’ and instead re-situate freedom as that which is to be experienced 
‘in and as a relationship’ to others. The appreciation of conflict, diversity  
and differences as perpetual, desirable and beautiful will allow us to conceive 
of new forms of living together, setting the stage for the construction of  
new forms of architecture. 
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Unit Staff
Jeroen van Ameijde has taught at the AA 
since 2007 and is the director of  
Urban Systems, an office specialising in 
generative design methodologies.  
He has previously taught at the University  
of Pennsylvania and the AADRL and has 
lectured, published and taught workshops 
internationally.

Brendon Carlin, Unit Master of Intermediate 
6 since 2011, is also an AA PhD candidate, 
director of AAVS Tropicality, and co-founder 
of Urban Systems. Lecturing, teaching, 
learning and practising architecture on six 
continents within a mix of institutions has 
kept him busy since 2007.
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Material Life III – Tabula Automata
Intermediate 7 continues developing its systemic approach to architecture, 
looking at how forms of organisation define conditions of existence while 
establishing a dialogue with the external forces to which architecture must 
respond. The unit works along the notion of ‘applied research’, oscillating 
between disciplinary autonomy and heteronomy, virtual and actual modes, 
systems and discrete parts, material and digital forms. For us, the main 
objective of architecture is to organise – not to turn chaos into order but to 
create the conditions that allow architecture to surpass itself, reaching  
a higher form of elegant synthesis. Organisation is an engine. 
 Automation and artificial intelligence will increasingly change the built 
environment. New technological breakthroughs are already rendering labour 
redundant, maximising efficiencies in energy and material saving and 
improving quality, accuracy and precision. While automation makes routine 
activities vulnerable, AI threatens intellectual labour through a combination  
of mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, electronic and computational 
devices. Heavy industry, logistic infrastructures, retail, leisure, agriculture 
and transportation are all being radically changed. What is the role of 
architectural organisation when processes of automation render obsolete 
the need to organise the cycles of production in the contemporary city? 
 Placing itself in the future – year 2050 – Intermediate 7 will imagine  
a scenario of new hybrid building types where automation is fully  
integrated into the fabric of architecture. In turn, we will question how new  
technologies can change the way we experience the spaces already 
controlled by machines. 
 We will develop new ways of organising large-span mat-buildings by 
interrogating the interface between architecture and machinic automation. 
We will continue investigating the building envelopes as the boundary 
between internal and external forces, public and private spheres, human and 
non-human agencies. In particular we will develop trans-scalar material 
prototypes and organisational systems for testing ideas in a workshop 
environment. We will experiment with manufacturing processes, materials 
and computation.
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Unit Staff
Marco Vanucci is founding director  
of OPENSYSTEMS Architecture,  
an architectural and design practice 
specialising in systemic design 
methodologies currently developing 
projects in the UK and the Middle East.  
He has taught at KTH Stockholm and has 
taught at the AA since 2014. He has  
lectured internationally, and his work has 

been published and exhibited throughout 
Europe and North America.

This year the unit will be supported by Anna 
Muzychak and Francis McCloskey, who will 
lead workshops and tutorials to help both 
with the development of the portfolio and 
its representation and with the material and 
computational aspects of the unit.
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Politics of the Hyperwall: 
Snaky Lines of Densification in Mexico City
As Mexico City has grown to become one of the world’s most sprawling 
metropolises, its population has increased in exponential terms. The  
results of the city’s endless urbanisation are distressing, with an unequal 
distribution of infrastructure and services, both visible and invisible  
barriers and daily commutes that cover extraordinarily long distances.  
Yet this seemingly unmanaged megalopolis is rethinking itself through  
the new CDMX Plan that proposes to insert 40,000 new homes a year into 
the existing urban fabric between now and 2030. And yet the plan does  
not address the biggest challenge: social inclusion. 
 In a city dominated by its own informality, there is a need to both 
articulate and reimagine the living conditions of emerging social structures 
beyond the assumed possible horizon of housing commodification. 
Intermediate Unit 8 therefore proposes a new line of densification – a 
hyperwall that exploits existing infrastructural, natural and socio-spatial 
conditions to break through the barriers that hijack the informal megalopolis. 
Students will make individual proposals for snaky, mixed-use strips related 
to city infrastructures (ranging from 1–3km long and 20 x 50m in width) 
 with a relevant housing component for an estimated 5,000 users.  
Examples of linear urban configurations – such as Ciudad Lineal by Soria,  
the Sotsgorod by Miliutin, Le Corbusier’s Cité linéaire, Affonso Eduardo 
Reidy’s Pedregulho Housing Complex, and L’illa by Rafael Moneo and Manuel 
de Solà-Morales – will be scrutinised to understand this urban typology.  
Like the Aztec deity Quetzalcoatl, the feathered serpent, these urban 
proposals will delineate sinuous linear intervals along conditions of supposed 
mutual exclusion – between humans and nature, politics and economy, life 
and death.
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Unit Staff
Francisco González de Canales and Nuria 
Álvarez Lombardero are co-founders  
of Canales & Lombardero and Politics of 
Fabrication. Francisco studied architecture 
and theory at ETSA Seville, ETSA Barcelona 
and Harvard University, and worked for 
Foster + Partners and Rafael Moneo.  

Nuria studied architecture and urbanism at 
ETSA Madrid and the AA and worked for 
Machado & Silvetti Associates. Both have 
lectured and published widely and are 
co-authors of Politics and digital 
fabrication: an ongoing debate (2017).
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A Wood Ant, a Five-Year-Old and a Waffle
While architecture succumbs to the global forces of finance, efficiency and 
the standardisation of BIM, cuisine has evolved as the last stronghold  
of context. We’ll continue to use the most contemporary operative form of 
contextualisation – foraging – as a method of discovery and designing  
to create a deeply resonant and particular architectural language.
 Avoiding what Noma chef René Redzepi describes as the foolhardiness 
of attempting to transform classical French cooking into Nordic cuisine 
(‘How do you make a Scandinavian crème brûlée?’ he asked), we’ll similarly 
side-step the myriad of ‘panel’ architecture scattered around Oslo to 
emphasise a ‘home-grown’ idiom made up of a lot of what is conventionally 
overlooked. In the same way that Esben Holmboe Bang and his team at  
the three-star Michelin restaurant Maaemo take to Oslo and its outskirts, 
scouting for ideas and influences, we’ll take to the same terrain – including 
Lyngør Islands, the Faroe Islands and Iceland – to fill each of our own 
individual ‘larders’. 
 In collaboration with Empirical Spirits in Copenhagen, our explorations 
will be guided by the mysterious processes of distillation and fermentation. 
Through extracting essential meaning and transforming material 
characteristics we’ll discover unfamiliar architectural languages, move 
Maaemo to Ekebergparken, and create new layers of building and cultural 
history by tapping into the rich vein of Nordic mythology. Via radical 
experimentation and meticulous documentation, we’ll head into the unknown 
careful to avoid the intoxication of the ‘drunken God’.
 In Intermediate 9 each student is a studio. While delving deeper into 
Oslo’s existing city fabric, our work will smell, sound, look, feel and taste  
like nothing the city has ever never known or witnessed. We’ll continue to 
emphasise drawing, stop-motion models and films that articulate the 
time-based nature of projects. 
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Unit Staff
Christopher Pierce completed his 
architecture studies at Virginia Tech and 
gained a PhD at the University of Edinburgh. 
He has published widely on seventeenth-
century drawings, contemporary architects 
and buildings, and food. 

Christopher Matthews is director of PMA 
Studio and a graduate of the Bartlett. He 
worked for James Stirling, Michael Wilford 
and Associates on projects including the 
Singapore Arts Centre, the Lowry and  

No 1 Poultry before setting up PMA Studio 
in 2000.

Amandine Kastler has worked at OMA/AMO 
Rotterdam and David Chipperfield 
Architects and now directs her own studio 
as well as the AA Visiting School in  
Lyngør, Norway. She studied at the AA, 
graduating with Honours in 2010. She was 
awarded multiple prizes including the  
RIBA Bronze Medal.
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In Goethe’s 1707 poem ‘The Sorcerer’s Apprentice’, an old wizard leaves the 
workshop to his student with instructions to fetch water. Empowered by  
his newfound freedom, the novice enchants a broom to perform the chore 
– which it does more than sufficiently, again and again, until it has flooded  
the establishment. Eventually the apprentice is left with no option but to 
attack the bewitched besom: 

‘Crash! The sharp axe has 
 undone you. 
What a good blow, truly! 

There, he’s split, I see. 
Hope now rises newly, 
And my breathing’s free.’

Cut to Milan in 1958, onto the sudden change in surface tension when Lucio 
Fontana slices his canvas; to a London hospital and the breathless moment 
when the umbilical cord between a newborn and its mother is snipped;  
to Baron Haussmann incising axes into the historic fabric of Paris; to another 
budget cut to the NHS; to the glistening cut given to a diamond in the rough; 
to the disturbing yet seductive slicing of the eye in Luis Buñuel’s Un Chien 
Andalou; to this academic year, as Intermediate 10 focuses on the moment 
and aftermath of such forced rupture. 
 When something is cut out of (or into) a given context, a new composition 
is stimulated. The initial focus will be on the existing – that which comes 
before us, a process not unlike the survey of a newly discovered land, species 
or language (bearing in mind that sometimes one must set out for India  
to reach America). It will be our task to establish a position that allows us to 
perceive, record and evaluate, only to then transform, subvert or even 
endorse our enticing findings with an informed design proposition. Our venture 
could lead to the cutting of the Gordian knot, or to the severing of the 
re-growing heads of Hydra – or even right back to the apprentice’s troublesome 
cleft broom: 

‘Woe betide me!
Both halves scurry 
In a hurry

Rise like towers
There beside me. 
Help me, help, eternal powers!’
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Unit Staff
Valentin Bontjes van Beek runs vbvb studio 
in London, has taught at the AA since 2001 
and is a professor at the Munich University 
of Applied Science (MUAS). He trained in 
Germany as a carpenter and worked as an 
architect in New York with Bernard Tschumi 
and Raimund Abraham before returning  
to London to practise and teach. 

Winston Hampel studied architecture and 
design in Hamburg, Paris and Stuttgart, 
where he received his diploma, before 
graduating from the AA’s History & Critical 
Thinking programme. He has taught in  
the First Year Studio, History and Theory 
Studies and in the DRL. Having worked in 
Germany and France, he is now in a 
collaborative practice based between 
Munich and London.
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Total Immersive Tour Operator 2017: Black Toxic
This year the unit will continue its exploration of toxic contexts through 
radical touristic speculations, engaging with urgent global environmental 
issues whilst amplifying the relations between body and altered natures, 
triggering a new consciousness towards these complex landscapes.
 Following our investigations last year into the Rio Tinto mines, this year 
we will dive into the biggest ecological disaster in Europe: Portman Bay, 
located in the south of Spain, where an immense, artificial black beach is just 
one consolidated register of almost half a century of toxic waste disposal. 
Invisible and almost abandoned, Portman Bay is paradoxically adjacent to 
one of the most popular tourist destinations of the 1970s, 80s and 90s – La 
Manga del Mar Menor – and is surrounded by a delicate environmental and 
cultural ecosystem of beaches, religious traditions and flamenco festivals.
 We will engage with these obvious tensions through immersive 
experiences, exploring how the body and technology can be fundamental 
instruments in expanding knowledge and intervening in the environment.  
In doing so we will adopt equally immersive design tools, from 360-degree 
perspectives to virtual reality, and will draw on the countercultural  
practices described in the Whole Earth Catalog to generate critical and 
creative responses to this hyper-contemporary black and toxic context.
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Unit Staff
Manuel Collado Arpia and Nacho Martín 
Asunción are founders of the Madrid-based 
office Mi5VR. Since 2003 they have taught 
at various institutions such as UAH Madrid, 
UA Alicante and UCJC and IED Madrid. They 
have won several architectural competitions 
and regularly participate in juries, guest 
lectures and have exhibited their work at 
the Venice Biennale, RIBA London, IVAM 
Valencia and GD-NYU. They both obtained 
their PhDs from ETSAM Madrid in 2013.

Nerea Calvillo is an architect, researcher 
and curator. Both the work of her office,  
C+ arquitectos, and her visualisation 
projects have been widely published and 
exhibited. She has taught at the UEM, 
Alicante University, the AA and Harvard 
GSD. Formerly a Poiesis Fellow at NYU and 
curator of Medialab-Prado’s Connecting 
Cities Network European project, she is 
assistant professor at the Centre for 
Interdisciplinary Methodologies at the 
University of Warwick. She holds a PhD 
from ETSAM Madrid.
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Isolated but Connected

The surest way to rise above prejudice, and to judge of things in  
their true relations, is to put ourselves in the place of an isolated man.  
— Jean Jacques Rousseau, Émile, or Treatise on Education, 1762 

The modern metropolis is increasingly built from faceless extrusions of 
stacked volumes of space and capital. Glass, steel and concrete are 
organised as efficiently as possible to form a commercially optimal machine 
for living and working. With today’s cities amplifying all the least favourable 
attributes of the Anthropocene and witnessing a growing interest in  
virtual reality and tech-fuelled, self-sustainable lifestyles, they could soon 
become endangered resorts of co-habitation. While a direct critique of  
the homogenised city would constitute a valid brief, Intermediate 12 will 
instead imagine its antidote – an extreme urban sprawl to reclaim the  
land we occupy. 
 Driven by simultaneous maximisation of local anchorage and a 
minimisation of ownership, we will start the year by creating our own ‘desert 
island discs’ of architecture. Our belongings and favourite memories  
of the city will form a kit of parts – a disordered collection of things and an 
instrumental bricolage for understanding our environment. A collaboration 
with goldsmiths will immortalise this process of collecting and will allow  
us to speculate on a post-digital habitat in an increasingly automated society 
where proximity to saturated urban centres has become questionable.
 The core of the architectural experimentation for the students is mixing 
together local raw materials in building processes and researching 
traditional techniques and digital tools to blur the existing dichotomy between 
digital and natural. In addition to building large-scale models, we will be 
working with triptychs that describe a place and the project in relation to 
time, atmosphere and context. By bringing together sound, video or 
photography, physical and digital models, we will research the possibility of 
projects becoming speculative and layered architectural instances.    
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Unit Staff
Taneli Mansikkamäki is an architect and 
musician and has taught at the AA since 
2011. He is a founder of A Geometry Office 
based in London. His background is in 
interdisciplinary media practices with an 
interest in sound, space and geometry. 
Since relocating to London he has  
worked with several architectural offices,  
including the late Jan Kaplický’s  
Future Systems. 

Max Turnheim is an architect based in Paris. 
His work focuses mainly on the relationship 
between architecture and its hosting 
regime and ranges from domestic spaces 
to urban projects. Notable works include  
La Barre, on display at the FRAC Centre 
(2017); the urban plan of Tirana’s Lake Park 
Entrance; and Maison Garder. Parallel to his 
practice, he has taught in numerous French 
schools of architecture.
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Computational Ornamentation
Ornamentation in architecture has long been debated in terms of its 
suitability, its ability to be measured or controlled, or whether it fulfils a 
structural or a functional role. Intermediate 13 aims to challenge these 
traditional notions of ornament by looking at the way its shape, geometry  
and spatial qualities are driven by structural principles and by architectural 
use. What interests us is ornament that is inhabitable, functional and rich  
in information or, in other words, intelligent ornamentation. 
 In examining these ideas, our underlying conceptual methodology will 
be informed by computational design thinking, in particular shifts in 
contemporary design paradigms towards non-standardised architectural 
production and mass customisation avoiding serial repetition. Specifically, 
the constant evolution of digital fabrication processes – such as 3D printing 
and robotic fabrication – enables us to work at a pace and resolution 
unimaginable just a few years ago. However, the manner in which these 
techniques have traditionally been utilised does not address the fixity  
of architectural space or the linearity of building process. With this in mind, 
Intermediate 13 will continue to conduct research into systematic  
yet delicate and complex fabrication methods that can be continuously 
automated and reproduced to produce different architectural or non-
architectural elements. 
 Through a series of 1:1-scale prototypes, the unit will investigate a 
number of design and fabrication techniques, driven by material behaviour 
as well as by specific crafting techniques, both digital and analogue.  
Through a focus on geometry and materiality, we will constantly look to 
pursue unique spatial formations where both internal and external 
experiences are informed by the specificity of applied processes. This will  
be achieved by using a number of computational and algorithmic design 
techniques, each corresponding to a unique material system. It is hoped that 
the resulting digital simulations will operate in constant feedback with  
the development of parallel material systems – an integrated model allowing 
computational techniques to be a fundamental part of the design process 
rather than merely a representation tool.
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Unit Staff
Soomeen Hahm, founder of the 
SoomeenHahm Design Ltd, is an 
architectural designer, researcher and 
educator based in London and teaching  
at the Architectural Association and  

the Bartlett UCL. Her research tries to tackle 
issues associated with the computational 
paradigm in architecture across multiple 
scales and through education, research  
and practice.
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Radical Foundations in Bloomsbury 
Great change is upon us and radical new foundations need to be sought. In a 
world confronted by unknown political, social and technological distortions, 
the time has come for a fundamental realignment. What is at stake is nothing 
less than the opportunity for world-making, in which the role of architect  
is paramount.
 In 1692 Thomas Slaughter opened Slaughter’s Coffee House in St Martin’s 
Lane, which became the haunt of artists, architects, designers, players of 
games, makers and wasters, and home to the first radical schools of art in 
the Seven Dials and Bloomsbury neighbourhoods. Great Queen Street 
Academy, the Free Academy and St Martin’s Lane Academy were all born out 
of Slaughter’s and in turn they prompted the founding of Fanny McIan’s 
Female School of Art, Central School of Arts and Crafts, the Art Workers Guild, 
Felix Slade’s School of Fine Art and Saint Martin’s. Taking cues from the 
uniquely fertile culture that both spawns and develops great schools of art, 
this year you will design new foundations – a new art school in Bloomsbury.
 Looking at both Slaughter’s pioneering establishment and the 
establishments it created, you will cultivate strategies to found your own 
practice – the intention is not so much to develop a school per se, as to 
devise a complex set of ingenious spatial interrelationships that will form  
a full-blown notational system for your building. Parts of the building  
might twitch, hum or sing you a lullaby, or spaces might be replayed over 
different times.
 Foundations are essential elements of architecture and allow for 
complex shifting relationships between people and environments. Will you, 
as a designer, take on different roles in the design process – as an ‘editor  
of situations’ or ‘reader of spaces’? Beginning with the design of an  
aedicule composed of nine carefully considered architectural elements – 
threshold, foundation, wall, floor, ceiling, aperture, stair, ramp and corridor 
– extraordinary and radical orchestrations of elements will ensue.
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Unit Staff
Shaun Murray is an architect and director of 
ENIAtype and holds a PhD from the 
Planetary Collegium, CAiiA hub of Plymouth 
University. He is the author of Disturbing 
Territories and editor of Design Ecologies, 
which explores the connection between 
human communication and ecological 
accountability in architectural design.

Simon Withers is a thesis tutor at the 
Bartlett and the University of Greenwich.  
He has a background in architecture, 
fashion, film and electronics. His research, 
‘Captivating the Attention of Strangers’, 
radiates from the baroque architectures and 
landscapes of Greenwich.
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The Athens Studio
Athens is a city of contradictions: a city at the centre of European identity and 
yet at the edge of the ‘western’ world; a city with massive influxes of 
voluntary tourists and involuntary immigrants; a new city that thinks it is old; 
a city defined as much by its amorphous sea of generic white buildings  
as by its perfect monuments of architecture. Above all Athens is a city in crisis. 
Many are looking for an economic or political solution, but the space  
of the city goes overlooked and under examined. It is both a city in need of 
immediate work and the contemporary European city that most dramatically 
embodies the urgent, alarming and intractable crises that face our cities 
today. This year we are once again immersing ourselves in this complicated 
context, attempting to render legible a city that is stubbornly difficult to 
grasp, and revealing new opportunities for intervention.
 Change is most possible during times of crisis. We’re hoping to take 
advantage of this current moment of precarity to make projects that are 
sensitive to the very real constraints of contemporary Athens but also move 
beyond traditional logics to imagine radical alternatives to the present.
  Although much has been written about the polykatoikia, the quintessential 
modernist building typology whose endless repetition has paradoxically 
resulted in an un-modern formless city, we’re choosing to focus instead on the 
moments of exception in the city. Architecture has the power to break the 
monotony, to register difference and to frame spaces of collective exchange 
and debate. Creating more public space in itself isn’t enough. The challenge 
of Athens is best approached by rethinking its civic institutions, the monuments 
and voids that orient us in the isotropic fabric of the city. 
 This year Intermediate 15 will continue to rethink the institution of the 
university, starting from the hypothesis that the architecture of academic 
institutions is uniquely able to reorganise and reinvigorate the city. We will 
examine how these institutions are currently manifested in Athens, identify 
and critique emerging models and historical precedents, and imagine radical 
new propositions at both the urban and the architectural scale. Only by 
reinventing these institutions – both their logics and their forms – can we 
reinvent the future of the city.
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Unit Staff
Xristina Argyros is co-founder of Neiheiser 
Argyros, a London-based multidisciplinary 
architecture practice. Originally from Athens, 
she graduated from Princeton University 
and received her Masters from the Yale 
School of Architecture. She has worked for 
WORKac, OMA New York and Ateliers Jean 
Nouvel, has taught at Cardiff and Yale 
universities, and has been teaching at the 
AA since 2016.

Ryan Neiheiser is co-founder of Neiheiser 
Argyros. He holds a dual-degree in 
engineering and art from Swarthmore 
College and a Masters from Princeton 
University School of Architecture. He has 
worked for OMA Rotterdam and Diller 
Scofidio + Renfro, has taught at Princeton 
University and has been teaching at the AA 
since 2014. 
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Archaeology of the Future: Exploring Tangiers

If I said that Tangiers struck me as a dream city, I should mean it in the strict 
sense. Its topography was rich in prototypal dream scenes: covered streets 
like corridors with doors opening into rooms on each side, hidden terraces 
high above the sea, streets consisting only of steps, dark impasses, small 
squares built on sloping terrain so that they looked like ballet sets designed 
in false perspective, with alleys leading off in several directions. – Paul 
Bowles, ‘Image of Tangiers’, Autobiography, 1972

The Moroccan city of Tangiers sits at a crossroads of civilisations – the closest 
African city to Europe, it has supported a mixture of cultures that since  
the fourth century BC have included Phoenicians, Romans, Berbers, Vandals, 
Arabs, Portuguese, Spanish, English and French. More recently, from 1923  
to 1956, Tangiers became a destination for a number of writers and artists from 
all over the world: Henri Matisse, Jean Genet, Paul Morand, Truman Capote, 
Paul Bowles, Samuel Beckett, Tennessee Williams. Today, however, the city is 
in in danger of becoming dispossessed of its mythical past through years  
of rapid urban development. The city’s architectural heritage has been largely 
destroyed or abandoned, creating a kind of semantic gap in its residents’ 
abilities to comprehend or appreciate architectural reference.    
 This year Intermediate 16 will explore positive transformation strategies 
to revive this architectural heritage, similar to those we adopted in Paris  
last year. Undertaking a sort of archaeology of the future, students will be  
invited to look for the origins of forms, researching reminiscences from the 
multitude of cultures that once sustained the city. More specifically, each 
student will choose a representative existing building and will transform it 
into a new institution, either cultural or educational (theatre, museum, 
university, library, etc), with complex programmatic scenarios to allow creative 
hybridisation and urban renewal. These buildings themselves will have 
emerged out of research into four areas within the city: the medina, the Kasbah, 
the old city and the port of Tangiers opposite the Straits of Gibraltar. Through 
making large-scale models, collages and material experiments, students  
will learn to understand architecture’s ability to create new forms of space-
making inspired by strong historical and cultural narratives.
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Unit Staff
Salwa and Selma Mikou founded their 
Paris-based Mikou Studio in 2006.  
Both studied at Paris-Belleville School of 
Architecture and have since worked at a 
number of international practices, namely 
Ateliers Jean Nouvel (Salwa) and Renzo 
Piano (Selma). Since founding Mikou Studio 

they have won numerous competitions 
worldwide. In 2014 they were selected to 
take part in the Moroccan pavilion at the 
Venice Architecture Biennale. Most recently 
they were nominated for the 2016 Arcvision 
Prize for women in architecture.





Diploma

School



The AA Diploma School includes students in their fourth 
and fifth year of studies in the AA’s ARB/RIBA-recognised 
five-year course in architecture. Long acknowledged as  
a worldwide leader in architectural education, the Diploma 
School has been home to some of the most innovative, 
challenging and experimental thinking in architecture.

The Diploma School offers opportunities for architectural 
experimentation and consolidation across a broad range 
of interests and teaching methods. Students work in  
an environment that fosters the development of creative 
independence and intelligence, where the aim is to marry 
drawing and technical proficiency to complex intellectual 
agendas in an atmosphere of lively and informed debate. 
As they refine research skills and develop proposals  
into high-level design portfolios, students begin to find 
both their voices as designers and ways of articulating 
their own academic agendas to carry with them into  
their future professional careers.

www.aaschool.ac.uk/diploma
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Film City: Dagenham
Sadiq Kahn, Mayor of London, is backing plans to build what will be the city’s 
largest film studios in Dagenham, east London. Feasibility reports have  
been approved and land was purchased at the end of last year. The economic 
rationale of such a project is clear. Once home to the Ford Motor Company’s 
main European automotive plant and employing more than 40,000 workers, 
since the 1970s Dagenham has struggled with what is now a familiar 
post-industrial malaise. But with the rapidly growing film industry generating 
over £4bn for the UK economy, and London positioned at the centre of this 
activity, a new film studio – or more tantalisingly, ‘film city’ – could transform 
the eastern periphery.
 But putting the financial and the prosaic to one side, is there a way of 
thinking about film and its effect on the city in more poetic terms? London is 
both real and imagined – a place whose architecture and spaces are 
nurtured by legend, fine art, literature and theatre. Film also plays a principal 
role in this process of myth-creation, and it this cultural dimension that  
we will theorise and research as a unit.
 We will consider London itself as a ‘set’ and test the possibilities of 
experimental space and temporal use between the imagined and the real. 
We will visit established studios to understand techniques for creating  
the external within the interior and abstracting foreground from background. 
The unit will place particular emphasis on large-scale model-making and 
filming with the intention of creating alternative myths and readings of the 
city. Weekly screenings will include British kitchen-sink realism from  
the 1960s and the work of Federico Fellini with its emphasis on both Italian 
neorealism and the archetype.

Diploma 1
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Unit Staff
Miraj Ahmed is a painter and architect who 
has taught at the AA since 2000. He is  
also an associate lecturer at Camberwell 
College of Art and was a design fellow  
at Cambridge (2006–14).

Martin Jameson is a partner at Serie 
Architects. He has an AA Diploma (Hons),  
a BA in Philosophy and Politics from  
Oxford University, and an MBA from IMD, 
Switzerland.
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The Skins We Inhabit

Humans… build to shelter and protect but… they also build to define the 
ontological conditions and limits of selfhood. In many ways, then, the 
boundaries of the forms we build become the limits of our consciousness. 
And if we also accept that a being’s mental states can never extend  
beyond those boundaries, then setting the right kind of limits is essential  
for who we are. —Lambros Malafouris

In the early twentieth century architecture’s longstanding allegiance to mass 
was increasingly surpassed by its tendency towards more volumetric 
principles, with interiority and structure gradually disengaging from the envelope 
of a building. Partially instigated by the ground-breaking curtain wall, 
 which simultaneously defined both the limits of a building and modernism’s 
selfhood, design discourse shifted towards principles of top-down  
regularity, and composition. And so, what was initially a means of ideological 
expression in early modernism became standard practice in the years  
to come.
 But in a contemporary context, what was abandoned – the idea of  
the envelope – has now become both the object and the subject of design: 
this two-dimensional plane is the last frontier of expression, allowing the 
unhindered realisation of architectural fantasies that are free from functional 
or market-driven constraints. A stylistic jungle has emerged, made up of  
2D forms, shapes and sizes, in which the facade-centric self-definition of a 
building – how it is perceived by the city and the newness it is supposed  
to convey – veers between the subject of recent tragic incidences or comical 
aesthetic results.
 Responding to this condition, the unit will question the modernist 
– hylomorphic – envelope-first design of buildings, shifting from an object-
oriented understanding of architecture to a more procedural one, operating 
in the grey area where interiority and context conflate. Envelope and  
space will be reconsidered from a non-anthropocentric perspective, not as 
exercises in aesthetic embellishment, but as the new continuum between 
materiality, cognition and inhabitation. In this attempt to unleash architectural 
creativity from its two-dimensional entrapment our main questions are:  
how can we rethink the weak correlation between inhabitation and its defining 
limits? How can this rethinking be informed by contemporary material 
realities and a ‘hylonoetic’ process of design?
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Unit Staff
Kostas Grigoriadis holds a PhD in 
Architecture by Project from the Royal 
College of Art and a Masters in Architecture 
and Urbanism from the AA DRL. His work 

focuses on new material design 
methodologies and draws from cognitive 
and materialist theory.
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The Coast of Europe
The technosphere – the quasi-autonomous interrelations between  
humans, domesticated animals and plants, plus the energy, material and 
information flows that sustain them – is rapidly becoming a new paradigm of 
the Earth. A dynamic and volatile system comparable to the lithosphere,  
the hydrosphere, the atmosphere and the biosphere, it operates largely by 
consuming and processing fossil fuels and modifying environmental 
processes. It is a new intensification shaping relations between technologies, 
humans and non-human entities. It is an architecture in the making that 
influences how humans sense and affect the Earth. 
 We investigate through design: how can architectural knowledge 
intercept these processes of transformation, measure them, interact with 
them and form them? Fathoming, sounding, measuring and evaluating – 
sensing the material basis of the technosphere – involves a set of procedures 
that reveal how architecture today faces a shift in agency: what we thought 
we controlled is now becoming a vast self-organising system of geological 
amplitude. By sampling specific conditions of intensification, we characterise 
the transformations of the European project as an architecture, a physical 
set of processes undergoing unprecedented reorganisation.
 We consider how the entry into the Anthropocene and the rise of the 
technosphere are transforming relations of cohabitation in the European 
peninsula – the stretches of land wedged between the Mediterranean,  
the Atlantic, North Sea, the Baltic and the Arctic Ocean. Open on all sides, 
the architectures shaping the contemporary European project face multiple 
forces and are crossed by many divergent circulations of ideas, languages, 
cultures, goods, information and people. They are both registering the 
epochal transformations in their material structures and relaying across a 
multiplicity of institutional, sensory, control and planning devices. The project 
is to envision new ways to articulate and distribute agencies of the shifting 
relations between material processes and institutional procedures. It is  
to recompose the many trajectories of the unstable European project into 
new territories for an open future.
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Bios
John Palmesino and Ann-Sofi Rönnskog  
are co-founders of Territorial Agency, an 
independent organisation that combines 
architecture, analysis, advocacy and action 
for integrated spatial transformation of 
contemporary territories. Recent projects 
include The Museum of Oil; Anthropocene 
Observatory; the Museum of Infrastructural 
Unconscious; North; Unfinishable 
Markermeer; Kiruna. They are fellows at the 
Centre for Research Architecture, 

Goldsmiths, University of London, where 
John also convenes the MA and is a PhD 
candidate. He has been research advisor at 
the Jan van Eyck Academie, Maastricht,  
and previously led the research activities of 
ETH Zurich/Studio Basel – Contemporary 
City Institute, and he is a founding member 
of Multiplicity. Ann-Sofi is a PhD research 
fellow at AHO in Oslo. She was previously a 
researcher at ETH Studio Basel.
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Un-Rules
The game is the only serious thing 
worth referring to.
 When you project, play. When 
you write, play. Suspend your critical 
judgment and embrace it with 
strength and radicalism later.  
 Repeat this process as many 
times as you can.
 Leave behind all kinds of known 
logic and make DIY para-logics.
 Abandon all kinds of parallel 
narratives or fictional constructions.
 Develop forms of engagement 
with reality as it is, even though it is 
difficult to understand or seemingly 
incomprehensible. Get out there.
 Stop assuming what a building 
or project is. Project a violent, 
sudden and radical action.
 Cultivate a critical stance on 
digital tools, media and data, as a 
kind of technological inquirer.
 Be aware of how digital 
technologies and their businesses 
have transformed the way we 
produce, transmit and consume 
cultural artefacts. Avoid relying on 
this commonplace as your narrative.

 Stop saying ‘I’ve seen it’,  
or ‘I know this’. Cultivate a deep 
knowledge of things.
 Honour construction of new 
materialities through amalgams  
or aggregations. Afterwards subject 
them to a process of distillation  
or synthesis.
 Embrace a playful attitude and 
celebrate forms of beauty unknown 
or unexpected, those without 
conventional frames of reference – 
the unclassifiable.
 Go technical.
 And then, play. And play again, 
like chess players or tennis players, 
but play with intense seriousness 
and never feel inclined to laugh.  
At least for the time being.
 This list is provisional and has 
only limited temporal validity.

Diploma 5

Unit Staff
Cristina Díaz Moreno, Efrén Gª Grinda, 
Benjamin Reynolds

Cristina Díaz Moreno & Efrén Gª Grinda are 
both architects and founders of the 
Madrid-based office amid.cero9 (cero9.com). 
They are visiting professors at SOA 
Princeton, visiting professors in the GSD 
Harvard, Städelschule Frankfurt and they 
were in the IKA Vienna. They have taught at 
both ETSAM and ESA in Madrid during  
more than 10 years and they have been 
lecturers throughout Europe, Asia and the 
US. Their projects and writings from the 
past 15 years are documented in Third 

Natures, a Micropedia (AA Publications, 
2014) and more recently in a monographic El 
Croquis (no 184). They recently completed 
the Institución Libre de Enseñanza 
headquarters in Madrid.

Benjamin Reynolds is a co-founder of Basel-
based PA/LAC/E (palacepalace.com). He 
has been a fellow at the Van Eyck Academie 
(Maastricht), the Koneen Säätiö Foundation 
(Helsinki) and OMI (New York). PA/LAC/E 
recently won first prize in the 50th Central 
Glass Award (Tokyo). Their first major 
monograph, Paris Hermitage, was published 
in late 2016 with Cooperative Editions).
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Meta-Elements and Integrated Morphologies
The unit will continue its disciplinary project on the city, engaging with the 
interdependencies between disparate domains – imagination and reality, 
concept and form, text and image. We assert the urgency of the evolved 
visionary project that is rooted in a deep knowledge of the contemporary 
European city and architectural history. This year we will conflate several 
scales and levels of work on new models for ‘dis-continuity and coherence’, 
tackling urban ‘meta-elements’ as architectural diagrams and morphologies. 
Building upon our previous cities of multiplied utopias and artefacts, 
ruptured transfers, systems and frameworks and, ultimately, conceptual and 
spatial playgrounds in space-time, we will allow our pursuit of emerging 
urban models to inform new phases in the breakdown and re-integration of 
an architectural object itself. Our search will go beyond straightforward 
augmentation – of Hyper-Buildings, Super-Blocks and Meta-Streets – as we 
try to circumscribe and categorise architectural segments of the city.  
And we will also question previous shortcuts in scale and complexity – from 
containing diffused fields of architectural particles within mega-frameworks 
or variations on Arks, Babels and Arcologies, to enforcing and indexing 
systemic models of accumulation and growth – seeking internally coherent 
objects-devices that can also tackle fraught issues of monumentality and 
identity, agency and resilience. To do so, we will need to short-circuit current 
contextual demands with long-standing disciplinary pursuits – utopias  
and ideal plans, figure/ground and typology, diagrammatic system and formal 
assemblage – by exploring unlikely ‘friendships’ and mediations within the 
streams of precedents (from Filarete to Soleri and Koolhaas; from Boullée to 
Ungers and Krier). Combining creative methods and processes, we will 
‘cycle’ between analysis and synthesis, creative withdrawal and critical 
re-engagement with the exchange platforms of the unit and the architectural 
culture beyond it. Emphasising aesthetic achievement and theoretical 
coherence (as seen in trademark ‘meta-drawings’ and final books), these 
catalogues of architectural ‘morphs and monsters’ will be embedded within 
robust Projects on the City – works that reaffirm architecture’s unique 
capacity to evolve and grow from within, and to effect profound change in 
the cities and the minds of the future.

Diploma 8 
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Unit Staff
Maria Fedorchenko has been a Unit Master 
at the AA since 2010, where she has taught 
in the History & Theory Studies, Housing & 
Urbanism and the Visiting School 
programmes. She has also held teaching 
positions at UC Berkeley, UCLA and 

California College of the Art. Primarily an 
educator and theorist, focusing on diagram 
and infrastructure, she is also a co-founder 
of Plakat (a platform for provocations),  
an urban consultant and co-director of 
Fedorchenko Studio.
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P2P: Panning to Pantopia
Among the many (r)evolutions witnessed by society, there is one that stands 
out as fundamental: the birth and rise of the paradigmatic twenty-first-
century individual: the Panneur. Very much like its nineteenth- and twentieth-
century predecessors (the flâneur and the voyeur), the Panneur embraces 
the totality of progress that makes up its world, optimistically believing that 
creative newness can only emerge from an entirely re-programmed 
individual. Born on the Internet, the Panneur is a native of contemporary 
network culture and therefore its default setting non-exhaustively includes 
collective intelligence, radical open-endedness, extreme diffusivity and 
constant ‘world-sourcing’.
 As always when a new individual appears, s/he needs a ground on 
which to stand. For the Panneur, that ground is nothing other than the 
long-awaited update of our infamous Utopia: Pantopia. If Utopia (no-place) 
was a faraway land that couldn’t be reached, Pantopia (all-place) is the 
familiar ground we frenetically consume every day. Relentlessly panning over 
every piece of land and every byte of information, we will create the keys  
to an innovative future by embracing all of Pantopia’s incredible volume, 
velocity and variety. We will build projects on three distinct yet inseparable 
scales: the Land of Pantopia itself, the Individual that navigates through it, 
and the Machines through which we pan. Simultaneously working at all three 
scales, we will design hybrid portfolios and architectures that oscillate 
between truly sustainable built environments, dense information fields and 
political provocations.
 Embracing the unrelenting onslaught of Pantopia, the unit will work as  
a multi-lingual incubator where many Pantopian ambassadors will challenge 
us to constantly re-think how we create, resist and leak Architectural 
Pantopias. In a world where we have seen it all, touched it all and are about to 
consume it all, the Panneur acts as the translator of the twenty-first century’s 
beauties and absurdities.

Diploma 9 

Unit Staff
Antoine Valexaire graduated from the AA 
with Honours in 2013. He has worked for 
several offices in London, Brussels, 
Zurich,Tokyo and Mexico City. In 2016 he 
co-founded TOI T, a Creative Consultancy 
studio based in Barcelona and Brussels. 

Stefan Laxness is an AA graduate, architect, 
researcher and Project Coordinator at 
Forensic Architecture. His work has been 
exhibited at the Venice Architecture Biennale 
and the recent Antarctic Pavilion in Venice. 
He has worked in architectural practices in 
Paris and London and has researched the 
changing landscapes of China and Central 
Asia’s borders.
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Turning Clockwise to Lambeth

What role will the 32 London Boroughs play in the future of London?
 After ten successful spatial insertions in Tower Hamlets and ten in 
Southwark, Diploma 10 will turn its attention to Lambeth where, working 
 with situations, space, territory, abstraction, politics and the direct, we will 
create new types of civic insertions.
 But before we insert anything into the city, we need to establish what 
the context for this insertion might be. Although we tend to culturally 
acknowledge and accept the complexity of the city’s context, we rarely apply 
the same reasoning when we set out to transform it. We, as users, recognise 
the effects that, let’s say, groups, trends, religion, terrorism and crime have 
on our experience of the city, but architects and city-makers rarely include these 
factors into their design equations. This raises the question: why not? 
 If these types of factors truly affect our experience of space, we need to find 
ways of incorporating them into our designs.
 Learning from the city, we will experiment with the representation and 
inclusion of the city’s more imponderable factors; we will reassess, redefine 
context and then find ways to work with it. To do this we will deploy a random 
approach to the city, one that focuses on an arbitrary territory centred on  
a city block or an urban condition. The arbitrary nature of this approach will 
allow us to speculate on alternative forms of urban transformation and to 
experiment with new spatial configurations that include physical structures, 
situations and strategies.
 Through a scanning process, a spatial construct, situations, architectural 
insertions and direct strategies, we will apply the multi-layered and hybrid 
nature of the city to the making of architectural space and develop appropriate 
methods for designing complex spatial interventions that directly affect the 
live realm of the city and transform Lambeth’s urban fabric.
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Unit Master
Carlos Villanueva Brandt has been Diploma 
10 Unit Master since 1986 and was awarded 
the RIBA President’s Silver Medal Tutor Prize 
in 2000. The varied work of Carlos Villanueva 
Brandt Architecture, formed in 1984,  
has been published widely and exhibited 
internationally. He is a founding member of 
NATØ (Narrative Architecture Today), has 
taught in Housing and Urbanism at the AA, 

was visiting lecturer/professor at the RCA 
and is currently a visiting professor at  
Tokyo University of the Arts. He has been  
a lecturer, critic and examiner at various 
schools in Britain, Europe, Latin America 
and Asia, has written numerous essays  
and his book, London +10, was published 
 in 2010. 
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Architects are like children. The objects they make are the toys they use to 
play with and learn about the spaces and complexity of the city. While 
occupying a physical space, holding onto a familiar toy in her hand, a child 
might look out the window of an imagined house and invent a journey  
away from her comfort zone to the unknown. But as toys are replaced,  
or models become buildings, these objects lose some of their meaning,  
and our sense of wonder is gradually dampened.
 How, then, to reignite and sustain the sense of myth that is inherent in 
the land where a city is built? This year Diploma 11 continues to explore  
ways of making familiar things unfamiliar. Taking the idea of the ‘city as space 
for learning and play’ as the theme of their exploration, students will look  
at London as both found and imagined. While unearthing the objects and 
knowledge that are embedded in the city and researching unrealised 
visionary architectural schemes for the city, we will reimagine missing pieces 
of architecture as the links between the imaginary and the real. 
 What could help us to become sensitive to the experience that city could 
potentially offer? As economic and political uncertainties take their toll  
on London’s social fabric, the unit will pay attention to the ambiguous small 
and playful things – the elements often most vulnerable to the forces of 
urban erasure. 
 Students will begin the year by making two types of objects. One is  
a toy for relearning the sensory aspects of architecture that we may have 
forgotten, such as gravity, balance, density, and movement. The other is  
an instrument for registering the landscape of the city through its textures, 
microclimates and other quiet expressions found in its interior. Using these 
objects, we will collect, collage and recompose cities with a sense of 
wonder and absurdity, making a journey, not unlike Alice, when she stepped 
through the looking glass. 
 As they play the city, students will write an individual design brief that 
speculates ways of cutting, unearthing and stitching its fabric to take it  
apart and reassemble its resources. Our interest is to reimagine the city as 
an interior, a place for all kinds of mobility where knowledge and objects  
are gathered, exchanged and transmitted.
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Unit Master
Shin Egashira makes art and architecture 
collaboratively worldwide. He conducts  
a series of landscape workshops in rural 
and inner-city communities across the 
world, including Shanghai, Brooklyn, Tokyo 

and Koshirakura, Japan, and Muxagata, 
Portugal. He has taught at the AA since 1990 
and has been unit master of Diploma Unit 11 
since 1996.
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World Building: Scripting Spaces

If you say in the first chapter that there is a rifle hanging on the wall, in the 
second or third chapter it absolutely must go off. – Anton Chekhov

Working as detectives Diploma 12 will search for the loaded rifle that will go 
off in the third act. We will collect examples of worlds within worlds and 
forensically unpick their underlying and often invisible governing rules to 
understand how they might unfold over time. We will look at cultural 
institutions, such as large-scale biannual art fairs, sub-cultural trends of 
music and fashion, evolving spiritual movements, political or economic 
experiments in alternative social models and emerging technological 
developments. These case studies will serve as catalysts to build worlds of 
our own that are carefully crafted for future communities, creating visionary 
architectural models that reflect their precise ideals and dreams.
 In the film Zocalo the artist Francis Alÿs charts the movement of the sun 
across Mexico City’s Zocalo Square. Here, the central flagpole shifts from  
the innocent rifle on the wall to the proverbial smoking gun – as the sun rises 
higher in the sky the flagpole transforms into a large-scale sundial, altering 
how the space is performed as people take refuge in its diagonal shadow. 
Similarly, the unit will work with existing conditions to deploy strategically 
designed objects and events that test how the architect can enhance or 
disrupt the hidden scripts, codes, messages and instructions that provoke 
specific behaviours and influence how spaces are inhabited over time.  
We will investigate urgent trends and use them to create new architectural 
visions, define new emerging communities and construct critical 
propositions – all in an effort to channel the rifle’s bullet to hit its target or 
skim harmlessly past.
 Collaborating with filmmakers, magicians, set designers, image capturers 
and trend forecasters, we will uncover new tools for capturing the elusive, 
dark-matter scripts to build these worlds. Choreographed scores, animated 
drawings and cinematic narratives will serve as time-based media for 
tracking our proposals as they unfold into the near future. Ultimately the goal 
of Diploma 12 is to sharpen each proposal to achieve the most precise  
aim, the cleanest trajectory, the greatest impact – to find the best possible 
weapon to bring about change.
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Unit Staff
Inigo Minns works as an architect with 
storytelling, performance and curation.  
He exhibits his work internationally  
and has taught in a range of disciplines  
both in the UK and abroad.

Manijeh Verghese is a designer interested  
in communicating architecture through 
various media and formats. She curates  
the AA Public Programme, edits the website  
AA Conversations and teaches a design 
studio at Oxford Brookes University.
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Sick City Rehab
The health of our civilisation is defined by how we institutionalise care and 
look after those in need. Diploma 13 calls for the urgent application  
of both formal, clinical abstraction and pleasurable, bodily atmosphere in 
architecture to interrogate the relationship between the body and the 
institution, and resuscitate our democracies.
 Following three years of research into the NHS, the unit will now widen 
its scope beyond the UK to research health in other parts of the world.  
We will learn from and act inside other cultures, as we review the wide-reaching 
histories, rituals, policies, laws, infrastructures, institutions, economies  
and typologies of healthcare systems elsewhere. From the Hippocratic Oath 
and the healing powers of the temple at Epidaurus, to Cuba’s preventative 
healthcare model with home visits by lifelong family doctors, to the Trump 
Administration’s attempts to undo the Affordable Healthcare Act in the USA 
– the unit will question what it means to be healthy and to care for people  
in the contemporary city. 
 Addressing the most private parts of your body and the most public image 
of care, we will investigate problems of literal and political transparency  
and test forms of care across three scales: urban, architectural and detail. 
Rather than focusing on points of treatment such as hospitals, clinics and 
surgeries, our sites of interest will be potential spaces of preventative care. 
Working first at the scale of urban infrastructure – from housing to rivers  
to forests – students will intervene with a family of types that promote health 
in the city in unexpected ways and question existing relationships between 
bodies and public space. Next, by using the lens of the body, we will develop 
a sensuous and witty materiality in the architectural detail, emphasising  
its atmospheric effects. We seek an architecture so sensuous that you lean 
in for a kiss, as Sylvia Lavin suggests, ‘extending and intensifying 
architectural effects through the short-term borrowing of the partner medium’s 
flavour’. From these two scales of operation – the plan and the kiss – will 
emerge institutions of promiscuity and plurality that can help care for our 
sick cities.
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Unit Staff
Lily Jencks is the founder of JencksSquared 
and LilyJencksStudio, which looks at  
how content-driven forms can create strong 
identities for meaningful public interaction 
through architecture, landscape and interior 
projects in the UK and abroad. She studied 
at Columbia University and the University  
of Pennsylvania. 

Jessica Reynolds is a director at London-
based vPPR Architects, which creates 

housing and cultural projects with a focus 
on communal space. She is a co-founder  
of the Architecture Exchange. She studied 
at Cambridge University and Princeton 
University. 

Alex Butterworth graduated from the AA  
in 2016 and now works at 6a architects.  
She is also a graduate of the University  
of Cambridge.
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Welcome to the Jungle
The Project of the ‘Void’
This year Diploma 14 will focus on the project of the ‘void’. Far from being 
empty, the void is everything that is not occupied by buildings or other forms 
of built density, and it appears to us as a ‘natural’ reservoir. This void can 
exist inside or outside the city, and it is often a contested territory where the 
tendency to enclose space for the sake of profit meets the resistance of  
the citizens’ desire to use it freely. The urban ‘void’ is therefore a site of struggle, 
between processes of exploitation and reappropriation, and perhaps  
the most direct testimony to the enclosure of resources that marked the 
beginning of capitalism. 
 Our project looks to address this condition by defining strategies of 
de-commodification that can be made visible and tangible through specific 
architectural interventions. In order to advance this idea we use the concept 
of the park as our starting point. As one of urban modernism’s most 
problematic figures, the park has been used to naturalise the conflictual 
history of urban territories. And within the modern city it has, often 
controversially, played the role of the ‘jungle’: a piece of wilderness enclosed 
by the artificiality of the city. Yet the jungle is an ambivalent allegory because 
the more it celebrates a primordial return to nature, the more it casts a 
shadow on the city as an (un)governable place in which order and disorder 
are no longer opposing forces but, rather, two faces of the same coin. 
Indeed, the image of the park as pastoral retreat is often used to hide the 
violence of dispossession that has produced the contemporary city.  
The question of the studio will therefore be how to use the park not as an 
idealisation of nature and rurality, but as a territorial system that allows  
the reappropriation of resources and makes legible the forces and conflicts 
that produce our own urban condition. 
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Unit Staff
Pier Vittorio Aureli
Maria Shéhérazade Giudici

Pier Vittorio Aureli is an architect and 
educator. His research and projects focus 
on the relationship between architectural 
form, political theory and urban history.  
He is Louis Kahn Visiting Professor at the 
School of Architecture at Yale and the 
author of The Possibility of an Absolute 
Architecture (2011) and The Project of 
Autonomy: Politics and Architecture Within 
and Against Architecture (2008). He is 
co-founder of Dogma, an architectural 
studio based in Brussels and focused on 
the project of the city.

Maria Shéhérazade Giudici is the founder of 
the publishing and educational platform 
Black Square and the coordinator of the 
history and theory course at the School of 
Architecture of the Royal College of Art.  
She holds a PhD from TU Delft with a thesis 
on the construction of modern subjectivity 
through the project of public space. Before 
joining the AA, she taught at the Berlage 
Institute and BIArch Barcelona and worked 
on large-scale urban plans with offices  
BAU Bucharest, Donis Rotterdam and 
Dogma Brussels.
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AA Museum Lab: The Manifesta Edition
The AA Museum Lab’s ongoing investigation of the role of museums and 
cultural institutions, their paradoxes and transformations will focus this  
year on the Mediterranean and its epicentre: Palermo. Selected as the 2018 
Italian Capital of Culture and the venue for the nomadic Manifesta art 
biennale, this complex Sicilian city – once the destination of enlightened 
Grand Tourists; the target of severe bombing during the Second World War; 
home to the infamous ‘quadrangle of powers of politics, mafia, religion, 
aristocracy’; terminus of multiple waves of immigration; and a contemporary 
laboratory of global conditions – is the site of our unit project.
 Aiming to reveal unknown practices of cultural production in the city  
and in the sites of origin/destination of its fluctuating and (at times) 
temporary population, students are invited to develop their thesis projects 
based on independent research and to articulate their findings through an 
expanding collection of work-books critically edited, designed and produced. 
Ultimately formatted in their own provocative media of choice, the individual 
projects will be presented in Palermo as part of a collective exhibition,  
an official collateral event of Manifesta.
 Developed in close collaboration with Technical Studies, the choice of 
exhibition venue, design and construction of the installation and the 
analysis/manipulation of its architectural substance will be developed as  
a live project of the Diploma 15 ‘office’. 
 Innumerable abandoned and unfinished architectures that punctuate 
the urban landscape of Palermo – testaments to the city’s destruction, 
corruption and speculation – will be visited during the unit trip to Sicily to 
collectively choose the site of our curatorial intervention. 
 As in previous years, the unit programme will be enriched by numerous 
specialised visits and seminars. External collaborators will be invited to  
host regular workshops and to access the unit blog (dip15.aaschool.ac.uk)  
to maintain a close dialogue with the students throughout the year.
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Unit Master
Giulia Foscari is an architect, researcher 
and author. Having taught at Hong Kong 
University from 2007–10, she has been  
a unit master at the AA since 2015. In 2014, 
she published Elements of Venice with  
Lars Müller Publishers. In 2016, following  
a six-year collaboration with OMA/AMO  
in Asia and South America, she founded  
her own Hamburg-based architectural 
practice, UNA.

Unit Tutors
Harikleia Karamali is project architect at 
Rare Architecture. She is an AA graduate 
(2014) and has been a unit tutor since 2015. 
She has worked at John Pawson Architects 
and is involved in visiting schools and 
workshops.

Giacomo Ardesio is an architect at OMA/
AMO and was involved in Palermo Atlas,  
an urban study for Manifesta 12. He is also  
a member of Fosbury Architecture,  
a design and research collective in Milan 
and Rotterdam.
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The Ecological Revolution I: Buildings as Architecture
Today, buildings are world’s largest polluting agent, accounting for around  
40 per cent of global greenhouse gas emissions. And while science, 
technology and regulatory frameworks develop at lightning speed, the design 
of buildings evolves slowly – even as the complexity of construction and 
performative requirements increases at an exponential rate. 
 If the medium for architecture is the building, then Diploma 16 focuses 
on design experimentation to explore volumetric, subtractive and projective 
geometries and stereotomy to provoke new sensibilities beyond surface-
based design techniques and outcomes or narrative experiences. The aim is 
to develop a regenerative and resilient architecture for our time, capable  
of transforming an existing situation, adaptable to future change and able to 
incorporate technological inventions and innovation that support resilient 
lifestyles and environmental technology. The challenge, then, is the design of 
a complex building with a particular formal, spatial, material and experiential 
character integrated with a positive ecological footprint in an intense and 
expanding urban environment of your own choosing. 
 The unit’s work is organised in a reiterative manner, whereby thesis, 
design and output co-evolve in parallel with topical research and analysis 
over the year in order to develop an individual architectural design  
repertoire, culminating in the production of a singular large-scale physical 
model, a singular large-scale composite drawing and a comprehensive 
progress document.
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Unit Staff
Andrew Yau and Jonas Lundberg are 
members of Urban Future Organization,  
an international architectural practice  
and design research collaborative. Urban 
Future has won a number of international 

competitions and exhibited its work 
globally. Currently they are working on 
micro to macro-scale urban and 
architectural projects in Europe and the  
Far East.
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Maximum Comfort

Spectacle is the sun that never sets over  
the empire of modern passivity. — Guy Debord

During the last decade, the rapid expansion of digital infrastructures and 
apps has drastically transformed our way of life, our way of behaving and our 
way of thinking. Self-driving groceries allow us to finally avoid supermarkets. 
Smart passive heating and cooling systems sense our movements and learn 
our living patterns for ideal temperature control. Nanotechnology is enabling 
continuous illumination anywhere and anytime. We enjoy the freedom to 
work from a distance, book a room on Airbnb in the private house of a Roman, 
share a car with a stranger, download a record and learn German through 
Skype. This is simply the way we live. What used to be the high street now 
comprises the nine buttons of an iPhone. In a world obsessed with the 
suppression of effort, this year the unit will question our current paradigm: 
maximum comfort.
  Diploma 17 is interested in the socio-political role of architectural form. 
Over the past few years, we have studied the implications of information  
and communication technologies on occupancy. The unit strongly believes 
in architecture’s capacity to enact and affect participation, stimulate  
the corporeal experience of space and provide a framework for public life.  
We will explore tactics of destabilisation of the body to disrupt our normative 
understanding of architectural space in search of the unexpected.
  The production of architecture, and to a large extent our creativity,  
is increasingly conditioned by norms, the industrialisation of architectural 
elements and the design tools we use. While numerous digital design 
packages and product libraries promise endless variation, the outcome is 
always somehow predetermined. Rejecting this condition, we will reconsider 
the politics of ‘the making of architecture’ to speculate on and develop 
sophisticated, but nevertheless affordable, fabrication strategies to counter 
the homogenisation of space. Rooted in socio-political issues, we will 
develop urban proposals through research and intense design experimentation. 
The unit will investigate material testing, prototyping, photography and film 
as a way of negotiating our ideas with the real.
 

Diploma 17
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Unit Staff
Theo Sarantoglou Lalis and Dora Sweijd  
are the principals of LASSA architects,  
an architecture studio based in London  
and Brussels. They have been teaching at 
the AA since 2009. They have also lectured 

internationally, led workshops and taught 
undergraduate studios at Chalmers  
and LTU in Sweden. Theo has taught 
postgraduate studios at Columbia and 
Harvard GSD.
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Be Indigenous: The Home of Performance
Diploma 18 encourages sustainable living through a holistic analysis of the 
idea of ‘home’: our domain, our family, our roots, our cosmos, our collections 
of tools and objects, our sentience, our memory, our tribe. Your Home is  
Your Action: Monument Valley and the Navajo; Taliesin West and Frank Lloyd 
Wright; the Eames Foundation; the Art Centre College of Design; IDEAS lab 
at UCLA; Robert Wilson and the Watermill Center. Science is TS: the molecular 
scale, a science towards an architecture of particles – our bodies,  
our environment, our phenomena, our ecosystem. The Architect as Activist: 
think out of the box, off-grid, fight global warming, believe architecture  
is a political act, demonstrate that architecture is an ethical performance  
and that architecture is the platform of society. These together build  
The Performance.

Act 1: Be. Be Dip18. Be Indigenous. Be Life. Be AA.

Act 2:  Be a Maker, Build your Home. Be at Home. Your Home,  
your Cosmos. Your Home, your Vision. Your Home, your Sensibility.

Act 3: Be Science. Your Home is your Work. Your Home, your Culture.  
Your Home, your Nation. Your Home, your Republic. Your Studio.

Act 4: Be Off-Grid. Be Energy. Be Aware. Your Home is your Activism.  
Your Home, your Ultimate Resistance.

Act 5: Be Water. Your Home, your Body. Your Performance. The Home  
of Performance.

Act 6: Time, Space, Performance.

Diploma 18
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Unit Staff
Enric Ruiz-Geli, Simon Taylor,  
working with Robert Wilson

Enric Ruiz-Geli is the founder of Cloud 9 
office in Barcelona. He belongs to the 
Scientific Committee of Tecnalia. He is the 
architect of projects such as Villa Nurbs, 
Airbus FoF, Ampo Retrofitting, Audi AUFA 
and El Bulli Foundation. Cloud 9’s project in 
Taipei, H108 by Farglory, recently earned 
LEED certification.

Simon Taylor is a founder of the multi-
disciplinary communication and design 
studio, Tomato. He works with institutions 
including the European Commission, 
Olympic Legacy Corp, the UN, International 
Expo and has exhibited work around  
the world.

Robert Wilson is theatre director and  
visual artist.
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Complementary Studies courses – History & Theory 
Studies, Media Studies and Technical Studies – form an 
essential part of the Undergraduate School. Through 
term-long courses and shorter projects, students obtain 
knowledge and gain experience related to a range of 
architectural learning. Third and Fifth Year students 
additionally take a Professional Practice course as part  
of their RIBA Part I and II requirements. These courses 
also provide opportunities for students from different 
units to come together in a shared setting. 
 History & Theory Studies includes courses that 
develop historical and theoretical knowledge and writing 
related to architectural discourses, concepts and ways  
of thinking. Media Studies asks students to consider 
traditional forms of architectural representation alongside 
today’s most experimental forms of information and 
communication technology. Technical Studies offers 
surveys as well as in-depth instruction in particular 
material, structural, environmental and other architectural 
systems, leading to technical submissions that build 
upon the ideas and ambitions of projects related to work 
within the units. Together, Complementary Studies 
courses enable students to develop their individual 
interests and direction within the school.
 Please note that you cannot apply to the 
Complementary Studies courses independently of  
the five-year ARB/RIBA-recognised course in 
architecture, as they are mandatory components of the 
Undergraduate School.

www.aaschool.ac.uk/compstudies
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History & Theory Studies (HTS) courses run over all five years of academic 
study at the AA. They introduce students to the nature of architecture,  
not solely through the issue of design but also in the larger context of the 
discipline’s relation to past, present, future and diverse cultures. Writing is  
a central skill for the developing architect – at a professional level, architects 
are increasingly expected to describe and analyse designs and buildings  
in written form. In response, History & Theory Studies has renewed these 
aspects of the courses, enabling students to articulate their own points of 
view in seminars and to develop their skills in writing for course requirements. 
 The first three years of HTS aim to provide a broad framework for the 
comprehension of architecture at different levels. First Year students  
are introduced to a number of concepts and categories central to design. 
Intellectually, work in the Second and Third Years (Intermediate School) 
weaves what students learn in their design units into the broader questions 
of architecture. Through a combination of personal tutorials, seminars  
and lectures, the course prompts students to question the relationship  
of architecture to the bigger picture of politics, history and professional 
organisation. Students in the Intermediate School will have access to  
a number of one-on-one tutorials in order to develop their essays and 
investigate, with tutors, their broader architectural interests and goals. 
Drawing on work undertaken in the Intermediate School, the HTS courses 
offered in the Diploma School allow students to continue to develop  
their practice as architects, researchers and writers. As in the Intermediate 
School, Diploma students produce written work. However, this submission 
can be supplemented by drawing or with other ways of representing  
their discourse. Students in each year can take part in the annual writing 
prize, held at the end of Term 3. 
 A full account of courses and reading lists will be given in the 
Complementary Studies Course Booklet, which is available at the start  
of the academic year. 

History & Theory Studies

Unit Staff
Department Head
Mark Cousins

Department Staff
Pier Vittorio Aureli, Manolis Stavrakakis, Gili 
Merin (AA PhD Candidate), Dorette 
Panagiotopoulou,Klaus Platzgummer, 
Alexandra Vougia, Aikaterini Zacharopoulou, 
Mark Morris, Sylvie Taher, Eleni Axioti (AA 
PhD Candidate), Tatjana Crossley (AA PhD 
Candidate), Francesca Dell’Aglio, Georgios 
Eftaxiopoulos (AA PhD Candidate), Sofia 

Krimizi  (AA PhD Candidate), Ryan Dillon, 
Costandis Kizis, Zaynab Zena Ziari, Nerma 
Cridge, Roberta Marcaccio, William Orr (AA 
PhD Candidate), Mercedes Rodrigo Garcia, 
Ricardo Ruivio Pereira (AA PhD Candidate), 
Edward Bottoms, Susan Chai, Judith Clarke, 
Mark Cousins, Brian Hatton, Francesca 
Hughes, Sofia Krimizi, Mercedes Rodrigo 
Garcia, Thanos Zartaloudis, William 
Firebrace, Mark Campbell
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First Year

Architectural History 
Course Lecturer: Pier Vittorio Aureli (Terms 1–2)
Course Tutor: Manolis Stavrakakis

Second Year

Architectural Knowledge
Course Lecturers: Mark Cousins (Terms 1–2), Mark Morris (Term 1)
Course Tutor: Silvana Taher
The second year examines the knowledge produced and used in architecture 
from a precise point of view – that of the architecture student. The course 
encourages students to develop an awareness of concepts and categories 
in architecture and ask how they work in practice.
 Whether we are examining the past or examining forms of architectural 
representation, we ask how the move from concept to practice is  
achieved. Simply, this course attempts to demystify and clarify architectural 
knowledge. 

Third Year

Buildings and Cities
Course Lecturers: Ryan Dillon and Costandis Kizis 
Course Tutor: Zaynab Zena Ziari
The course will examine how a single architectural project captures the 
features of the city in which it is located. Focusing on a close investigation  
of case studies from the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, each lecture  
will unpack how an urban context can be read and understood through its 
architecture exposing the social, political and cultural theories of its time. 
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Diploma Courses

Brave New World Revisited 
Ed Bottoms 
This course will explore the postwar climate of idealism that engendered over 
two decades of public housing projects in London. We will consider how 
such optimism and utopian plans translated into reality and how, by the late 
1960s, these projects were perceived as part of a dream gone sour. Taking 
an investigative, archive-based approach, students will use a broad range of 
sources, including oral histories, contemporary newspapers, film and 
popular music. 

Spaces of Criticality 
Mercedes Rodrigo García
The course is designed to help students navigate their way through texts and 
arguments within the field of critical spatial practices, drawing on vocabularies 
of political theory in order to design spatial interventions. Using space as a 
system of critique, each meeting will concentrate on one category of space 
and seek to elucidate it. Categories include modernity, humanity and the 
post-human, critique, situatedness, sustainability, the politics of aesthetics, 
action and identity. 

Architecture’s Truths/Architecture’s Lies 
Francesca Hughes
Truth is in crisis, or so we are told. The very tenets of deductive reasoning – 
from the Royal Society’s code of Nullius in verba to empiricism’s ad oculus 
– are in question. If the cross-examination is the crucible of truth in a court of 
law, what are our methods for distinguishing truth from falsehood? This course 
considers architecture’s in-house processes for constructing and verifying 
its own synthetic truth indeed, its own synthetic lies. Seminars will interrogate 
architectural culture’s peculiar formulations of truthfulness: from truth as 
(typologically authenticated) origin to computed truth; from materials that lie 
to drawings that don’t; from veracity to virtuality and back; from the 
irrefutable testimonies of the transparent to the dissimulation of the 
(only-apparently) aleatory. 

Architectures in Revolution
Ricardo Ruivo
This course looks at the history of early Soviet architecture while at the same 
time stimulating a critical reading of the western narrative that has  
emerged which tends to present this history as mythology. Our examination 
will confront the difficult associations that architectural discourses and 
practices establish with political realities.
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Presentation 
Mark Cousins
The course is a theoretical examination of what is culturally signified by  
the idea of presentation. Equally it is a practical course to allow students  
to reflect on and improve the way in which they present their work. 

Portfolio
Silvana Taher
The course will examine the logic, history and potential of the portfolio in the 
life of both the student and the architect. 

Learning from Learning from
Sofia Krimizi
Architects travel, and students of architecture travel to become architects. 
Le Corbusier listed his trips in lieu of his academic degrees. Venturi and 
Scott Brown turned the trip into a unit project. This course will create  
a genealogy of radical architectural travelling and ask how these famous 
trips have defined a theory of learning and a pedagogical precedent  
of architectural travel.

Parallax Subjects
Brian Hatton
Film can present architecture in two ways. First, by movement from shot to 
shot, focus to focus, vantage to vantage, it reveals space through effects  
of shifting parallax in time. Second, subjects in fictional movies may interact 
with settings in ways that expose potential and latent qualities in sites and 
places. The filming of architecture is here examined through the architecture 
of filming.   

Commanding Architecture? Between Life and Government 
Thanos Zartaloudis
This course considers architecture both as an experience of thought and as 
an experiment – a life. We will examine, through a series of close readings 
and discussions, writings and related architectural strategies in conjunction 
with the work of the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben. The central line  
of enquiry is: What is the power of architecture? 
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Diploma Thesis Option
supervised by Mark Campbell with Manolis Stavrakakis
At the conclusion of the Diploma HTS seminar programme, Fourth Year 
students wishing to develop their research into an extended written  
thesis may attend a series of seminars, workshops and tutorials delivered by 
Mark Campbell. These sessions, held over Terms 2 and 3, serve as an 
introduction to the thesis. They explore the rigorous nature of undertaking 
scholarly work and help students develop a topic. Students then progress 
the thesis over the summer between the Fourth and Fifth Years. Based  
on individual work as well as a series of individual tutorials, the thesis  
is submitted at the end of Term 1 of the Fifth Year, in line with the Fifth Year  
HTS requirements.
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Department Staff
Pier Vittorio Aureli is an architect, educator  
and unit master of Diploma 14. He is Davenport 
Visiting Professor at Yale University and 
co-founder of Dogma. 

Edward Bottoms is the AA Archivist and has 
published on a range of subjects including  
art collecting, cast museums and the history  
of architectural education.

Mark Campbell directs the MPhil in Media 
Practices in the Graduate School. 

Mark Cousins is Director of History and Theory  
at the AA. He was educated at Oxford and  
the Warburg Institute. He is guest professor at 
Southeast University in Nanjing, China.  

Nerma Cridge holds an MSc in Architectural 
History from the Bartlett and a PhD from the AA, 
and runs her own practice, Drawing Agency.

Francesca Dell’Aglio is an architect and writer. 
She holds an MA in History and Critical Theory 
from the AA and edits the Venice-based journal 
Engramma.

Ryan Dillon has been unit master of Intermediate 
5 since 2013 and teaches in the AA DRL.

Mercedes Rodrigo García is an architect and  
PhD candidate at Birkbeck College. She obtained  
her MArch from Research Architecture 
Goldsmiths and has taught at Oxford Brookes.

William Firebrace is the author of Marseille  
Mix and Memo for Nemo. His latest book,  
Star Theatre, on planetariums, will appear later 
this year.

Brian Hatton has taught on many AA courses 
since the 1980s. He is a Graham Foundation grant 
recipient and was 2009 Senior Mellon Fellow 
 at the Canadian Centre for Architecture.  

Francesca Hughes was a unit master of Diploma 
15 from 2004–09. She has published a number of 
titles and is a partner in the Hughes Meyer Studio.

Costandis Kizis is is completing his PhD at the 
AA. He teaches at Leeds Beckett University and 
has practised with Kizis Architects since 2006. 

Sofia Krimizi studied architecture in Athens  
and Columbia University GSAPP. She has taught 
design studios and research seminars at the 
Cooper Union, Cornell University, University of 
Pennsylvania and the Pratt Institute. 

Alison Moffett is an artist and educator. Originally 
from Tennessee, she obtained an MFA from the 
Slade School of Fine Art and an MA in History and 
Critical Thinking from the AA.

Mark Morris is Head of Teaching and Learning at 
the AA. His research focuses on questions of 
visual representation in the context of the history 
of architectural education. He previously taught  
at Cornell University.   

Klaus Platzgummer is an architect based in 
London and Zurich. A graduate of the ETH Zurich 
and the AA, He now practises as a writer, curator 
and editor. 

Ricardo Ruivo Pereira is a researcher, educator 
and architect. He is currently an AA PhD candidate.

Manolis Stavrakakis holds a PhD from the AA.  
He has been practising and teaching as an 
architect since 2005. 

Silvana Taher is a writer and architect.  
Her writing has appeared in Publica, Blueprint 
and The Architectural Review. 

Alexandria Vougia holds a PhD from the AA and 
has worked as an architect in New York and 
Athens. She teaches at the AA and the University 
of Westminster. 

Thanos Zartaloudis is a reader in Law at the 
University of Kent and a lecturer at the AA. 

Zaynab Dena Ziari completed her postgraduate 
studies in History and Theory at the AA. She has 
written for various journals on the intersection  
of architecture, culture and the body.
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Media Studies is a testing ground for exploring the processes and methods 
involved in making architecture. Operating a diverse multidisciplinary 
programme, it encourages students to interrogate the tools with which we 
speculate, manipulate and play; compute and control; communicate, seduce 
and provoke. By actively testing modes of production through focused  
acts of doing and making, Media Studies presents a range of opportunities 
for students to develop individual practice and hone dexterity with  
both established and progressive media. As techniques and concepts in 
fabrication, computation and representation continue to evolve, the programme 
deploys a range of tools – from pencil to point-cloud – in order to both 
reinforce and reinvent the methods by which students approach design  
and architecture. 

AA Media Studio
First and Second Year students are required to enrol in studio-based 
courses, while Intermediate Media Studies courses are open to any  
Third Year or Diploma student. The department staff possesses a breadth  
of expertise – encompassing architecture, the arts and technology –  
and this year’s courses address a wide range of creative media, including: 
hand drawing, 3D scanning, video, photography, typography, digital 
modelling, narrative, textiles, analogue and digital fabrication, casting, 
scripting, immersive and interactive media, fieldwork, curating  
and electronics. 

AA Media Saturday School
Media Studies also offers a range of extracurricular, weekend workshops 
and courses for students to develop new skills and working methods to 
support their studio projects. 

Labs
Working with the AA Computer Lab, Media Studies offers a range of  
one-day software courses allowing students to quickly grasp fundamental 
techniques in major digital applications for architecture. 

Media Studies 

Unit Staff
Department Head
Kate Davies 

Department Staff
Miraj Ahmed, Sebastian Andia, Charles 
Arsène-Henry, Kasper Ax, Sue Barr, Shin 
Egashira, Juliet Haysom, Anderson Inge, 
Sergio Irigoyen, Thomas Tørslev Jensen, 

Alex Kaiser, Mara Kanthak, Oliviu 
Lugojan-Ghenciu, Antoni Malinowski, 
Nicholas Mortimer, Taneli Mansikkamäki, 
Flavien Menu, Inigo Minns, Alison Moffett, 
Joel Newman, Thomas Pearce, Joseph 
Popper, Caroline Rabourdin, Thomas 
Randall-Page, Mattia Santi, Francesca Silvi, 
Nathan Su, Emmanuel Vercruysse
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First Year, Term 1

Projection and Speculation, Miraj Ahmed
Architectural drawings are tools that enable a series of exploratory steps 
that lead to the physical building of propositions. The course will build your 
knowledge of 2D and 3D orthographic projection and the importance of 
precision as a tool for the imagination, moving from the measured re-drawing 
of an existing architectural precedent towards transformations and invented 
possibilities expressed through architectural drawing and other media.

Peripheral Landscapes, Sue Barr
This course uses digital photography to examine peripheral landscapes 
where urban and suburban landscapes are equally complex and mysterious, 
and the photograph is only discovered through committed observation. 

Translation of Objects through Drawing, Shin Egashira
The course explores the unfamiliarities of familiar objects by cutting, splicing, 
hacking and reassembling through drawing, physical modelling and collaging. 
Alternating between cutting, drawing and describing, the course introduces 
the ambiguity between forms of representation and forms of designing.

The Body as a Site, Juliet Haysom
This course examines the idea of the survey. Using observational techniques, 
historical and contemporary measuring devices and their own invented 
apparatus, students will identify and record salient quantities and qualities of 
a body in the form of 1:1 drawings.

Seeing Your Way to Draw, Anderson Inge 
This course is defined by looking and drawing, and in turn, exercising  
a language for both. Each session has a distinct theme and covers powerful 
approaches and techniques in drawing. Sessions take place in nearby 
national collections. Each begins with a short talk or demonstration, with the 
bulk of our time spent actively working through exercises proven to  
develop evocative drawing.

Materiality of Colour, Antoni Malinowski
This course focuses on the potential of colour in creating/manipulating space. 
Students will be introduced to the materiality of pure pigments with the 
focus on colour as micro-structure. Students will be encouraged to create 
their own distinctive notational system sensitive to space, time, light and  
the characteristics of materials. 

Sonic Geometry, Taneli Mansikkamäki
Focusing on visualising three-dimensional sonic data from frequencies to 
field recordings, we will work with 3D software to propose audio visual 
compositions and notations that carry the dynamics and context of the 
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collected sounds. This sonic arrangement will accompany the final 
geometric visualisation by further strengthening our understanding of a 
proposed space, place and the context within.

The Drawn Mistake, Alison Moffett
This course will convert an investigation into space into a way of thinking 
about drawing. By looking at examples and techniques, including different 
drawing tools, blind drawing, reconfiguring shapes and collage, and the  
trace left through action, we will create individual drawings that capture  
the magic of opposition.

One-Minute Animation, Joel Newman
In four sessions students will make an animated gif and a 1500 frame  
(one minute) animation with original soundtrack. The gif will focus on  
the individual as the subject. For the animation, all methods of production 
will be considered but stop-motion will be emphasised.

The Knowhow Series – Hooke Park, Emmanuel Vercruysse
This course is an optional addition (not assessed) to your required Media 
Studies courses, and places will be allocated separately from the  
main course registration. The Knowhow Series is a sequence of hands-on 
experimental workshops held in the forest at the AA’s campus in Dorset.  
The workshops aim to provide an in-depth exploration of the exciting 
facilities of Hooke Park, which act as a laboratory for architectural research 
through 1:1 fabrication. We will investigate a diverse set of fabrication 
methods and technologies to make components for a permanent feature  
at Hooke Park. We will also venture out of the lab, immersing ourselves  
in the idyllic forest and learn about the different species that make up this 
ecosystem, which forms both our material library and our site.

First Year, Term 2

Concept Emergence, Sebastian Andia 
Students will engage with digital drafting and crafting of concept drawings, 
learning both polygon modelling and digital prototyping so as to develop 
their own ideas into final prototypes. The course uses Polygon Modelling 
(Autodesk Maya) as the main drafting tool.  

Collaborative Transformations, Kasper Ax, Thomas Tørslev Jensen
This course pushes beyond the conventional understanding of architecture 
as a linear process to explore the collaborative potential of design. Through 
separate but interconnected exercises, design artefacts will pass from one 
designer to the next, gradually transforming from simple everyday objects 
into reinterpreted architectural designs. The course introduces digital 
drafting, 3D modelling, visualisation and prototyping.
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Ordinary Domesticity, Flavien Menu
What makes a space a place? Taking inspiration from Georges Perec’s 
Species of Spaces, we will explore everyday situations – from a windowsill, 
to the kitchen wall, to vaulted ceilings – to observe how these uncanny 
details instill ideas of comfort and domesticity or provoke malaise and 
irritation. We will explore and experiment with this wide range of sensations, 
all found in our daily life.

Stuff, Inigo Minns
This course explores the fundamental qualities of everyday materials.  
Taking familiar materials in their raw form, we will misuse and abuse them 
and develop 1:1 details that force new readings and interpretations of  
often overlooked substances and products. The end result will be a design 
that considers both the material qualities investigated as well as their 
application and spatial impacts.

Continued from Term 1
Translation of Objects Through Drawing, Shin Egashira
The Body within a Site, Juliet Haysom
Materiality of Colour, Antoni Malinowski
Sonic Geometry, Taneli Mansikkamäki
The Drawn Mistake, Alison Moffett
The Knowhow Series, Hooke Park, Emmanuel Vercruysse

Second Year, Term 1

Shapes of Fiction, Charles Arsène-Henry
In 1897 Stéphane Mallarmé discovered the multiverse in the form of a poem. 
Equipped with metafictional instruments you will enter and adapt it  
as if reanimating an abandoned spaceship. Meta: a state of fiction in which 
operations – tropic movements, scopic shifts, transitions, speeds, etc –  
are entities equal to heroic characters. 

Dada-Digital IV, Kasper Ax, Thomas Tørslev Jensen
Inspired by the dada movement, where 3D objects were reinterpreted as 
purely expressive spatial artefacts, this course opens up creativity through 
computational means. We will reinvent everyday objects as architectural 
components, transforming them into spatially complex constellations 
through plug-ins and visualisation techniques. This year will focus on 3D 
printing and associated modelling and preparation techniques. 
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Seeing Slowly: Photographic Typologies, Sue Barr
Throughout its history photography has been used to classify the world and 
its people. We will use 35mm colour analogue photography (shooting just 
one roll of film per week) to investigate typologies of the everyday – objects 
and events that ordinarily escape our notice but are revealed through the 
photographic process. The course will introduce students to the technical 
aspects of camera controls and to aesthetic and conceptual issues  
in photography.

The Household Glitch Mounted Regiment, Oliviu Lugojan-Ghenciu
The Motion Studio is the AA’s time-based media and digital storytelling garage. 
This year’s course addresses the field of augmented reality (AR). For their 
structure architectural tectonics no longer rely on matter but on imagination 
and narrative. And ‘world building’ now happens in our pockets, accessible 
through the successful marriage of an LCD screen and the camera lens on 
the opposite side of our AR-enabled devices. 

Drawing in the Nation’s Cupboards, Anderson Inge 
This course draws on the cultural and visual richness of world-class 
collections and archives near the AA. Weekly sessions entail drawing from 
observation and discussions about seeing and drawing the range of 
materials, form and space. An independent study provides opportunities  
to apply techniques to unit work.  

Painting Architecture, Alex Kaiser 
By bridging and exploiting the space between hand-drawn and computer-
aided representation, this course remixes an aggregation of drawings at  
a high speed, using digital collage, line drawing and rendering techniques. 
Later in the course, large-scale compositions are constructed to allow 
investigations of new types of spaces, typologies and landscapes.  

Stuff, Inigo Minns
This course explores the fundamental qualities of everyday materials.  
Taking familiar materials in their raw form, we will misuse and abuse them 
and develop 1:1 details that force new readings and interpretations of  
often overlooked substances and products. The end result will be a design 
that considers both the material qualities investigated as well as their 
applications and spatial impacts.

Making Fictions, Nicholas Mortimer and Joseph Popper
This course makes objects and scenes at 1:1 scale with a hands-on approach 
to prototyping ideas. We will create engaging imagery and films using  
simple materials, exploring how we can communicate complex ideas through 
visual narratives. Our emphasis is on production, play and iteration  
while introducing critical and speculative design methods for exploring 
wider scenarios.
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Forest Forensics, Mara Kanthak and Thomas Pearce
This course will stage a forensic dialogue between Hooke Park and Bedford 
Square, the former as a landscape of fabricated truth, the latter as a lab  
for the analysis and production of its evidence. We will introduce 3D Lidar and 
photogrammetric scanning, mesh/NURBS modelling and digital fabrication, 
enabling students to use digitised natural geometry as a projection plane for 
meaning by designing and fabricating sub-millimetre accurate surgical 
incisions into found fabric. 

Printed Matter, Caroline Rabourdin
Taking its name from a New York bookshop dedicated to artists’ books, their 
dissemination and, sometimes, production, this course looks at the book  
as a site of exploration for the architect. Students will learn about bookbinding 
methods, visit some of London’s best archives and learn about the 
technicalities of paper. The aim of the course is to consider ‘paperspace’  
and experiment with both its format and materiality in the context of a 
personal project.

Data-Scape, Mattia Santi and Francesca Silvi
Contemporary spaces extend beyond physical reality through layers of 
virtual relations. Data interpretation is one of today’s greatest challenges. 
Designing through data allows to us to understand and shape the  
new information that drives society. Beginning with the fundamentals of 
programming, students will develop digital installations in processing 
alongside using digital platforms such as Rhino and Grasshopper.

Compo[site] Realities, Nathan Su
Working digitally and constantly moving between 2D and 3D, we will 
compose images that merge the real with the unreal –sometimes seamlessly 
and sometimes with powerful and destabilising junctions. Using cameras, 
Photoshop, Cinema4D and VRay, we will manipulate light, surface, texture 
and colour to render complex new realities. We will then explore our 
compositions as sites, building worlds around their production that elaborate 
the techniques behind their making, their formats of consumption and their 
agency as critical instruments.

Fluids/Fabrics/Forces/Forms, Thomas Randall Page
This hands-on fabrication course will explore the relationship between 
forces and forms through the medium of fluids and fabrics. We will use  
a methodology of analogue experimentation and critical analysis to produce 
objects from objects such as 1:1 prototypes of details or scale models  
of far larger structures.
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Second Year, Term 2

Works on Paper, Miraj Ahmed
‘Works on paper’ describes a fine art practice whereby art is made on or with 
paper – such as drawing, collage, pigment or mixed media. But when  
applied to the discipline, ‘works on paper’ suggests the idea that such drawings 
might exist for their own sake. This course explores the architectural drawing 
and the spaces that lines inhabit on paper and beyond.

Field Operations, Kate Davies  
We are hunting the invisible, the intangible and the elusive as we explore  
the hidden dynamics of site through active and obsessive field recording.  
The product of fieldwork is, at its core, the telling of a story. This course 
explores the capture or recording of a complex site beyond the use of 
photographic images. We will use data and information as raw material for 
mysterious, abstract and notational readings of place.  

Inflected Space, Anderson Inge and Antoni Malinowski
The course focuses on fundamental, abstract aspects of form. Our working 
sessions will exercise the use of line, tone, colour, texture, shape, space  
and rhythm. We will weave between 2D drawing studies, photography, 3D 
experiments including full scale and 4D studies involving movement. We will 
focus on the perception and experience of space throughout. Our work  
will clarify a vocabulary of form, and show how its use can enable and enrich 
the process of design.

Sandbox Architecture, Sergio Irigoyen
Real-time rendering, video game engines, virtual and augmented reality 
devices are the new creation tools. This course will provide students with  
the skills to design and visualise space using those tools, mainly focusing 
 on Unreal Engine. We will use the engine as a sandbox for architecture to 
explore space through different mediums, whether still, moving-image or  
as immersive realities.

Video, Joel Newman
After an introduction to pre-production and camera craft, students work 
together to make original video pieces and soundtracks that emphasise 
experimentation and question accepted forms and structures – ie, live-
action footage, editing techniques, narrative and non-narrative explorations, 
performances and spaces created by chance.
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Continued from Term 1
Shapes of Fiction, Charles Arsène-Henry
Seeing Slowly: Photographic Typologies, Sue Barr
Painting Architecture, Alex Kaiser 
Forest Forensics, Mara Kanthak and Thomas Pearce
Data-Scape, Mattia Santi and Francesca Silvi
Printed Matter, Caroline Rabourdin
Compo[site] Realities, Nathan Su
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Department Staff
Kate Davies is an artist, architect and co-founder 
of nomadic design studio Unknown Fields,  
art practice LiquidFactory and field robotics 
group RAVEN. She undertakes site-specific and 
expedition-based work and operates between 
writing, drawing, film and photography. Kate  
was unit master of Diploma 6 for eight years and 
taught MArch at the Bartlett, UCL. She is now 
director of the Unknown Fields Research Studio 
at the AA. 

Miraj Ahmed is a painter and architect. He has taught 
at the AA since 2000 and is an associate lecturer 
at Camberwell College of Art. He was a design 
fellow at Cambridge University from 2006 to 2014.

Charles Arsène-Henry founded the speculative 
research agency White Box Black Box in 2009.  
He is conceiving The Library is on Fire with  
the Luma foundation and writing Metacamera 
Suspense Bluedrift

Kasper Ax is a founding partner of AxJensen 
Design/Architecture in Copenhagen and 
previously worked as an associate architect  
at the Brussels/London-based practice LASSA 
Architects and Asymptote in New York. He holds 
an MArch from the Bartlett and has since 2009 
taught at the AA, Bartlett and the University of 
Westminster.

Sue Barr studied at the London College of 
Printing where she specialised in photographing 
brutalist architecture and now works 
internationally as an architectural photographer. 
She holds a PhD from the RCA. 

Shin Egashira has taught at the AA since 1990 
and has been the Unit Master of Diploma 11 since 
1997. He conducts landscape workshops in rural 
communities around the world.

Juliet Haysom trained at the Ruskin School, 
University of Oxford, the RCA the AA. She is 
developing two solo artist’s commissions on the 
site of a nineteenth-century prison and a new 
pedestrian route in Bristol. She is the lead artist 
for a new park on Unity Street in Bristol.

Anderson Inge trained in both architecture and 
structures at MIT, and in fine arts at Central  
St Martins. He has developed a pedagogy for 
drawing and visualisation, which he delivers  
at numerous institutions, currently at the AA and 
the Rural Studio.

Sergio Irigoyen is an architect, computer 
graphics artist and video game developer, 
currently leading the department of real-time 
visualisation and virtual reality at Neutral Digital. 
His main research focuses on video games  
tools and techniques applied to architectural 
visualization and design. He holds a Masters  
from the Bartlett.

Thomas Tørslev Jensen is an architect and 
partner of Copenhagen-based AxJensen Design/ 
Architecture. He holds an MArch from the AADRL 
and has taught at several schools including 
Aarhus School of Architecture, the Royal Academy 
in Copenhagen and Diploma 17 at the AA.

Alex Kaiser studied architecture at Oxford 
Brookes and the AA. In 2011 he co-founded the 
practice Ordinary Ltd, an East London-based 
studio focused on creative investigations at the 
intersection of architecture, digital fabrication, 
material sciences and theory.

Mara Kanthak works at the intersection of art and 
architecture. Her approach is inspired by 
literature and theatrical performance, narration 
and speculations on culture, societies, 
ecosystems, landscapes and technologies.  
She works for muf Architecture Art and has 
taught at both TU Berlin and the Bartlett.

Oliviu Lugojan-Ghenciu is senior interaction 
designer and art director at Neutral Digital,  
an agency that specialises in VR and other 
immersive interactive solutions. He has taught  
at Princeton University School of Architecture, 
the Bartlett and the AA.

Antoni Malinowski works with pigment, light, 
movement and time to investigate the 
relationship that exists between pictorial and 
architectural spaces. He has taught the 
Materiality of Colour at the AA since 2002 and  
in 2012 initiated the research cluster Saturated 
Space, now an independent colour research 
platform.

Taneli Mansikkamäki is an architect, musician and 
a studio master of the Foundation at the AA.  
He is a founder of A Geometry Office, based in 
Clerkenwell. Previously he worked with  
Future Systems.
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Flavien Menu studied at the École Nationale 
Supérieure d’Architecture de Versailles and has  
a postgraduate degree in Urban Affairs. He has 
been published widely, and his expertise includes 
developing strategic research projects as well  
as complex urban development schemes for  
BIG Copenhagen. 

Inigo Minns has taught at a variety of colleges  
in different disciplines in the UK and elsewhere  
for 12 years and runs Diploma 12 at the AA.

Alison Moffett is an artist and educator. Originally 
from Tennessee, she obtained an MRA from the 
Slade School of Fine Art and an MA in history and 
critical thinking from the AA.

Nicholas Mortimer and Joseph Popper are artists 
and co-founders of Scene Everything studio. 
Both work with narrative and fiction in a range of 
media including film, sculpture and performance. 
As Scene Everything they specialise in 
installation art and exhibition and set design.

Joel Newman studied fine art at Reading University. 
He has been a media studies tutor since 1998  
and has exhibited his video works at galleries 
including the Architecture Foundation, the ICA, 
the Whitechapel Art Gallery and the AA. 

Thomas Pearce is an architectural designer, 
researcher and cultural historian. He has worked 
in practice as a specialist for digital capture, 
design and fabrication and is currently working 
on a PhD by Design at the Bartlett, where he is 
also an undergraduate unit master.

Caroline Rabourdin graduated from INSA 
Strasbourg, the Bartlett and holds a PhD from 
UAL. Her research interests include spatial 
theory, phenomenology, geometry, spatial 
literature and comparative literature. At the AA 
she teaches on the History & Critical Thinking MA 
and directs the AA Visiting School Paris.

Thomas Randall-Page is an architect and 
co-founder of Building Works Unit. He also leads  
a unit by the same name at Oxford Brookes 
University, where he focuses on teaching through 
making and working at 1:1 scale. Prior to  
setting up his own practice he worked at both 
6a architects and Heatherwick Studio.

Mattia Santi is an architect and computational 
designer based in London. He holds an MArch 
(AADRL) and has collaborated with a number of 
practices including Robofold, Farshid Moussavi 
Architects and Alvisi Kirimoto+Partners. He is 
now an architect at Zaha Hadid Architects.

Francesca Silvi is an architect and computational 
designer based in London. She holds an MArch 
from the Bartlett and completed a Masters  
in architectural engineering in Rome. Having 
previously worked in Rome, she now works as  
an architect for Zaha Hadid Architects. 

Nathan Su is a designer and storyteller who 
works through speculation, architecture and film. 
His short films include Through Leviathan’s  
Eyes and The Atlas of False Desires, which was 
awarded Best Short Film at the 2017 Sci-Fi-
London Film Festival. He studied architecture  
at the University of Melbourne and at the AA,  
and has tutored a unit at the AA Summer School. 
He is currently working as an animator at  
Forensic Architecture. 

Emmanuel Vercruysse trained in both furniture 
design and architecture. He co-directs AA Design 
+ Make at Hooke Park, is co-founder of 
LiquidFactory and a member of Sixteen Makers 
and RAVEN, a field robotics group. He was a 
senior teaching fellow at the Bartlett, where he 
also led the Robotics and Cad-Cam research lab, 
overseeing its development into one of the UK’s 
leading design fabrication facilities. 
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The Technical Studies (TS) programme stands as a complete and coherent 
technical education over five years and constructs a creative collaboration 
with the material demands of individual unit agendas. TS is founded on the 
provision of a substantial knowledge base developed through critical  
case studies of contemporary fabrication processes, constructed artefacts 
and buildings. These studies involve high levels of critical reflection and 
experimentation with taught ideas and techniques. The knowledge gleaned 
from such exercises generates a set of principles for negotiating the technical 
requirements of construction in unforeseen futures and unpredictable 
contexts. Courses are taught by tutors from leading architecture firms, 
engineering practices and research institutions. Students are required to 
enrol in a selection of TS courses to ensure a complete and well-rounded 
experience of structures, materials and the environment, with a particular 
focus on coursework in First, Second and Fourth Years. 
 In the Third Year, lecture coursework, workshop experiments and 
technical ambitions, all supported by Technical Studies tutors, are synthesised 
in a detailed Technical Design Project (TS3) – the result of the student-
initiated design research to explore and resolve the technical issues of their 
main unit portfolio project. Early and later options are offered to the units – 
TS3 Interim Juries take place in Week 6 of Term 2 with the Final Document 
Submission in Week 9 (early TS), or in Week 9 of Term 2 with the Final 
Document Submission in Week 1 of Term 3 (later TS). At the Interim Juries 
student make individual table-top presentations of their TS3 work and 
receive feedback from the TS tutors before submitting the Final Document 
for assessment on the assigned date.
 In the Fifth Year, students undertake a Technical Design Thesis (TS5),  
a substantial individual work supervised by Technical Studies tutors.  
The thesis comprises a broader dialogue between the technical and 
architectural agendas of the student’s unit and is developed through case 
studies, material experiments and extensive research and consultation.  
The Interim Juries and Final Document Submission arrangements are the 
same as described for TS3.

Technical Studies

Unit Staff
Head of Technical Studies
Javier Castañón

Diploma Master
Javier Castañón

Intermediate Master
Kenneth Fraser

Department Staff
Xavier Aguiló, Francesco Anselmo, Laura de 
Azcárate, Carolina Bartram, Simon Beames, 
Giles Bruce, Chris Davies, Simon Dickens, 
Ian Duncombe, Wolfgang Frese, Evan Green, 
Pablo Gugel, David Illingworth, Alistair 
Lenczner, Ciaran Malik, Tim Marcot, Emanuele 
Marfisi, Nacho Marti, Anna Mestre, Federico 
Montella, Ioannis Rizos, Camila Rock, Nina 
Tabink, Giancarlo Torpiano, Anna Wai, Manja 
Van de Worp, Lei Zheng, Mohsen Zikri
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 TS tutors aim to integrate the TS3 and TS5 work with the unit agendas 
as much as possible, developing wherever necessary the unit’s technical 
brief and supporting it with additional specialised information – ie, seminars, 
lectures, visits, etc. Technical Design tutors offer each student the wherewithal 
to materialise the ideas, concepts and ambitions born in the intimacy of  
the unit. Technical Studies reinforces the plurality and variety of the units by 
adapting the requirements of TS3 and TS5 to the individual unit agenda.

The Prospectus contains a brief summary of the programme and courses 
offered. Full details can be found found in Complementary Studies Course 
Booklet, available at the beginning of the academic year.

First Year

Technical Synthesis – Introduction to Integrated Design  
(Compulsory Course – Term 1) 
Giles Bruce, Federico Montella, Ioannis Rizos, Laura de Arzcarate 
(Environment)
Nacho Marti (Materials)
Manja Van De Worp, Ciaran Malik (Structures)
This course introduces students to the three core TS branches (structures, 
environment and materials) and shows they are not separate realities but 
different lenses for looking at the built environment. By activating a series of 
structural, environmental and material manipulations of architectural  
models, students will analyse and evaluate outcomes in relation to other 
technical aspects. As a result of this iterative modelling, students will  
gain an understanding of the basic principles associated with structures, 
environment, materials and their relations while exploring how TS can inform 
the design process and how a model can form a testing ground. The course 
is supplemented by a series of lectures.

First Applications 
Compulsory Course, Term 2
Giles Bruce, Paul Thomas, Laura de Arzcarate (Environment)
Nacho Marti with Camila Rock (Materials)
Ciaran Malik (Structures)
This course offers a hands-on and experimental approach for a greater 
integration of Technical Studies with the First Year design portfolio.  
TS design tutors attend the First Year studio, joining First Year tutors and 
contributing to tutorials and consultations in the areas of structures, 
materials and environmental issues. The submission for the course will be 
made as part of the TS workshop during Week 11 of Term 2 and will be 
assessed by the TS tutors in the presence of the First Year studio tutors.
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Intermediate School

The TS requirements for AA Intermediate and RIBA Part I require each 
student to undertake and pass: Structures, Material and Technologies and 
Environment & Energy I in the Second Year and the Structures course in  
Term 1 of the Third Year.  In addition Third Year students must undertake a 
Technical Design Project (TS3) as part of their main project, synthesising 
their individual architectural ambitions with an account of the material 
production of the proposal.

Second Year

Structures – Typologies & Design 
Compulsory Course, Term 1 
Anna Wai
This course forms the basis for understanding how the behaviour of a 
structure affects architectural design. Each structural typology’s unique 
characteristics will be explored through weekly lectures and the application 
of research, analysis and testing. Teams will design, fabricate and test  
their own structure based on a specific typology addressed in class. Students 
will gain an understanding of why structures are the forms they are, how 
loads are transferred, which loads they are and how they can be applied to 
architectural design.  

Material and Technologies 
Compulsory Course, Terms 1 & 2
Nina Tabink
This course will conduct an investigation of a range of materials used in 
contemporary structures including concrete, timber, brick and blocks, glass, 
fabrics and composites. Material properties, methods of manufacture, 
durability, cost and appearance are significant factors that will be reviewed, 
leading to an understanding of how different materials can be used in  
a variety of applications.

Environment & Energy 
Compulsory Course, Term 2
Giles Bruce, Evan Green, Federico Montella 
This course aims to show how every decision architects make has an 
immediate and quantifiable impact in terms of the environment of  
the buildings we inhabit. The course is structured as part-lecture, part-
workshop to equip students with the analogue and digital analytical 
techniques to inform fundamental design decisions. The submission for  
the course is a detailed study of environment/energy in each student’s  
home, demonstrating the application of the analytical methodologies.
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Third Year

Masterclass in Integrated Design 
Compulsory Course, Term 1
Giancarlo Torpiano and Anna Wai, Giles Bruce, Ioannis Rizos
This series of masterclasses builds on the understanding of structural, 
environmental and material behaviour. Using a research-based approach, 
the course will explore the behaviour of particular structural, material and 
environmental combinations to gain a holistic understanding of the design 
and technical system. Researching each system’s specific structural 
behaviour in combination with material and environmental parameters 
enables the capture and design of an integrated performance of a building. 
Students will model, simplify and extract the actual behaviour of the 
buildings, analysing how this relates to the large-scale performance,  
to ultimately develop alternative realities for the chosen building according 
to changed performance criteria.

TS3 Design Project 
Kenneth Fraser, Wolfgang Frese, Simon Beames, Simon Dickens,  
Pablo Gugel, Nina Tabink and Alistair Lenczner 
Third Year students undertake a comprehensive design study exploring and 
resolving the central technical issues of their projects alongside individual 
unit agendas. The study records technical decisions made as the design 
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develops, integrating knowledge of the environmental context, use of 
materials, structural forms and processes of assembly. Projects develop 
with support from unit tutors and Intermediate TS staff. 

Diploma School

Fourth Year students undertake two courses in Term 2 from the selection  
on offer and may attend others according to their interests: 

Piece by Piece, Simon Beames
Built architecture is an organisation of component elements. Each proposition 
offers the chance to design bespoke pieces that respond to particular 
functional requirements, manufacturing processes and assembly conditions. 
In addition to group work and critical analysis, the course will focus on 
technical innovation through an examination of ‘pieces’ chosen as exemplary 
case studies. The work will centre on the construction of full-scale reverse-
engineered prototypes. 

Sustainable Urban Design, Ian Duncombe
The course aims to impart the fundamental knowledge needed to design  
tall. We will consider tall buildings in an urban context, the strategic 
considerations defining form, the impact of climate, the environmental 
drivers affecting form and fabric, servicing strategies and various approaches 
to low-energy and sustainable design. Students will apply the course 
principles to the development of their own tall building concept.

Process in the Making, Wolfgang Frese 
This course investigates the complex underlying forces that transform 
architectural designs into built forms. We will focus on interdisciplinary 
collaboration since the architect, as lead consultant, has to constantly adjust 
and evaluate designs to address often contradictory forces. Guest speakers 
from other consultancies will discuss the importance of collaboration. 

Light and Lighting, Francesco Anselmo
The course explores the symbiotic relationship between architecture and 
light with the aim of helping students to develop a sensitivity to the  
qualities of light while also using physical and computational tools to explore  
and validate their design ideas. Lectures will alternate theoretical discussions 
on the science and design of light with experiments and individual or  
team exercises.
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Studies in Advanced Structural Design, Emanuele Marfisi  
and Chris Davies
This course will build on knowledge developed during previous structures 
courses and apply it to real projects, class exercises and workshops. Students 
will be required to analyse an existing building to gain an understanding  
of its structural principles while developing alternative concepts of the existing 
structure. This is achieved through research and study of existing drawings 
and photographs; correctly interpreting the structural principles through 
sketching the structural behaviour of the building; and by developing 
alternative concepts or alterations of the existing structures.

(Un)usual Performances, Nacho Marti
This course challenges students to develop new approaches to materials in 
design where inventiveness is as important as fabrication, technology  
and material properties. Throughout the course students will design and  
test a new composite material and speculate on its potential  
architectural applications.

Bridging Technologies, Manja van de Worp
This course explores methods for transforming a concept into material. 
Bridging fashion, product design, information technology, science and 
nature with architecture, we will interrogate what is happening around us  
in technology and apply methodologies of other disciplines to our work.  
This course teaches how to see with the eye and the mind of a technological 
design researcher. 

Environmental Design of Buildings, Mohsen Zikri 
The course examines the links between building form, energy and the micro/
macro environment, and reviews strategic options for the building skin. 
Sustainability issues, passive energy and renewable energy sources are 
examined through real projects that feature energy-efficient solutions. 
Lectures explore the application of computer modelling in the design of 
buildings, including the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). 
Students will complete a project with a futuristic programme, and will 
research completed buildings in different climatic zones.

Energy & Environment, Giles Bruce, Federico Montella, Ioannis Rizos  
and Ian Duncombe
This seven-week course provides students with more in-depth understanding 
of environmental design and the analytical tools that inform design 
decisions. We will focus on the interplay between thermal, luminous and 
acoustic environments within a number of building typologies, informing  
our research through site visits and digital environmental simulation.  
The submission for the course is a detailed study of environment/energy 
within a case study building demonstrating the application of the taught 
analytical methodologies.
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Anti-disciplinary Integration: Migration from Nzeb to Zib,  
Xavier Aguiló, Anna Mestre
Today, many necessary systems have become disintegrated, and as a result 
technology is being applied independently. This course focuses on the 
integration of all building requirements with the objective to merge various 
disciplines into one anti-disciplinary system.. 

Integrated Structural Design, David Illingworth
Why do some buildings give you everything you want but seem so effortless? 
The course looks at a technical approach of integrated problem-solving.  
It aims to build multi-layered solutions to complex briefs, focusing on the 
technical challenges and how these can interact with and drive the design. 
Students will be asked to interrogate previous solutions, then redeploy  
and modify materials and technologies to respond to a brief.

TS5 Design Thesis (TS5), Javier Castanon, David Illingworth,  
Nacho Martí, Federico Montella, Francesco Anselmo, José Monfá,  
Andrew Usher and Laura de Azcárate
The Technical Design Thesis is a substantial individual work developed 
under the guidance of Javier Castañón and the Diploma TS staff. Tutorial 
support and guidance is also provided within the unit. The central interests 
and concerns may emerge from current or past design work, or from one  
of the many lecture and seminar courses the student has attended in 
previous years. Its critical development is pursued through case studies, 
material experiments and extensive research and consultation.
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Department Staff
Javier Castañón has taught in the AA (on and off 
since 1978 and continually since 2000) and is in 
private practice as director of Castanon Associates 
(London) and Castañón Asociados (Madrid)

Kenneth Fraser has taught at the AA since  
2007 and is a director at Kirkland Fraser Moor 
Architects. Past projects include Rome 
Auditorium and Padre Pio Church. 

Xavier Aguiló studied industrial engineering in 
Spain, specialising in architectural structures. He 
qualified as a master engineer in 1999, whilst 
working with BAC Barcelona as a structural 
consultant. He became an associate of the office 
in 2001 and then director in 2007, responsible for 
running their Madrid office.

Francesco Anselmo holds a degree in 
architectural engineering and a PhD in 
environmental physics. He is a senior lighting  
and interaction designer at Arup.

Laura de Azcaráte is an acoustic designer and 
architect within the acoustics team in BDP’s 
environmental design studio. Along with degrees 
in architecture and music, she holds an MSc  
in environmental and architectural acoustics  
from London South Bank University.

Simon Beames is director of Youmeheshe 
architects. He has worked for Foster + Partners 
and Grimshaw Architects, leading the design 
team for Battersea Power Station. He has been  
a diploma unit master at the AA and University  
of East London schools of architecture.

Giles Bruce studied architecture in University 
College Dublin Ireland, and subsequently 
received an MArch in Sustainable Environmental 
Design at the AA. He is currently director of 
A-ZERO architects. 

Chris Davies is a structural engineer and 
associate at Engenuiti in London. He has worked 
with architects including Allies and Morrison, 
Foster + Partners and Aedas across education 
and commercial sectors. 

Simon Dickens is co-founder of Youmeheshe  
and has worked on projects including Bath Spa, 
the Rolls-Royce Manufacturing Plant and 
Headquarters, Lords Grandstand and the Britannia 
Airport proposal in the Thames Estuary. He leads 
Unit 10 at the the Bartlett, together with CJ Lim.

Ian Duncombe is a board director of the 
international engineering practice ChapmanBDSP. 
He has worked on environmentally engineered 
projects worldwide including Zayed National 
Museum in Abu Dhabi, Century Tower in Tokyo 
and Britam Tower in Nairobi. His UK work includes 
two winners of the RIBA Stirling Prize.

Wolfgang Frese studied architecture at the Arts 
Academy in Stuttgart and received a Masters 
from the Bartlett. He is a senior project architect 
at AHMM

Evan Green is a Senior Acoustics Consultant at 
Sound Space Design. He holds Masters degrees 
in both acoustics, from the Institute of Sound and 
Vibration Research, University of Southampton, 
and physics, from the University of Bath.

Pablo Gugel studied architecture at the ETSA of 
La Coruna and gained his MArch in Sustainable 
Environmental Design at the AA. He is an 
environmental analyst at BDSP Partnership.

Alistair Lenczner, director at Expedition, is an 
experienced architectural and engineering 
designer. Past projects include Wembley Stadium 
and Millau Viaduct. He currently sits on on the 
HS2 Design Panel.

Tim Marcot graduated from the University of 
Sydney in 1998 and has worked at Price & Myers 
since 2003. He has taught courses in structures 
at London Met, University of Greenwich and 
University of East London.

Emanuele Marfisi is a structural engineer with  
ten years’ experience in engineering design. After 
a number of years in London he is now Project 
Director for Setec Batiment in Paris.

Nacho Martí graduated from Elisava School of 
Design in Barcelona and the Emergent 
Technologies and Design MSc at the AA.  
He founded his design studio in 2004 and is 
director of the AA Amazon Visiting School.

Anna Mestre graduated from the school of 
architecture at the Polytechnic University of 
Barcelona and holds a masters in project 
management in building and urban planning from 
the Professional Association of Technical 
Architects of Barcelona.
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Federico Montella received his MSc in Sustainable 
Environmental Design from the AA in 2006  
and is currently senior sustainability advisor at  
HLM Architects.

Camila Rock graduated from University of Talca 
(Chile) and the Emergent Technologies and 
Design March (Distinction) at the AA. She works 
at Grimshaw Architects London, focusing on 
material systems and the use of computational 
processes as an instrument for architectural 
design.

Ioannis Ruzos is a senior environmental design 
consultant at Atelier Ten. He has worked  
on numerous projects including the Olympic 
Velodrome in Queen Elizabeth Park, LSE’s 
student centre in London and the Natural History 
Museum’s grounds redevelopment programme. 

Nina Tabink trained as an architect and structural 
engineer at the Technical University of Eindhoven 
and holds an MRes in the Built Environment from 
Cambridge. She is a senior structural engineer  
for Arup.

Giancarlo Torpiano studied architecture and 
structural engineering at the University of Malta,
before completing his MArch at the AA. He works 
as a structural engineer in a multi-disciplinary 
team at Arup.

Manja van de Worp trained as an architect and 
structural engineer at the Technical University of 
Eindhoven and Emtech at the AA School. She has 
worked for Arup in London and is now a principal 
at NOUS Engineering London. She also teaches 
at the IAAC in Barcelona.

Anna Wai obtained a civil and architectural 
engineering degree at Bath University and is a 
structural engineer working at Price Myers.  
She has taught structures courses at London Met 
and University of East London.

Mohsen Zikri is a director of Ove Arup & Partners 
and a chartered building services engineer 
specialising in the environmental design of 
buildings.
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Developing an understanding of architectural practice is a requirement in the 
Intermediate and Diploma Schools, and specific courses are run for Third 
Year and Fifth Year students. A Professional Studies Advisor is available for 
year-out students and post-Part 2 students to help with work experience. 
Developing practice experience is essential preparation for the final Part 3 
examination that may be taken after several years’ office experience working 
on building projects.

Part 1
Professional Practice for Third Year
Javier Castañón
This course prepares Third Year students for their year out, a time for practical 
training taken after completion of RIBA Part 1. It aims to provide students  
with an idea of what working in an architectural practice entails. Students will 
learn how to ‘make themselves useful’ in an office with the intent that the 
sooner they are perceived as useful, the sooner they will become part of the 
action and the more they will benefit from the experience. 

Part 2
Architectural Professional Practice for Fifth Year 
Theo Lorenz
This course develops and deepens the professional practice themes 
introduced in the Intermediate School and encountered in year-out work 
experience and integrates these with design considerations. It is delivered 
through a series of lectures and seminars on key issues relating to  
the professional contexts of design and construction. Examples of and 
strategies for conventional and unconventional models of practice are  
also introduced in preparation for the next stages of work experience and 
professional qualification. 

Professional Studies

Unit Staff
Head of  
Professional Studies
Theo Lorenz

Coordinator
Rachel Sim

Part 1
Javier Castañón

Part 2
Theo Lorenz

Javier Castañón has taught at the AA since 
1978 and is in private practice as director of 
Castañón Associates (London) and 
Castañón Asociados (Madrid).

Theo Lorenz is an architect, painter and 
media artist. Trespassing between art and 
architecture, his interests lie at the 
convergence of digital and physical space. 
He has taught at the AA since 2000 and has 
directed the AA Interprofessional Studio 
since 2008.
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Alternative Professional Practice
Over the course of their five years at the AA students are exposed to a broad 
spectrum of ideas. However, between unit work, crits, tables and their 
Complementary Studies courseload, it can be difficult to make time to think 
about how they might professionally translate their ideas into their 
professional future. This is all the more true within the final year of the Diploma 
School. Alternative Professional Practice, which makes up the Fifth Year 
Professional Practice curriculum, will give students both the time and the 
framework to formulate ideas and strategies for what they want to do – how 
to archive their student work and plan for their future once they receive  
their diploma in June.
 Each student will be asked to present and submit a business plan laying 
out their own individual practice, which starts the day after graduation. 
Supporting this work will be a tranche of references, case studies and case 
stories that are relevant to the student’s ideas. The format of the submission 
depends entirely on the approach of the individual and should be in itself  
an example of the actuated form of practice. The process will be framed by  
a series of seminars and lectures showing various forms of practice, 
networks and business models. 
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The AA Professional Practice and  
Practical Experience Examination (ARB/RIBA Part 3) 
Each year the AA provides two Part 3 course and examination programmes. 
The examination is formally recognised by the Architects Registration  
Board (ARB) and the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA). The course is 
currently offered in two formats: in the Autumn as a full-time block course 
over two weeks; and in the Spring as a ‘Saturday School’ over 11 weeks for 
candidates who may prefer study over a longer period or who may have 
difficulty in getting weekday release from their offices.
 Both the intensive full-time two-week and the 11-week one-day-per-week 
courses cover all topics central to professional practice, including building 
contract, planning and building regulations as well as business management 
and soft skills such as personal presentation, and also provide an introduction 
to the examination process. In addition to lectures and seminars, the AA 
provides lecture notes, past papers, an extensive bibliography and access  
to study groups. 
 A two-day optional course, the ‘Contract Game’, was introduced in 2012, 
with student teams working together to devise strategies to overcome contract 
issues and practical problems during project negotiations. The 6-month  
AA Part 3 course is also available as a Continuing Professional Development 
(CPD) programme for UK-registered professionals who wish to refresh  
their practice knowledge, and also for registered practitioners who trained 
elsewhere in the EU. 
 Students wishing to join the course to take the examination must first 
establish their eligibility by submitting a series of documents for an Initial 
Assessment by the PSA. These comprise evidence that shows they have 
achieved their Part 1 and Part 2 professional qualifications or their permitted 
equivalents, which are prerequisites for entry; evidence of English language 
skills for students who do not have English as their first language; and 
evidence of any disability or impairment the student wishes to be taken into 
account. Students must also submit their signed records of practical training 
(usually in PEDR format), a career schedule illustrating experience to date 
and a 2,000-word career profile essay. All required documents must be 
submitted no later than two weeks before the start of the course. Exceptionally, 
students may be allowed to sit the examination without attending the course 
and, in those circumstances, must submit the documents required for the 
Initial Assessment no later than four weeks before the start of the examination. 
 Students must have completed a minimum of 24 months of appropriate 
practical training no later than four weeks before the start of the examination.

Part 3 Course and 
Professional Training
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Professional Studies Advisor/Part 3
Paul Crosby studied the Polytechnic of Central 
London (University of Westminster). He has 
extensive, international experience having set up 

an office in Germany and holding senior positions 
in the offices of Zaha Hadid, David Chipperfield 
and Martha Schwartz. He consults small 
upcoming design studios on practice-related 
matters and has a particular research interest in 
the nature of future practice. 
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Please note: This booklet provides a summary of 
the application procedure and entry requirements 
for 2018–19. For full details, please carefully read 
the AA website.   

Undergraduate

Institution/School Validation 
The AA has been reviewed annually by the QAA 
since 2012 in order to maintain Tier 4 Sponsor 
status with the Home Office / UK Visas and 
Immigration (UKVI). In its 2016 Higher Education 
Review (Alternative Providers) carried out by the 
QAA, the AA was found to meet UK expectations 
in all four assessment areas. The 2017 annual 
monitoring confirmed that the School has 
continued to make progress.
 The five year full-time course in architecture  
is officially recognised and also meets the 
professional criteria set out by the Architects 
Registration Board (ARB) and the Royal Institute 
of British Architects (RIBA) for the professional 
qualifications of AA Intermediate Examination 
(ARB/RIBA Part 1) and the AA Final Examination 
(ARB/RIBA Part 2). 

Open Days
Prospective students are encouraged to visit the 
AA. Open Days are an opportunity to meet 
current students and staff, tour the AA’s facilities, 
view presentations of student work and get 
advice on the application process. These events 
will be held on:
Friday 20 October 2017: 
Foundation and First Year
Wednesday 25 October 2017: 
Foundation and Undergraduate  
Open Evening 
Friday 12 January 2018: 
School Open Day (Foundation,  
Undergraduate and Graduate)  

The Foundation and First Year event will provide 
key information and guidance for current AS /  
A Level students and others who are considering 
architecture as a career. The other events are 
open to all prospective architecture students, 
from Foundation to Fourth Year.
 Please see the AA website for full event details 
and to register your interest in attending the  
Open Days. Individual or group visits for those 

interested in applying can also be arranged  
with advance notice. 
 For further details please contact  
the Undergraduate Admissions Team on  
T + 44 (0)20 7887 4051/4011 or 
undergraduateadmissions@aaschool.ac.uk 

Application Procedure
The AA is a private institution and does not 
belong to UCAS. Anyone interested in applying  
to the AA must: 
 • Complete the online application form 
 • Pay the relevant application fee 
 • Submit a portfolio of art/design work 
before the deadlines to be considered for  
the 2018/19 academic year.

All applicants must be 18 years of age or older  
by Monday 17 September 2018 to be eligible to 
enter the school for the 2018–19 academic year.
 The application procedure is the same for all 
applicants, regardless of where you are applying 
form. Applicants wishing to join the One Year 
Abroad (VSP) follow the same application 
procedure as Intermediate (Second and Third 
Year) applicants, but must tick the One Year 
Abroad box in the online application form.
 Both school-leavers and mature applicants 
with previous experience are encouraged to  
take advantage of the wide range of possibilities 
offered within the school. Students are admitted 
into the courses at Foundation, First Year, 
Intermediate (Second and Third Year), and 
Diploma (Fourth Year) level. We do not accept 
students at Fifth Year level. 
 Please note the AA does not have a module  
or grade assessment procedure and does not 
partake in a credit system, therefore you cannot 
transfer credits from another university.
Upon signing the application form applicants 
certify that the work submitted is entirely their 
own. Plagiarism is unacceptable in the academic 
setting. Students are subject to penalties 
including dismissal from the course if they 
commit an act of plagiarism. 

How to Apply and  
Entry Requirements
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Application Deadlines
Early applications close:
Friday 17 November 2017*  
Late applications close: 
Friday 26 January 2018
Both your online application, and your portfolio, 
must arrive by the dates listed above. 
Applications made after this date may be 
accepted at the discretion of the school. 
Application fees are as listed on the AA website.
* If you wish to be eligible for a scholarship, 
please carefully read the section below regarding 
deadlines. 

Scholarships
The AA is committed to giving as many talented 
students as possible the opportunity to study. 
Approximately one in four AA students receives 
financial assistance through our Scholarship, 
Bursary and Assistantship programme.
 The AA offers scholarships to new students 
entering First, Second and Fourth Year who 
demonstrate exceptional promise and financial 
need. AA Scholarships cover up to two terms  
(66 per cent) of the fees. Special full-fee 
scholarships are promoted on the AA website. 
Applicants are eligible regardless of age, 
nationality or background. 
 To be eligible for a scholarship, applicants 
must complete the main application form and 
submit a portfolio no later than Friday 17 
November 2017 stating their interest in an  
AA Scholarship in the ‘Scholarships and Awards’ 
section. Applications received after this,  
but before the 26 January 2018 late applications 
deadline, will be assessed for financial assistance 
at the discretion of the school.  
 Applicants whose work is considered to be  
of scholarship standard will be asked, after  
an entry interview, to complete a scholarship 
application form, provide financial information 
and submit a portfolio for the scholarship 
committee. 
 Continuation of all scholarships is subject to 
continued progress in the school during the 
defined scholarship period, ie, three academic 
years for First Year students, and two academic 
years for Second and Fourth Year students. 

Academic Entry Requirements

Minimum Academic Requirements:

First Year
The minimum academic requirements for 
students entering the First Year of the ARB/
RIBA-recognised course in Architecture are: 
 • Two A level passes* (grade C or above); plus
 • Five GCSEs (grade C or above) including 
maths, a science subject and English language. 
* If one A level is an art/design subject, it must be 
accompanied by at least one A level in a non-art/
design subject. 
 Overseas applicants are required to have the 
recognised equivalent to the above examinations, 
such as the International Baccalaureate, Abitur, 
etc, plus the required English language 
qualifications. 

Intermediate and One Year Abroad 
(Second or Third Year)
Students with previous architectural or design 
experience may apply to enter the Intermediate 
School/One Year Abroad (VSP). The minimum 
academic requirements for students entering  
the Second or Third Year of the five-year ARB/
RIBA-recognised course in architecture are: 
 • Two A level passes* (grade C or above); plus
 • Evidence of a minimum one/two years of 
full-time architectural study.
 • One Year Abroad students are accepted  
at second or third year level only and must be EU/
EEA passport holders
* If one A level is an art/design subject, it must be 
accompanied by at least one A level in a non-art/
design subject. 
 Overseas applicants are required to have the 
recognised equivalent to the above examinations, 
such as the International Baccalaureate, Abitur, 
etc, plus the required English language 
qualifications. 

Diploma School (Fourth Year)
Applicants wishing to enter the Diploma School 
(Fourth Year) to gain AA Final Examination (ARB/
RIBA Part 2), the professional qualification/AA 
Diploma, must have gained ARB/RIBA Part 1  
by 30 July 2018, prior to entry to the school. 
 • Applicants who have studied for Part 1  
in the UK must have gained at least a 2:2 in their 
degree.
 • Applicants who hold a complete Bachelor’s 
degree from outside the UK (UK BArch 2:2 
equivalent) are required to make an application to 
the Architects Registration Board (ARB) for Part 1 
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exemption independently. Successfully gaining 
Part 1 exemption does not automatically ensure 
an offer of a place in the Diploma School. 
Applicants are advised to apply by 17 November 
2017, and await the outcome of the interview, 
prior to applying to the ARB for exemption.  
For further information please refer to the ARB 
website www.arb.org.uk
 • International applicants who will not complete 
their Bachelor’s degree (UK BArch 2:2 equivalent) 
until mid-2018 are encouraged to contact the 
Undergraduate Admissions Team prior to 
applying for the 2018/19 academic year. 
 Overseas applicants must also have the 
required English language qualifications.
 Please note: In order to be eligible for the  
AA Diploma and the AA Final Examination (ARB/
RIBA Part 2), the Fourth and Fifth Years (minimum 
of six terms) must be successfully completed. 

Submission Portfolio Requirements
All applicants are expected to submit a bound 
portfolio of art/design work which emphasises 
their skills, interests, creativity and personality. 
There is no single way of preparing a portfolio and 
every portfolio we see will be different. Please 
include a selection of highlights that will show the 
admissions panel an overview of your work and 
the processes behind it, including sketches  
or development drawings/models in addition to 
final images. 
 First Year applicants should include a summary 
of current interests and sketches, models, 
photographs, paintings and essays all help to 
build up a picture of your particular interests  
and skills. Intermediate and Diploma applicants 
should include a summary of work carried out 
during their course, as well as any self-motivated 
projects undertaken outside of their course.
 Sample portfolios should be no larger than A3, 
and between 20 and 30 pages. Applicants who 
submit a portfolio larger than A3 will be asked to 
resubmit before their application can be 
processed. Please do not submit original artwork 
with your initial application; successful applicants 
will be asked to bring original work to the 
interview. 
 Further suggestions on preparing your portfolio 
can be found online at www.aaschool.ac.uk/ 
apply/admissions/undergradportfolio

English Language Requirements 
All applicants must be able to provide evidence 
of competency in both spoken and written 
English. The AA reserves the right to make a place 
in the school conditional on gaining a further 

English language qualification if deemed 
necessary.
 To meet both the AA and the Home Office/
UKVI English language requirements you will  
need to have one of the acceptable language 
qualifications listed below, unless you are from 
one of the following groups:
 • You are a national of a ‘majority English-
speaking’ country as defined in the UKVI Tier 4 
policy guidance; 
 • You are a Tier 4 (Child) student; 
 • You successfully completed a course in the UK 
as a Tier 4 (Child) student or as a student under 
rules in force before 31 March 2009, where you 
were under 18 when granted leave. The course 
must have lasted for at least six months, and 
must have ended no more than two years prior to 
your CAS was assigned; 
 • You have successfully obtained an academic 
qualification (not a professional or vocational 
qualification) from an educational establishment 
in the UK, which meets the recognised standard 
of a Bachelor’s degree or above; or 
 • You have successfully completed an academic 
qualification equivalent to a UK Bachelor’s degree 
or above, which was taught  
in a majority English-speaking country as defined 
in the Tier 4 policy guidance. 
 Please note: In order to assess the equivalency 
of an overseas qualification, you must provide 
official documentation produced by UK NARIC 
which confirms your international academic 
qualification is comparable to a UK Bachelor’s or 
Master’s degree. For full details please see the 
Undergraduate application page of the AA School 
website. 

If your place is conditional on providing an English 
language qualification the following qualifications 
satisfy both the requirements of the Home Office/
UKVI and the entry requirements of the AA:
 • International applicants: IELTS for UKVI 
(Academic): 6.5 overall with at least 6.0 in each 
category – two-year validity period: must be within 
the two years at time of visa application. Please 
check Appendix O and the Approved secure 
English language tests and test centres issued by 
the UKVI to ensure you book a test with an 
approved SELT provider. 
 • EU applicants: IELTS (Academic) 6.5 overall 
with at least 6.0 in each category – two-year 
validity period: must be within the two years at 
time of application to the AA.  
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 • Trinity College SELT Test (ISE II (B2) or ISE III 
(C1)) with a minimum pass in each category – 
two-year validity period: must be within the two 
years at time of application. Please check 
Appendix O and the Approved secure English 
language tests and test centres issued by the 
UKVI to ensure you book a test with an approved 
SELT provider. 
 Please note the English language qualification 
requirements are subject to frequent change in 
line with Home Office/UKVI regulations. Please 
check the AA website for up-to-date English 
language requirements prior to submitting your 
application for the 2018/19 academic year. 

Applicants are required to meet the scores in 
each category and overall – we cannot accept 
lower scores. In addition, the certificate must 
show that the required scores have been 
achieved during a single sitting of the examination. 
Applicants must submit their English language 
examination results by Friday 25 May 2018, prior 
to entry in Term 1.
 It is the applicant’s responsibility to remain up 
to date with all English language changes, which 
can be accessed on the Home Office/UKVI 
website www.gov.uk/government/publications/
guidance-on-applying-for-uk-visa-approved-
english-language-tests

Assessment
Applications are initially assessed to ensure that 
they meet the academic entry requirements and 
age eligibility.
 Applications that meet these requirements will 
be assessed by an admissions panel of tutors. 
The panel will carefully consider the personal 
statement, reference and portfolio, in addition to 
reviewing academic grades.
 Applicants will be informed if they are invited 
to an interview at which a full portfolio can be 
presented. Further details regarding the 
assessment process can be found on the AA 
website.

Interview Procedure
Successful applicants will be invited to attend an 
interview at the AA School in London. The AA 
does not undertake Skype or telephone interviews. 
 The interview is a two-way process. The panel 
is interested to see what skills and interests  
the applicant has, so it is important to spend time 
preparing a portfolio. The applicant, in turn, 

has the opportunity to ask questions about the 
school and have a look at its working spaces and 
facilities. The purpose of the interview is to try 
and assess each applicant’s potential, ability and 
suitability to benefit from the course.
 In addition to your portfolio, it is essential that 
you bring all your original documents with you to 
the interview for verification. Failure to present 
these documents may delay your chances of 
obtaining an offer of a place at the AA.

Portfolios for AA Interviews
The AA is looking for students with a creative 
imagination and plenty of motivation. It is 
important to read the AA website and First Year, 
Intermediate and Diploma Unit micro-sites,  
which will give you an idea of the wide range of 
work carried out in the school. 
 It is important that any drawings should be 
from life, or drawn on site. The interview panel 
likes to see original images wherever possible, 
but understands if reproductions have to be 
shown due to size or weight constraints. It is 
better to bring more work rather than less so that 
you have a range of examples to demonstrate 
your skills. However, please take into account 
how much you can carry, and the finite amount  
of time available for the interview – you may not 
be able to show every piece of work. Portfolios 
brought to an interview can be taken away 
directly after the interview. 
 There is no single way of preparing a portfolio 
and every portfolio we see will be different. 
Further suggestions on preparing your portfolio 
can be found online at www.aaschool.ac.uk/
apply/admissions/undergradportfolio

Applicants to the First Year are not necessarily 
expected to submit an ‘architectural’ portfolio. 
The panel particularly likes to see evidence  
of current interests. Sketches, models, 
photographs, paintings, sketchbooks and essays 
all help to build up a picture of your particular 
interests and skills. Many applicants will  
have artwork from school, but the AA is interested 
in any kind of project that is self-motivated and it is 
best not to bring a portfolio based solely on 
school artwork. Portfolios should include some 
recent work; models or sculptures can be 
photographed and live performances recorded in 
a variety of ways. 

Intermediate and Diploma applicants should 
show a range of work that they have carried out 
during their course, as well as any self-motivated 
projects undertaken outside of their course. 
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Please be sure not just to present final images, 
but to show the process, development and 
thinking behind your work, perhaps in the form of 
sketchbooks or working drawings.

Offers
Successful applicants will receive an offer letter 
within two weeks of the interview. Applicants who 
receive a conditional offer letter must meet all of 
the specified conditions prior to entering the 
school. In order to secure a place at the AA the 
Admissions Team must receive a completed 
signed admission form and a one-term 
non-refundable/non-transferable deposit. 
 Applicants holding an unconditional offer must 
pay their deposit and return a signed admissions 
form by the dates outlined on the offer letter/
admissions form. Applicants holding a 
conditional offer should contact the appropriate 
admissions coordinator prior to paying the 
deposit. The AA School takes no responsibility  
for applicants who pay their deposit prior to 
obtaining an unconditional offer.
 Upon securing your place a Confirmation of 
Acceptance of Studies (CAS) can be issued for 
students who require a Tier 4 (General) Student 
Visa to study in the UK. This confirmation, 
together with other documentation, can be used 
by overseas students to apply for a visa. Please 
refer to the Home Office/UKVI website for further 
information www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/uk-visas-and-immigration 
 All undergraduate students commence the 
course in September and conclude in June. 
Students cannot start mid-year.

Fees
Fees for 2017/18 academic year are £20,352* plus 
a £95 AA Membership and Student Forum fee. 
Applicants are required to pay a deposit of 
£6,784* to secure their place at the AA.  
The deposit will then count towards the cost of 
the tuition fees for the final term of study. 
 Fees are payable in advance or on an annual or 
termly basis. A three per cent* discount is applied 
if a full year’s fees are paid by Friday 13 July 2018.
 Before the registration process can be 
undertaken during Introduction Week, applicants 
must have paid Term 1 (September–December) 
tuition fee inclusive of AA Membership and 
Student Forum membership fee, in addition to  
the deposit already paid.
*Fees and discounts are subject to review annually. 

Financial Assistance
The AA is committed to giving as many talented 
students as possible the opportunity to study. 
Around one in four AA students receives financial 
assistance through our Scholarship, Bursary and 
Assistantship programme.

Scholarships for New Students
New students applying for First, Second and 
Fourth Year are eligible to apply for a scholarship. 
Please see page C15 for full details. 

AA Bursaries for Existing Students
Bursaries are offered to existing AA students and 
must be applied for on a yearly basis. New 
applicants for the five-year ARB/RIBA-recognised 
course are not eligible for a bursary until their 
second academic year of AA studies, ie 2019/20. 
Bursary application forms are available from the 
end of March and should be returned by mid-May. 
The Undergraduate Bursary Committee, which 
meets in June to distribute the awards, bases its 
decisions on academic performance, 
recommendation from the tutor and financial 
need. For further details regarding the bursary 
application procedure please see the AA website.    

AA Assistantships for All Students
A number of assistantships are offered to eligible 
full-time registered students who are 
experiencing financial hardship. Students are 
able to work up to ten hours per week, providing 
assistance with certain administrative, 
exhibitions, or maintenance functions. New 
eligible students wishing to apply will be told the 
procedure when they register at the beginning  
of the academic year. 

Grants/Student Loans
This information applies to undergraduate 
students on the five-year ARB/RIBA 
undergraduate course only and is subject to 
current government legislation. Applicants to the 
One Year Abroad (VSP) and Foundation Course 
are not eligible to apply for funding. 
 Eligible students are able to apply to the 
Student Finance England (Student Loan 
Company) for Tuition Fee Loans/Living Expenses 
(if applicable) www.slc.co.uk
For further information please review the AA 
website www.aaschool.ac.uk/apply/financial_
aid/overview.php  
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Accommodation
The AA does not have halls of residence. 
However, we enlist the services of the University 
of London Housing Services (ULHS), who run  
a private housing service for many students  
in London. 
 The ULHS can offer advice to students on how 
to find accommodation, which areas to consider, 
what the options are, pricing and more. They have 
an online database of accommodation offers 
from registered landlords and letting agents 
which operates throughout the year. These offers 
include flats and houses for groups as well as 
rooms in shared flats and houses. The ULHS 
works with a number of other providers of 
accommodation including short-term providers 
and private student halls of residence. 
 The ULHS also offers housing advice including 
a contract-checking service which allows 
students to have their contracts for private 
accommodation checked before they sign. Legal 
advice can also be provided should students 
encounter difficulties with their private 
accommodation. For further information please 
visit www.housing.london.ac.uk 

Contact
More detailed Admissions information can be 
found on the AA website www.aaschool.ac.uk  

Should you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to contact the Undergraduate Admissions  
team on +44 (0)20 7887 4011 / 4051 / 4060 or 
undergraduateadmissions@aaschool.ac.uk
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Apply today to be a part of the UK’s oldest independent 
school of architecture.

See the AA for yourself by attending an Open Day or 
contact the Admissions Office. For information about the 
interview process, applying for a bursary and to make 
your application to one of the world’s most prestigious 
schools of architecture see page B 122.

Open Days
Friday 20 October 2017:
Foundation and First Year Open Day
Wednesday 25 October 2017:
Foundation and Undergraduate Open Evening
Friday 12 January 2018:
School Open Day

Please see the AA website for full event details and to 
register your interest in attending the Open Days.

Application Deadlines
Early applications close:
Friday 17 November 2017 
Late applications close:
Friday 26 January 2018

* Applicants wishing to be considered for  
a bursary must submit by this date.

www.aaschool.ac.uk/foundation
undergraduateadmissions@aaschool.ac.uk
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The AA Graduate School includes 11 postgraduate 
programmes offering advanced studies for students with 
prior academic and professional experience. It is an 
important part of the larger AA School. All programmes 
are full-time courses of study, and all students  
join the school in September at the outset of a new 
academic year. 

MA/MSc programmes include three academic terms of 
taught courses that conclude in late June, followed by  
a dissertation writing period leading up to the submission 
of final coursework in September. MArch programmes 
include two phases of study. Phase 1 consists of three 
academic terms of studio design and taught coursework 
concluding in late June. Following a summer break,  
all students return in September and undertake Phase 2 
Thesis Design projects, which are submitted and 
presented the following January. The MFA and MPhil 
courses are similarly organised in two phases, with a 
longer Phase 2 that concludes the course in March/May 
of the second year of studies. The PhD programme 
normally includes three years of full-time study and a final 
year of part-time enrolment during the preparation of  
the final PhD submission.

www.aaschool.ac.uk/graduate
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Graduate School Programme List

Architecture & Urbanism (DRL)
(MArch)
The AA’s innovative team-based programme in experimental  
architecture and urbanism
drl.aaschool.ac.uk

Emergent Technologies & Design
(MSc/MArch)
Emphasising forms of architectural design that proceed from  
innovative technologies 
emtech.aaschool.ac.uk

History & Critical Thinking
(MA)
Encouraging a critical understanding of contemporary architecture 
and urban culture grounded in a knowledge of histories and forms 
of practice
hct.aaschool.ac.uk

Housing & Urbanism
(MA/MArch)
Rethinking urbanism as a spatial discipline through a combination of  
design projects and contemporary theory
hu.aaschool.ac.uk

Landscape Urbanism
(MSc/MArch)
Investigating the processes, techniques and knowledge related to  
the practices of contemporary urbanism
landscapeurbanism.aaschool.ac.uk

Sustainable Environmental Design (SED)
(MSc/MArch)
Introducing new forms of architectural practice and design related to 
the environment and sustainability 
sed.aaschool.ac.uk

Spatial Performance and Design (AAIS)
(MA/MFA)
Realising projects between architecture, art and performance
interprofessionals.net
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Design+Make
(MSc/MArch) 
Pursuing the design and realisation of alternative, experimental rural 
architectures at the AA’s Hooke Park campus in Dorset
designandmake.aaschool.ac.uk

Media Practices
(Taught MPhil)
Exploring the possibilities different media offer in the critical consideration of 
architecture
mediapractices.aaschool.ac.uk

Architecture and Urban Design (Projective Cities)
(Taught MPhil)
Dedicated to the city as a site for projective knowledge, research and design
projectivecities.aaschool.ac.uk

PhD Programme
(MPhil/PhD)
Fostering advanced scholarship and innovative research in the fields of 
architecture and urbanism through full-time doctoral studies. The programme 
includes the PhD in Architectural Design, a studio-based option for 
architects with experience in design research, an interest in advancing 
architectural theory, design practices and scholarship. 
phd.aaschool.ac.uk

Please note: Masters programmes at the AA are specialist research 
programmes which do not lead to any professional exemptions. If you are 
interested in gaining ARB/RIBA Part 2, please review the application  
details for the Diploma School (Fourth and Fifth Year).

The Architectural Association School of Architecture (Inc) reserves the right 
to vary or omit all or any of its facilities, tuition or activities, or amend in  
any substantial way any of the tuition or activities for which students may 
have enrolled. Students shall have no claim against the AA in respect of  
any alteration made to the course.

The AA is an Approved Institution and Affiliated Research Centre of The Open 
University (OU), UK. All taught graduate degrees at the AA are validated by 
the OU. The OU is the awarding body for research degrees at the AA.
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The best part of studying at the AA is the opportunity  
to be among a discursive and intellectual group of 
people where I can absorb their arguments and points  
of view on various issues relating to current and future 
trends. Being surrounded by a special group of people, 
working together on knowledge synthesis in an intimate 
learning environment, is what makes the AA different 
from other schools. – Siwat Wittayalertpanya

Siwat joined the Housing and Urbanism MArch programme in 2016
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Experimentation and Innovation (v20) 
The Design Research Laboratory (DRL) is a 16-month post-professional 
design research programme leading to a Masters of Architecture and 
Urbanism (MArch) degree. For the last 20 years the world-renowned lab has 
been at the forefront of design experimentation, pioneering advanced 
methods in design, computation and manufacturing. The lab is based on an 
evolving framework of three-year research cycles that interrogate architecture 
and urbanism from the city scale to the nano-scale. Led by innovators  
in the fields of architecture, design and engineering, the AADRL pursues an 
interdisciplinary design approach that extends beyond architecture, 
fostering collaborations with companies such as Ferrari, Festo, AKTII, Reider 
and Odico Robotics. The lab remains a space of collaboration, curiosity  
and space and looks to develop the next generation of architects who will 
actively engage with and influence the field. Distinguished graduates  
have gone on to found offices, lead advanced research groups or teach  
at schools worldwide.  

Course Structure 
Four terms of study are divided into two phases. Phase I, a three-term 
academic year beginning each autumn, introduces design techniques and 
topics through a combination of team-based studio, workshops and seminar 
courses. In Phase II, which begins the following autumn, teams develop their 
Phase I work into comprehensive design thesis projects. At the end of January 
these projects are presented to a panel of distinguished visiting critics who 
in the past have included Zaha Hadid, Rem Koolhaas, Jeff Kipnis, Wolf Prix, Ali 
Rahim, Marta Male-Alemany, Alisa Andrasek, Michael Hansmeyer, John Frazer, 
Ben Van Berkel, David Ruy, Hernan Diaz Alonso, Tom Wiscombe, Caroline 
Bos, Mark Cousins, David Greene, Marcelo Spina, among many others. 

Design Research Laboratory 
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MArch
16 months (four terms) 

Unit Staff
Director 
Theodore Spyropoulos 

Founder
Patrik Schumacher 

Course Master
Shajay Bhooshan, David Greene 

Programme Coordinator
Ryan Dillon 

Course Tutors 
Pierandrea Angius, Apostolos Despotidis, 
Mostafa El-Sayed, Tyson Hosmer, Klaus 
Platzgummer, Alicia Nahmad Vasquez, 
Alexandra Vougia

Technical Tutors 
Albert Taylor-Williamson, Ed Moseley, 
Camilla Bartolucci

Software Tutors 
Torsten Broeder, Octavian Mihai Gheorghiu, 
Paul Jeffries, Eva Magnisali
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Phase I Design Research Agenda: Constructed Agency (v1)
Our new agenda, Constructing Agency, explores expanded relationships of 
architecture by considering the future of living, work and culture. The aim  
of the research is to expand the field of possibilities by exploiting behaviour 
as a conceptual tool to synthesise the digital and material worlds. Advanced 
computational development is utilised in the pursuit of architectural  
systems that are adaptive, generative and behavioural. Using the latest in 
advanced printing, making and computing tools, the lab is developing  
work that challenges today’s design orthodoxies. Architectures that are 
mobile, transformative, kinetic and robotic are all part of the AADRL  
agenda, which aims to expand the discipline and push the limits of design 
within the larger cultural and technological realm.

Phase II Design Research Agenda: Constructed Agency  
Future Culture 
Theodore Spyropoulos’ studio, Rethinking Centre Pompidou, explores how 
behaviour-based design methods can be used to reconsider cultural 
projects for today through the development of self-aware and self-structuring 
practices that see architecture as an infrastructure to address latency  
and change. 

Future Work 
Agent-based Parametric Semiology, Patrik Schumacher’s studio, contributes 
to the ‘semiological project’ which promises to upgrade architecture’s 
communicative capacity within the work environment and thus the social 
functionality of the designed/built environment, through designed 
architectural code that manifests itself via crowd-modelling of the agent’s 
behavioural rules.

Future Living 
Shajay Bhooshan’s studio, House.Occupant.Science.Tech.data (HOSTd), 
explores robotic fabrication while enabling mass-customisation strategies 
that can compete with contemporary co-living models in highly productive 
cities. The promise of mass-customisation integrated with new models of 
housing now allows for the generation of a vibrant community fabric.
 
drl.aaschool.ac.uk
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Phase I Design Workshops
Material Behaviour, Term 1 
Shajay Bhooshan, Apostolos Despotidis, Mostafa El-Sayed,  
Tyson Hosmer, Alicia Nahmad Vazquez 
Term 1 begins with two sets of three design workshop modules that 
emphasise computational and material prototyping as both an analytical 
methodology and the prime mode of design production and representation. 
Each five-week module focuses on a specific set of methods and  
an intended design output, introducing students to a range of concepts  
and techniques that can be further developed in the year-long Phase I 
 and Phase II studio projects. 

Phase II Prototyping Workshop
Adaptive Systems and Structures, Term 1 
Theodore Spyropoulos, Patrik Schumacher, Shajay Bhooshan, Pierandrea 
Angius, Mostafa El-Sayed, Tyson Hosmer, Alicia Nahmad Vazquez
This five-week workshop at the midpoint of Phase II addresses a detailed 
aspect of the spatial, structural, material and environmental systems of each 
team’s thesis project. The workshop emphasises modelling techniques  
that can feedback into the testing and development of larger-scale 
proposals. A presentation in November will serve as a major interim review. 

Phase I Core Seminars
Design as Research, Term 1
Theodore Spyropoulos
Pursuing design as a form of research raises a series of questions that relate 
to larger technological, economic and cultural contexts. The seminar will 
explore ways of associating design with forms of research and the implications 
of using this methodology in architectural and design practice. An overview 
of computational approaches to architectural design, strategies and 
processes will complement the seminar. Weekly readings on software 
technologies and design systems will survey computational work in art, music, 
new media, science and other aspects of contemporary architectural 
discourses. Teams will make weekly presentations related to the readings 
and provide analyses of selected projects.

Conceptualising Computing 
Mostafa El-Sayed, Term 1
This seminar offers a foundation in the contemporary history of design 
computation, tracing the field from the deployment and conceptualisation of 
computational logics and strategies relative to design objectives.
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Synthesis: Project Submission, Writing & Research Documentation 
Alexandra Vougia and Klaus Platzgummer, Terms 1 & 2 
In weekly sessions students will review the basics of writing and research 
related to course submissions. Presentations will cover resources in London 
and beyond, the preparation of thesis abstracts, writing styles and issues 
related to essays, papers and project booklets. Regular tutorials will discuss 
research topics and seminar and studio presentations. 

Behaviour: Examining the Proto-Systemic 
Theodore Spyropoulos and Ryan Dillon, Term 2
This core seminar follows a behaviour-based agenda to engage with 
experimental forms of material and computational practice. Through an 
examination of cybernetic and systemic thinking in relation to seminal forms 
of prototyping and experimentation, the seminar will look at experiments that 
have manifested since the early 1950s as maverick machines, architectures 
and ideologies. Team-based presentations will examine these methods and 
outputs as case studies for studio experimentation.

Constructed Histories: Techno-Centric History of  
Design and Relation to the Mathematics, Tools and  
Materials of the Age
Shajay Bhooshan, Term 2
This seminar traces synoptic histories of the built environment as a 
consequence of the liberating power of geometric abstraction to then 
understand such histories as additive manufacture of yesteryear in  
bricks and stone, influenced by and reciprocally shaping mathematics of 
graphic statics and stereotomy.

Phase I Prototyping Workshop: Responsive Systems
Apostolos Despotidis, Term 2
The workshop introduces students to prototyping and physical computing. 
Students will learn to use the Arduino platform while exploring various 
fabrication processes to give shape to their ideas. In Phase II, these 
techniques will serve as essential skills during prototype development.

Software Platforms: Maya, Rhino, 3D Studio,  
Processing, Arduino, Softimage, Adobe Suite, Python,  
Openframeworking & Scripting
Shajay Bhooshan, Torsten Broeder, Apostolos Despotidis, Mostafa 
El-Sayed, Tyson Hosmer, Paul Jeffries, Eva Magnisali, Octavian Mihai 
Gheorghiu, Terms 1 & 2
These optional workshops introduce a number of digital tools and software 
systems to give students a grounding in the skills required to construct and 
control parametric models and interactive presentations. Sessions will build 
up to advanced scripting, programming and dynamic modelling techniques. 
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Programme Staff 
Theodore Spyropoulos is director of the 
experimental architecture and design practice 
Minimaforms and co-founder of the New Media 
Research Initiative at the AA School. He has been 
a visiting research fellow at MIT and has taught  
in the graduate school of the University of 
Pennsylvania and the RCA, Innovation Design 
Engineering Department. Previously he worked  
as a project architect in the offices of Peter 
Eisenman and Zaha Hadid Architects. 

Patrik Schumacher is a practising architect and 
architectural theorist promoting parametricism. 
He studied philosophy and architecture in Bonn, 
Stuttgart and London and holds a PhD in cultural 
science from Klagenfurt University. He is a partner 
at Zaha Hadid Architects and was recently the 
John Portman Chair at Harvard GSD. 

Shajay Bhooshan is an MPhil candidate at the 
University of Bath and a research fellow at ETH 
Zurich. He also heads the research activities  
of the Computation and Design (co|de) group  
at Zaha Hadid Architects in London.

David Greene, born Nottingham, England, 1937, 
usual English provincial suburban upbringing, art 
school, and onto London to begin a nervous, 
nomadic and twitchy carreer, from big buildings 
for developers to T-shirts for Paul Smith, to 
conceptual speculation for Archigram, which he 
founded with Peter Cook. Currently, perhaps, the 
Provost of the Invisible University.

Ryan Dillon studied at Syracuse University and 
the AA, where he is currently Unit Master of 
Intermediate Unit 5 and a lecturer in the History & 
Theory Studies programme. He previously 
worked at Moshe Safdie Architects. 

Pierandrea Angius holds a PhD in Building 
Technology from the Politecnico of Milan and 
received his MArch in Architecture and Urbanism 
from the AA. He is an architect at Zaha Hadid 
Architects and since 2009 has taught at the 
University of Pennsylvania Visiting Design Studio. 

Apostolos Despotidis is currently working for 
Fosters + Partners and previously worked  
for Minimaforms London where he was involved 
in projects of various scales from urban planning 
to installation design. He holds an MArch from the 

DRL and an architecture and engineering degree 
from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. 

Tyson Hosmer works as a project architect and 
computational researcher with Cecil Balmond  
in London. Trained at Virginia Tech and the AA,  
he has worked in the offices of Asymptote 
Architecture, Axi:Ome and Kokkugia. He has 
lectured and taught in the US and Europe.

Mostafa El-Sayed is the co-founder of Automata 
Technologies and previously worked as a member 
of the Computation and Design group at Zaha 
Hadid Architects. He is a graduate of the AA and 
the American University of Sharjah. He has taught 
and presented work at various events, workshops 
and institutions both in London and 
internationally. 

Klaus Platzgummer studied architecture at ETH 
Zurich and holds an MA in History and Critical 
Thinking from the AA. He currently co-teaches 
DRL’s synthesis seminars and serves as a 
teaching assistant in the History & Theory Studies 
programme.

Albert Williamson-Taylor has been DRL’s lead 
technical tutor since 2011. He is an active member 
on the steering committee of the Council for  
Tall Buildings, and as co-founder of design-led 
structural engineering firm AKT II he has 
extensive experience in award-winning designs 
that emphasise innovation and computational 
research.

Alicia Nahmad Vazquez is a PhD fellow at  
the Welsh School of Architecture, University of 
Cardiff. She previously worked with the 
parametric design group at Populous, London. 
She is researching the mediation between digital 
design and traditional material crafts and the 
incorporation of human-robot interactions on the 
construction site.

Alexandra Vougia studied architecture in 
Thessaloniki, Greece and holds an MSc  
in Advanced Architectural Design from GSAPP, 
Columbia University. She was awarded an MPhil 
from the AA School in 2016. She has worked  
as an architect in New York and Athens and has 
taught at the AA School and the University  
of Westminster.
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For the last 17 years the Emergent Technologies and Design (EmTech) 
programme has been open to graduates in architecture and engineering who 
wish to develop skills and pursue knowledge in an architectural design 
science located in new production paradigms. This year we will continue to 
investigate new synergies of architecture and ecology through the critical 
intersection of computational design and fabrication. Our focus is on the 
experiential and social potential of new material and spatial configurations 
for architectural and ecological urban systems situated in the dynamic 
contexts of emerging biomes. The programme is designed to stimulate 
critical thinking through the experience of research-driven design projects 
that are developed in an intellectually rigorous and creative studio environment. 
Our projects are pursued in multiple iterations – as hypotheses, to material 
and computational experimentation, to robotic fabrication and evaluation.  
At the same time students reflect on this work in presentations and group 
discussions throughout the year, and analyse their findings in scientifically 
structured papers.
 Our MArch and MSc programme is made up of two distinct phases:  
the Studio and the Dissertation. Both are aligned with and supported by  
the research of the programme team and the advanced expertise our alumni 
and research colleagues in practice and industry.

emtech.aaschool.ac.uk

The Studio 
Commences 25 September 2017
Completes on 23 March 2018, Final Submission 25 April 2018
Made up of workshops, seminars and design projects, the Studio offers  
a creative and intellectually rigorous approach to design that builds 
knowledge and skill. It provides an intensive engagement with design 
science and introduces students to London’s wider community of design 
researchers. Work culminates in the formation of a detailed proposal for  
an original architectural inquiry to be pursued in the Dissertation.

Emergent Technologies  
and Design 
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MArch
16 months

MSc
12 months

Unit Staff
Director 
Michael Weinstock

Studio Master 
Elif Erdine

Studio Tutors 
Lidia Badarnah, Antiopi 
Koronaki, Alican Sungur 

Consultant 
Manja van de Worp
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The Dissertation Research Studio 
Commences 23 April 2018
MSc Final Presentation 12 September 2018,  
final submission 21 September 2018
MArch Final Presentation 12 December 2018,  
final submission 11 January 2019
The Dissertation extends the acquisition of research competencies through 
extensive collaborative dialogue with EmTech’s research community of 
active post-doctoral researchers and PhD candidates. There are two main 
fields of design research activity: dynamic material systems with advanced 
fabrication (including robotic techniques) and ecological urban design in 
emergent biomes. Students integrate explorations of the theoretical 
discourses, relevant sciences and case studies of projects in the domain  
of their chosen topic and set out the methods and protocols for the 
development of their design proposal. The development and conclusion  
of the final proposal is pursued through the iterative design cycles that 
students have acquired knowledge and skills in during the early phases  
of the programme.

Design and Build is EmTech’s extracurricular collaborative student project 
and is an essential part of the pedagogy and culture of the programme. 
Running throughout the year alongside the Studio Dissertation, it provides 
opportunities to design and deliver a built project with real material, 
structural, fabrication and assembly constraints. The experience enhances 
the design, computational and analytical skills acquired in Studio, and it 
develops crucial transferable skills that are applicable to professional 
practice. Our design/build projects have been published internationally in 
the architectural press since 2001 and have received industry awards.
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Programme Staff 
Michael Weinstock, director of EmTech, trained  
at the AA, where he has taught since 1989. His 
research interest lies in the convergence of the 
natural sciences and architecture. In 2008 he 
received the Acadia Award for Excellence and is  
a Fellow of the Royal Society of the Arts.  
His published work includes The Architecture  
of Emergence: the Evolution of Form in Nature 
and Civilisation and Emergent Technologies  
and Design - Towards a Biological Paradigm  
for Architecture.

Elif Erdine is an architect and researcher.  
Her AA PhD thesis focused on the integration of 
tower subsystems through generative design 
methodologies informed by biomimetic analogies. 
Since 2010 she has taught a number of  
AA Visiting Schools. Her research interest lies in 
the integration of computational design, geometry 
rationalisation, material behaviour and robotic 
fabrication techniques.

Lidia Badarnah is a research associate at  
Cardiff University, Welsh School of Architecture. 
She completed her PhD at Delft University of 
Technology in 2012. Her research interest lies in 
the environmental adaptation of buildings. 

Antiopi Koronaki is a graduate of EmTech and is 
currently pursuing a PhD degree in architecture at 
the University of Bath. Her research interest lies in 
the layout optimisation of space frame structures. 

Alican Sungur is a computational designer at 
Pattern Design. His work focuses on performance-
oriented architecture through modelling and 
manufacturing complex geometries, and on 
spatial, environmental and structural analysis 
methods. He is a 2016 graduate of EmTech.

Manja van de Worp is an architect and  
structural engineer, and director of Nous 
Engineering Consultants with offices in London 
and Los Angeles. She has been design engineer 
on a number of innovative structures in advanced 
materials and is a structures research tutor in the 
Postgraduate School of Architecture at the RCA.
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As today’s metropolitan regions become more diverse and complex, they 
reveal significant global shifts in the patterns of urban growth and decline. 
Architecture has a central role to play in this dynamic context, both in  
the development of spatial strategies as part of urban policies and in the 
generation of new urban clusters and types. The Housing & Urbanism 
programme focuses on these important changes to the contemporary urban 
condition and investigates how architectural intelligence can help us 
understand and respond to these trends. Offered as a 12-month MA or 
16-month MArch, the programme agenda is balanced between cross-
disciplinary research and design applications, with student work divided 
across three areas: design workshops; lectures and seminars; and a written 
thesis (MA) or design thesis (MArch), allowing students to develop an 
extended and focused study within the broader themes of the course.

hu.aaschool.ac.uk 

Lecture Courses and Seminars

Design Workshop, Terms 1–3
The Design Workshop makes up the core of Housing & Urbanism, providing  
a framework for linking design investigation to a politically and historically 
informed approach to issues of contemporary urbanism. Students and tutors 
form small teams to explore and develop design responses to well-defined 
urban challenges. The workshop also runs seminars for students, visiting 
scholars and practitioners to debate different approaches to key themes.
 Both individual and group design as well as written work comprise the 
output of the workshop. While each team pursues distinctive lines of 
investigation, the seminars and individual work give each student the 
opportunity to develop their own approaches to issues in urbanism today. 
Because the focus of Housing & Urbanism is on the urban inner periphery 
where the complexity of the urban process is plainly visible, each team 
defines the balance and integration of architectural, social and political 
concepts that drive its work, giving every project a distinctive style  
and character.

Housing & Urbanism
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MA
12 months

MArch
16 months

Directors
Jorge Fiori, Hugo Hinsley

Staff
Lawrence Barth, Nicholas 
Bullock, Elad Eisenstein, 

Dominic Papa, Elena 
Pascolo, Anna Shapiro, 
Naiara Vegara,  
Francesco Zuddas
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This year our main site of investigation is an area on the inner periphery of 
London, which will be considered within the larger context of the capital and 
the metropolitan region. Widening our scope, an intensive design workshop 
will also be held outside the UK to allow students to test conceptual and 
design approaches through collaborations with other urbanism programmes 
and city governments. Cost estimates for travel and expenses are available 
from the AA School’s graduate office.
 
Cities in a Transnational World, Term 1
This course explores the social and economic context of housing and 
urbanism, focusing on its relationship to development strategies and the 
evolving role of architects and planners in the making of cities. It offers a 
comparative analysis of city restructuring given the current internationalisation 
of the world economy. Emphasis is placed on policy and planning issues  
as well as current reforms in systems of urban governance. 

The Reason of Urbanism, Term 1
This lecture and discussion series provides the foundations for an 
engagement with the urban as a problem-field in western governmental 
reasoning. Tracing the twentieth-century development of urbanism to 
highlight its inherent political issues, the course will develop a theoretical 
perspective through the works of Arendt, Foucault and Sennett, while 
investigating the relationship of key political concepts to the generation of 
new urban spatialities.

Critical Urbanism, Terms 1 & 2
This course will explore urbanism’s role as an instrument of diagnosis and 
critique. Beginning with lectures and readings in Term 1 and building towards 
a seminar format in Term 2, the course explores the ways architecture has 
generated a range of critical and reflexive responses to the city over the last 
four decades. Readings by architects from the late twentieth century to  
the present will provide the background and context for students to develop 
their own critical analyses of contemporary urban projects.

Shaping the Modern City, Terms 1 & 2
This course compares various national and local strategies that have evolved 
to meet the challenges of urban expansion in the past 100 years. Rather than 
presenting a continuous narrative history, the course looks at key events, 
projects and texts that illustrate contemporary responses to the opportunities 
and problems created by growth. With a focus on postwar housing  
and planning in Europe and the US, the course will consider issues such as 
density, regeneration, mixed use and new patterns of working and living. 
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Housing and the Informal City, Term 2
By using housing as a strategic vehicle for investigating the informal and 
irregular process of city-making, this course explores how urbanism  
and design can be used to address an increase in de-spatialisation strategies 
and their associated social conditions. With reference to projects  
and programmes in cities of the developing world, the course will identify 
appropriate tools and instruments of spatial intervention and design, 
examining their articulation by redesigning urban institutions and rules. 

Domesticity, Term 2
This seminar series explores contemporary multi-residential housing trends. 
Taking Mies van der Rohe’s patio houses of the 1930s and Karel Teige’s 1932 
critique of the minimum dwelling as counterpoints, the course develops 
students’ understanding of type and diagram in the pursuit of fresh approaches 
to urban living. Core readings for the final submitted essay include the 
writing of Michel Foucault, Jacques Donzelot and Nikolas Rose.

Thesis Seminar, Term 3
This seminar is intended to support work on the written or design thesis, 
providing a forum for students to discuss their work-in-progress with members 
of staff, invited critics and each other.

Other Events
Each year the programme makes a study trip to a European city for comparative 
research. Additionally, a number of academics and practitioners from all  
over the world are invited to contribute to the programme. Students are also 
encouraged to attend complementary courses offered by other programmes 
within the AA School.
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Programme Staff
Jorge Fiori is a sociologist and urban planner.  
He has worked in institutions in Chile, Brazil and 
England, is a visiting lecturer at several Latin 
American and European universities, and 
consultant to a number of urban development 
agencies. He researches housing and urban 
development, focusing on the interplay of spatial 
strategies and urban social policy. 

Hugo Hinsley is an architect with expertise in 
urban development projects and housing design. 
He has a range of practice experience and has 
consulted on many projects in Europe, Australia 
and the US. He has taught and published 
internationally. His current research includes 
London’s design and planning, particularly in the 
Docklands and East London; urban policy and 
structure in European cities; and rethinking 
concepts of density. 

Lawrence Barth lectures on urbanism and 
political theory and has written on the themes of 
politics and critical theory in relation to the  
urban. He is a consultant urbanist on large-scale 
strategic projects to architects, cities and 
governments, and is engaged in research on 
urban intensification, innovation environments 
and the transformation of workspace in the 
knowledge economy.

Nicholas Bullock studied architecture at 
Cambridge University and completed a PhD 
under Leslie Martin. His research includes issues 
of housing reform with a special interest in 
Germany; postwar housing design and policy; 
and the architecture and planning of postwar 
reconstruction.

Elad Eisenstein directs the London urban design 
office Mecanoo. He has experience designing 
and delivering a wide range of projects with 
sustainable place-making at their core, including 
new eco-cities, large-scale metropolitan centres 
and complex city centre sites. 

Dominic Papa is a founding partner of the practice 
s333 Studio for Architecture and Urbanism,  
which has won awards for projects across Europe. 
He is a design review panel member for  
CABE and has been a jury member for a number 
of international competitions.

Elena Pascolo has trained and worked in London 
and South Africa on large-scale housing and 
urban regeneration projects. Her research 
focuses on the development of spatial tools that 
structure complex urban strategies, and the  
role of institutions in promoting urban 
transformation. She has participated as a design 
tutor in numerous international workshops on 
design and urbanism.

Anna Shapiro studied architecture and urban 
planning at Tel Aviv University and the AA School. 
She has worked for a number of architectural 
practices and is currently an urban designer at 
Sheppard Robson Architects. She is part of 
Collective Formations, an international design 
research group, and is also an artist and 
illustrator.

Naiara Vegara directs the Fundatión Metropóli 
Design LAAB London and the AA Visiting School 
Semester Programme. Naiara has been a visiting 
critic at many architecture schools, and has 
presented her research on virtual environments 
and the design process in architecture at 
workshops hosted by Columbia University, 
Princeton and the University of Pennsylvania.  

Francesco Zuddas completed a PhD on the 
space of the university as a critical testing ground 
for an idea of the city. He co-directs the practice 
‘urbanaarchitettura’, focusing on domestic 
projects and urbanism. In 2013–14 he was a visiting 
research scholar at GSAPP, Columbia University. 
He teaches at Leeds School of Architecture and 
at Central Saint Martins in London.
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Landscape Urbanism explores the emergence of ‘territory’ as a field of 
design praxis. The programme operates within contemporary conditions to 
understand urban environments not as discrete independent collections  
of objects, but as interconnected landscapes with far-reaching implications 
both for the environment – ie, climate change, energy debates and 
widespread pollution – and for social and political spheres. The course 
combines material explorations of landscape evolution (facilitated by digital 
simulations) with the development of critical perspectives and studio  
work. It is aimed at professionals – architects, landscape architects, engineers, 
urban planners and geographers – who are engaged with territorial disciplines. 

landscapeurbanism.aaschool.ac.uk 

Project UK
Based on the premise that architects and designers should play a role as 
decision-makers in how the world is shaped, the programme will work in  
the UK to design a collective project for the archipelago in partnership with 
the British Geological Survey and the New Economic Foundation. The UK’s 
landscape and cities reflect the disorienting conditions of the contemporary 
world. Political uncertainty is part of daily life, whether inside a European 
framework or outside it, and socio-economic structures directly affect the 
built and natural environment. What role can the landscape urbanist play? 
We will seek to offer alternatives for navigating these possible futures by:
 – Exploring cartographic practices with the capacity to influence the 

public sphere and decision-making processes, such as interactive and 
participatory maps built by local people with data gathered on-site. 

 – Revisiting concepts such as ‘commons’ through the lens of design and 
the implications of these ideas within design frameworks and management 
of shared resources. 

 – Implementing the latest technologies to simulate the behaviour of cities, 
landscapes and territories. 

 – Understanding space from a cultural perspective by proposing  
new spatial configurations of public space that reflect twenty-first  
century challenges.

Landscape Urbanism

MSc
12 months 

MArch
16 months

Directors
Alfredo Ramirez 
Eduardo Rico 

Design Tutor
Clara Oloriz Sanjuan

Seminar Tutors
Douglas Spencer  
Tom Smith 

Technical Tutors
Giancarlo Torpiano
Gustavo Romanillos
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Methodology
Territorial Formations Terms, 1 & 2
Landscape Urbanism weaves together research into geomorphological 
processes, social structures and design intentions to explore the idea of  
a necessary synthesis – a utilitarian hybridisation that imagines new forms  
of territory where physical and social processes are transformed into new 
spatial conditions. These will draw upon the historically established capacity 
of landscapes to host and modulate the struggles between physical/
environmental and human forces within specific geographical/geological 
points in space and time.

Cartogenesis, Term 2
The assemblages of geomorphological processes and social formations will 
be retraced and redescribed in light of historical and contemporary forms of 
cartographic representation. This will serve as the basis for describing 
territorial space in architectural terms, and vice versa. This term’s aim is to 
generate an atlas of similar and relevant territories across Europe, tracing  
the geographies of the pan-European problematic posed by the social and 
geomorphological formations outlined and researched by the student.

Tectonic Grounds / Territorial Documentation, Terms 3 & 4
The final section of the course will explore modes of documentation that extend 
beyond the idea of stability of masterplanning to operate projectively  
and subversively. Following the development of the atlas, students will produce  
a territorial manual describing the procedures behind their projects in order 
to extrapolate principles to similar locations across European territories.  

Components
LU Bootcamp: Skill Gathering, Term 1
The use of relevant software, such as GIS, Phyton, Rhino, as well as landform 
modelling and representational drawing skills, will introduce intention and 
design criteria to the decision-making process.

Landscape Urbanism: Model, Methods and Concepts Seminar, Terms 1 & 2
This series of sessions will consider the concepts and ideas behind the 
landscape urbanism methodology.

Landscaped Territories Seminar Series, Term 1 
A series of lectures addressing territorial formation processes.

Social Formations Workshop, Term 2 
This workshop will seek an understanding of processes of social formation, 
their multiple forms of organisation and their specific spatial configurations. 
Students will diagram the ways specific groups have historically organised 
themselves into productive communities – such as trade unions, local 
associations, guilds, cartels and cooperatives – to impact land morphologies.
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LU History and Theory Seminar Series: Models, Methods and Histories, Term 1
Designed to provide students with an understanding of the potential and 
problematics of landscape urbanism, this series studies how the intersections 
of landscape and urbanism have been modelled, designed and analysed.

Cartogenesis Workshop, Term 2
The workshop will generate a series of cartographic representations of  
the projects with the aim of drafting a cartogenetic manifesto that declares 
their pan-European intentions.

LU History and Theory Seminar Series: The Rhetoric of Mapping, Term 2
This seminar explores the ways in which maps authorise and contest 
territorial claims, construct forms of knowledge, project certain scenarios 
and operations and reveal political, social, economic and cultural processes. 
The conception of cartography as a form of argumentation will support and 
inform design practice in the making of the manifesto and in the final thesis. 
 
Machining Landscapes Seminar Series, Terms 2 & 3
The series introduces construction techniques related to the design of 
landscape projects that adopt a ‘machinic’ approach to technical practice. 
Over two terms students explore a range of construction techniques  
to better understand the complex relations defining contemporary  
urban dynamics.

Programme Staff
Alfredo Ramirez is an architect and director 
of Groundlab where he has won and 
developed several competitions, 
workshops, exhibitions and projects. He is 
Director of the AA Visiting School in Mexico 
City and has taught workshops and 
lectured internationally.

Eduardo Rico studied civil engineering in 
Spain and graduated from the AA’s 
Landscape Urbanism programme. He has 
been a consultant and researcher in the 
fields of infrastructure and landscape in 
Spain and the UK. He works with the Arup 
engineering team and is also part of 
Relational Urbanism.

Clara Oloriz Sanjuan has worked for Foreign 
Office Architects, Cerouno, Plasma Studio 
and Groundlab. She teaches at the 
University of Navarra and is co-director of 
the AA Visiting School in Bilbao. 

Douglas Spencer has studied design and 
architectural history, cultural studies, critical 

theory and has taught at a number of 
architectural schools and his work has been 
widely published.

Tom Smith is a landscape architect and 
urban designer. At EDAW AECOM, he 
worked on projects such as the masterplan 
for the Chelsea Flower Show and 
developments in rural communities in 
Portugal. 

Giancarlo Torpiano holds an MArch in 
Emergent Technologies and Design from 
the AA. His main interests are algorithmic 
design focused on emergent behaviours, 
natural structures, structural engineering 
and computational techniques. 

Gustavo Romanillos is an architect and 
researcher interested in the spatial analysis 
of urban and territorial dynamics. He 
completed his degree in architecture at the 
ETSAM, and a Masters in geographic 
information technologies at the UCM. 
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Sustainable Environmental Design (SED) engages with real-life problems 
that affect buildings and cities across the world. Design research for  
the SED Masters programme is driven by evidence-based performance 
criteria following a process of adaptive architecturing, which proceeds from 
inside to outside, attuning built form and its constituents to natural rhythms  
and inhabitant activities. Key objectives of all SED projects are to improve 
environmental quality in cities, achieve independence from non-renewable 
energy sources and develop an environmentally sustainable architecture 
capable of adapting to changing climates and urban environments. 
 The taught programme is structured in two consecutive phases. Phase I 
is organised around joint team projects engaging MSc and MArch students 
in experimental and computational testing of the theoretical knowledge, 
methodology and analytical tools introduced in the weekly lecture courses 
and software workshops. In Phase II, MSc and MArch design research 
develops independently, following individual research agendas that reflect 
students’ home contexts, climates and building typologies. MSc candidates 
complete the 12-month course with a design research project that 
documents the architectural potential and applicability of their chosen topic 
in its geographic and climatic context. The MArch cycle extends over a 
16-month period that culminates in a specific design application for a given 
site and design brief. 
 In Terms 1 and 2, Refurbishing the City, a continuing SED research 
agenda, will start a new chapter of collective design research in collaboration 
with London-based architectural and engineering practices. This will involve 
environmental performance studies of selected London buildings followed 
by design research based on the findings of the studies. In Terms 3 and 4, 
MSc and MArch students will embark on individual dissertation projects that 
will extend into many other cities and climatic regions. Recent SED 
dissertation projects have addressed warm climates, passive environmental 
features, outdoor living and occupant-centred adaptive strategies 
encompassing home, work, learning and mixed-use environments. 

sed.aaschool.ac.uk

Sustainable Environmental Design

MSc 
12 months

MArch 
16 months 

Directors  
Simos Yannas 
Paula Cadima 

Staff  
Jorge Rodríguez Álvarez, 
Nick Baker, Klaus Bode, 
Gustavo Brunelli, Herman 
Calleja, Mariam Kapsali, 
Byron Mardas



Refurbishing the City Projects 

London Building Studies, Term 1 
With London as laboratory and project teams that combine MSc and MArch 
students, on-site observations and environmental measurements in 
selected buildings will be followed by use of advanced computational tools 
to investigate the relationship between building, climate and occupants 
highlighting the role of empirical and analytical investigations in informing 
design research and architectural practice. 

Design Research, Term 2 
The insights gained from the Term 1 building studies will provide the starting 
points for applying the methodology and computational tools of adaptive 
architecturing to address key issues relating to urban morphology, climate 
change, building and lifestyle trends and technological developments that 
shape the future of the city. 

MSc & MArch Dissertation Research, Terms 3 & 4 
Individual research for the MSc and MArch dissertation projects provides 
the opportunity to explore design options and computational studies across 
climatic regions, building types, design specifications and operational 
conditions addressing social and environmental research agendas of direct 
interest to their home context. 
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Lecture Courses & Workshops 

Sustainable City, Term 1 
This course reviews theories of urban sustainability and introduces the 
instruments and tools applied to its assessment. The effects that urban 
morphology can have on microclimate, energy consumption and climate 
change are illustrated with case studies of new and refurbished schemes  
in different urban contexts with scales ranging from the regional to that  
of the urban block. 

Adaptive Architecturing, Term 1 
Providing local solutions to global issues requires an understanding of what 
makes a good environment for its occupant and how this varies across 
climates, building types and individual preferences. How does architecture 
contribute to this, and can it reclaim its historical role as a tool of sustainable 
environmental design? This course introduces a generative framework  
for an adaptive, culturally sensitive occupant-centred architecture aiming for 
a symbiotic relationship with the city. 

Environmental Simulation & Performance Assessment Tools, Terms 1 & 2 
This hands-on course runs in weekly, day-long sessions that follow the tasks 
of the Term 1 and 2 team projects, introducing the analytical procedures and 
computational tools that drive the SED research methodology. The course 
begins by introducing fieldwork techniques starting with indoor and outdoor 
visual observations and scientific measurements, followed by diagnostic 
interpretation, computer modelling of selected spaces, calibration of models 
with measurements, simulations of solar, thermal, airflow and daylighting 
processes and assessment of results against targets and benchmarks. 
Completion of this process initiates the application of modelling  
and simulation to inform design and assess the environmental merits of 
architecture practice. A range of computational tools will be introduced  
over Terms 1 and 2. Their application will be explored initially through  
the team projects, thus providing the essential expertise that is required  
for undertaking the MSc and MArch dissertation research in Terms 3 and 4. 

Environmental Design Primer, Terms 1 & 2 
This course introduces key areas of sustainable environmental design 
research and practice as these relate to architecture and urban design. 
Topics include urban climatology and the theories of environmental comfort; 
the physics and architecture of natural light, airflow and thermal processes; 
the ecology and environmental performance of materials; renewable  
energy technologies in the urban environment; and the science and art of 
measurement and performance assessment. 
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Lessons from Practice, Term 2 
This course invites a number of architects, engineers and researchers to 
present recent projects that illustrate their philosophy practice and 
experience of sustainable environmental design. Individual presentations are 
followed by roundtable sessions providing a platform for discussing specific 
issues as well as the relationship between research and practice. The course  
includes building visits and study trips in the UK and abroad. 

Research Seminar, Terms 1–4 
In Terms 1 and 2 the seminar provides a regular forum for discussing the 
literature research and critical reading expected in support of the two 
individual research papers that will act as the foundations for dissertation 
projects undertaken in Terms 3 and 4.  During the latter the seminar 
complements the weekly individual tutorials providing specific support on 
the contents and production of the dissertation.
 

Programme Staff
Simos Yannas has led environmental design 
research at the AA since the late 1970s  
and is a founding member of the PLEA 
international network on sustainable 
architecture and urban design. His most 
recent writings are on adaptive 
architecturing, learning from vernacular 
architecture and refurbishing the city. 

Paula Cadima has worked for the European 
Commission in Brussels managing 
world-class research projects on energy 
efficiency, renewable energy sources and 
emerging fields.She chaired the sustainable 
architecture working group of the 
Architect’s Council of Europe in 2009 and  
is a past president of PLEA. 

Jorge Rodríguez Álvarez has undertaken his 
PhD research on the planning of cities  
for the post-carbon age and is co-founder 
of SAAI, an international environmental 
design consultancy. 

Nick Baker is a physicist specialising in 
building science and environmental design 
with special interest in thermal comfort  
and daylighting.

Klaus Bode is a co-founder of BDSP 
Partnership, an environmental engineering 
practice whose projects have included the 
Welsh Assembly Building, Bocconi 
University and the London School of 
Economics. 

Gustavo Brunelli led the environmental 
design team for the London Velodrome  
and is currently in charge of the advanced 
building optimisation team at Hurley  
Palmer Flatt. 

Herman Calleja is an environmental analyst 
with Chapman BDSP specialising in the use 
of parametric environmental design tools. 

Mariam Kapsali is a design architect with 
Architype. She was previously a research 
architect with the Oxford Institute of 
Sustainable Development. 

Byron Mardas is an environmental designer 
with Foster + Partners specialising in 
daylighting optimisation, outdoor thermal 
comfort and parametric modelling. 
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Design+Make operates as an agency of architectural innovation and 
presents a unique and alternative vision for architectural education where 
making is central to the act of design. Our hands-on approach to 
architectural research is guided and directed by an in-depth understanding 
of materials. Combining traditional craft with cutting-edge technologies we 
develop and fabricate our own unique and innovative tools and operational 
systems. Placing the emphasis on the fabrication of exciting and 
unpredictable architectures, the programme explicitly aims to maximise the 
learning opportunities presented by the realisation of design intent and 
reconnects with the true nature of architecture: designing + making.
 The AA’s satellite campus out in Hooke Park, Dorset, is the headquarters 
of the Design+Make programme and a laboratory for architectural research 
through 1:1 fabrication. Students design and construct experimental 
buildings and large-scale components at Hooke Park, using the physical 
realisation of built projects as their vehicle for design research, developing 
modes of architectural design that integrate full-scale making and design 
through prototyping. Hooke Park is a unique setting for experimental 
fabrication, combining forest, studio, workshop and building site. Designing 
and building architecture in the woods, within an idyllic forest ecosystem, 
forms the inspiration for the architectural investigations and ensures that we 
establish a symbiotic relationship with our forest site. 
 The core agenda of Design+Make is to advance the materialisation of 
architecture through the synthesis of advanced technologies, craft 
techniques and deep understanding of natural material and geometry, as 
well as engaging with the unique site conditions of Hooke Park. The key 
proposition is that new digital design and fabrication technologies, such as 
3D scanning, generative modelling and robotic fabrication, enable traditional 
making techniques to be reinvented as innovative processes for 
architecture. The potential of computational methods is advanced by fusing 
them with a culture of craft, making and material understanding while 
allowing for intuition and tacit knowledge to take a key role in the design and 
fabrication process.
 Studios are complemented and supported by seminar courses and 
workshops in forestry, woodworking and both traditional and contemporary 
building crafts, and by lectures and events at Hooke Park and at the AA in 
London. The teaching team consists of architect and engineer tutors and 
construction experts, supported by world-leading consultants who provide 
technical guidance for the projects. The expert staff works side by side with 
students to develop knowledge and expertise collaboratively, resulting in 
experimental architectural constructs.

Design+Make
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MArch 
16 months 
MSc (Timber Technologies)
12 months

Programme Directors
Martin Self, Emmanuel 
Vercruysse

Studio Tutors
Zachary Mollica, Jack Draper

Thesis Tutor
Mark Campbell

Construction Advisor
Charley Brentnall
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Course Details
The programme starts with an Induction Studio through which key skills  
and techniques are taught and developed. These are then applied in the 
Core Studio in which students build a temporary inhabitable structure in  
the Hooke Park woodland. In parallel, seminar courses cover a wide set  
of investigative and supportive subjects ranging from cultural theories of 
making to technical aspects of timber technologies. These provide a 
foundation in the cultural, technological and societal landscape in which  
a designer at Hooke Park must operate. Equipped with this knowledge 
students can form an intellectual position with respect to contemporary 
debates in architecture surrounding technology, craft and culture. These 
taught components are then applied in the main projects – for MSc students 
a 1:1 prototype, for MArch students a group-designed building for the  
Hooke Park campus. The programme concludes with an individually written 
dissertation that presents the constructed project as evidence of an 
argument concerning the practice and realisation of architecture.

designandmake.aaschool.ac.uk

Studio Projects

Induction Project
The four-week Induction Studio is a series of classes and tutorial-workshops 
through which a fundamental Design+Make skill-base and methodology is 
established. Software, fabrication techniques and advanced system 
operations are taught and applied on an iterative cycle. The induction project 
aims to familiarise students with a variety of advanced design and 
manufacturing methodologies.

Core Project
The six-week Core Studio introduces the material processes of full-scale 
experimental construction at Hooke Park, and develops a design+make 
approach driven by the material and landscape considerations of  
our woodland site. Here, the focus is on the development of a design 
methodology informed equally by on-site making and studio-based 
representations. The inhabitable constructions act as vehicles to research 
and test architectural ideas and technologies that will be developed further 
in the main projects. The ambition of these preliminary exercises is  
to produce a proficient skill-level in the following key subjects: 
 – CADCAM – formulating information for digital manufacturing
 – Analogue fabrication techniques 
 – Generative Design Stategies
 – Introduction to Robotic Kinematics
 – Applied Scanning Techniques
 – Documentary Film Making; film techniques and strategies
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Main Project
The Main Project consists of the design and construction of full-scale 
architectural structures at Hooke Park. Designs are developed through 
prototyping, mock-up and physical testing in collaboration with engineering 
consultants and specialist builders. For MSc students, this prototyping 
exercise concludes with a full-scale experimental timber construction at the 
end of Term 3, which forms the research basis for the individual MSc 
dissertations. This prototype is designed with the explicit intent to test new 
architectural applications of timber and radically exploit Hooke Park’s 
woodland and fabrication resources (including new robotic fabrication 
equipment). For MArch students, the Main Project consists of the collective 
design and construction of an experimental permanent building at the  
Hooke Park campus or, potentially, off-site. Construction of the building 
starts in the third term, with completion in the autumn. The range of research 
topics within these projects is broader than for the MSc, and can 
encompass individual interests in environmental and construction 
technologies, alternative forms of design practice, or issues relating to 
Hooke Park’s topographic and cultural landscape. 

Dissertation/Thesis
For MSc students the dissertation presents the technical design research 
related to the development of the constructed timber prototype and 
proposes future applications. For MArch students the thesis presents an 
argument on a topic related to the theory or practice of architectural  
design within a design–build context, based on an analysis of the design and 
production of the Hooke Park built project.

Programme Staff
Martin Self is Director of Hooke Park and 
has taught at the AA since 2004. He worked 
at Ove Arup & Partners, studied architectural 
theory at the AA and has consulted with 
practices such as Zaha Hadid Architects 
and Antony Gormley Studio.

Emmanuel Vercruysse is co-founder of the 
art practice LiquidFactory, a member of  
the design collective Sixteen Makers and 
the field robotics group RAVEN. He directs 
the Robotics Fabrications Visiting School 
and runs the Knowhow Series Media 
Studies course.

Zachary Mollica is a Canadian architect and 
maker who graduated with distinction from 
Design + Make in 2016.

Jack Draper combines his knowledge as  
a Dorset-based craftsman, furniture-maker 
and timber-framer to work alongside students 
in coordinating projects at Hooke Park
 
Mark Campbell has taught history and design 
at the AA since 2004. He directs the MPhil in 
Media Practices.

Charley Brentnall is a timber-framing 
contractor who has played a pivotal role in 
the renaissance of timber framing in the UK. 
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The MA History and Critical Thinking is a unique postgraduate platform for 
engaging with contemporary architecture and city cultures through history 
– its writings, conceptual assumptions and methodologies. For the past  
20 years, the 12-month programme has continually evolved to position itself 
within current arguments, debates and practices. Rather than dealing with 
history, architecture and the city exclusively through buildings and 
methodological classifications, History and Critical Thinking attempts to 
transform these very topics into resources for understanding processes, 
spatial artefacts and built forms. The programme’s ambition is threefold:  
to connect contemporary debates and projects to a wider historical, cultural 
and political context; to explore historical writing and the ways in which 
social, political and cultural agendas become effective arguments in particular 
accounts of architectural and urban modernity; to investigate forms of 
research, communication and practice technologies in the context of recent 
cultural and geopolitical developments to produce knowledge that relates  
to practices and public cultures in architecture. Collaborations with AA 
undergraduate design units, participation in juries and architectural visits 
allow opportunities to engage with design speculation. The programme also 
benefits greatly from the dynamism of the AA School and provides research 
facilities and supervision to MPhil and PhD candidates registered under  
our joint PhD programme, a cross-disciplinary initiative supported across  
the graduate school.
 Writing is essential to the programme, both as a practice of thinking  
and as a form of communication. Different modes of writing – theses, essays, 
reviews, commentaries, tweets and interviews – are explored to frame 
various aspects of study. The course is organised around a number of 
lectures, seminars, debates, writing sessions and workshops led by 
distinguished practitioners from a range of backgrounds. 
 The course recruits a wide range of students – not all are trained 
architects – who have developed a particular interest in issues of space, 
architectural and urban debates. Students consider the programme  
a step towards doctoral research; as a way to reorient their professional 
development from the practice of architecture into other fields such as 
museum and gallery work, journalism or other architecture- and art-related 
fields; or as the start of a career in teaching. Each year a small number act as 
seminar tutors for the AA’s History and Theory undergraduate programme. 

hct.aaschool.ac.uk

MA History and Critical 
Thinking in Architecture 

MA
12 months

Director
Marina Lathouri

Staff
Brian Hatton, John 
Palmesino, Caroline 
Rabourdin, Douglas 
Spencer

Visiting Tutors
Tim Benton, Fabrizio 
Gallanti



In Term 1 lectures and seminars focus on the writing of architecture and art 
history and the ways in which various constructs of the past relate to visual 
practice. The notion of modernity is interrogated through a critical re-reading 
of both modernism and the emergence of the modern field of aesthetics. 

Readings of Modernity, Marina Lathouri
This seminar series offers a detailed examination of modes of architectural 
writing – ie, manifesto, historical narrative, architectural canon, formal 
analysis, critical essay and theory – in order to look at the roles key texts have 
played in constructing a vocabulary of both architectural modernity and its 
subsequent critiques. 

Questioning Modernism: Eileen Gray, Jean Badovici and Le Corbusier  
at Roquebrune-Cap-Martin, Tim Benton
In its form and in the texts written on it, E-1027, the house designed by Eileen 
Gray and Jean Badovici in 1929, represents not only a debate about 
modernism, but also a series of polemics about the house, its contents and 
its restoration. In this seminar series an analysis of the house to address  
a number of important debates about twentieth-century art and architecture 
will be combined with a methodological enquiry into what counts as evidence 
in scholarly debate and what should be drawn from the house and its 
histories for practising architects.
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Versions of the Critic, Brian Hatton
The motive for this course arose from a conference called ‘Critical 
Architecture’, the title of which suggests that criticism is not only done to 
architecture, but also by architecture. Yet if that is so, how are creating  
and designing different from critiquing and criticising? Our aim is to survey 
the range between ‘critique’ and ‘criticism’, and to describe their activities in 
engagement with those of theory, history and those of artists and architects.

Writing Practice, Caroline Rabourdin
Conceived as a sequence of writing exercises throughout Term 1, this series 
allows students to test different ways of writing in order to gain confidence 
and develop their own voice. The course is underpinned by critical and 
literary methodologies and takes in a range of works, from surrealist writers 
to post-structuralist architects. Following a workshop model, the course is 
structured around short in-class readings that are followed by writing 
exercises and the opportunity to share work with the group. 

Programme Trip
The visit to Paris and Roquebrune-Cap-Martin at the end of Term 1 will 
conclude discussions on modernity, modernism and Le Corbusier.

Term 2 examines the historical formation of the discipline along with 
contemporary architectural and urban thinking. Techniques, epistemological 
assumptions, traditions and innovative practices, as well as contemporary 
theories of language, introduce a range of approaches for interpreting  
and expanding disciplinary knowledge in a broader historical, cultural and 
political arena. 

Architecture Knowledge and Writing, Marina Lathouri
From the early Renaissance treatise to more recent theoretical articulations, 
it is through writing that architecture was established and propagated as a 
form of knowledge and a distinct professional practice. When viewed in 
terms of economy, both the literary and built object seem intricately related 
– through modes of production, aesthetic norms, didactic and historical 
values, uses, effects and the production of a disciplinary (public) space.  
The course will examine the multiple ‘languages’ of architecture in the light  
of institutional and economic constraints, cultural specificities and  
political ideologies.
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Introduction to Linguistics and Philosophies of Language, Caroline 
Rabourdin
Following on from the Architecture Knowledge and Writing series, these 
lectures introduce theories of language and their relationship to architecture. 
Both contemporary and European in scope, the course will focus on the 
twentieth century – from the birth of linguistics to the rise of structuralism, 
semiotics and post-structuralism, to the ontological, performative and 
embodied theories of language. 

The Subject of Architecture, Douglas Spencer
The subjects of architecture have been conceived as operatives in 
cybernetic systems, cognitive mapmaking, deconstructive reading and 
post-critical participation in the network of flows. The course addresses 
such constructions of the architectural subject through the analysis  
of related themes, texts and projects. 

The Post-Eurocentric City, John Palmesino
The seminar investigates what it means to live in cosmopolitan cities – 
controversial territoriers where seemingly no one can agree on anything. 
What are the structures of political engagement facing architecture at a time 
of almost/semi/quasi/post/neo-colonialism? How can we think about  
the city through ideas of citizenship and globalisation? How to address the 
relations between institutional forms and material transformations of  
the contemporary city?

History and Critical Thinking/PhD Debates: Locating Architecture Politics, 
Marina Lathouri, John Palmesino 
Students and invited guests will dispute the proper locus of processes 
involved in the constitution of the multiple territories (professional, 
disciplinary, cultural and legal) and the negotiation of frontiers (conceptual, 
practical and technical). The aim is to position multiple voices in order to 
define a pedagogical practice that is distinct from either seminar or lecture. 

In Term 3, the Thesis Research Seminar focuses on the most significant 
component of the students’ work: the final thesis. The choice of topic, 
organisation of the field of research, and development of the central 
argument are all discussed, allowing students to learn about the dissertation 
via the shared experience of the group. At the beginning of Term 3,  
an intensive one-week writing workshop with visiting tutors helps students 
formulate their thesis topic in the format of a book proposal presented  
and discussed in-group. During the annual Term 3 programme trip students 
will look at specific aspects of a city or an architect’s work in relation to  
the final thesis investigations. In Term 4 students complete their thesis to be 
submitted in September.
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Programme Staff
Marina Lathouri studied architecture and 
philosophy of art and aesthetics. Along with 
directing History and Critical Thinking at the AA, 
she lectures at Cambridge University and is  
a visiting professor at the Universidad de Navarra, 
Spain and the Universidad Catolica in Santiago, 
Chile. Her writing has been widely published, and 
she has co-authored Intimate Metropolis: Urban 
Subjects in the Modern City (Routledge 2008) 
and City Cultures: Contemporary Positions on 
the City (AA Publications 2010).

Brian Hatton has taught a number of courses at 
the AA since the 1980s. He is a Graham Foundation 
grant recipient and was 2009 Senior Mellon 
Fellow at the Canadian Centre for Architecture. 
He has published work in AA Files,  Architectural 
Review,  Art Monthly,  ARQ and Lotus, among 
other journals and publications.

John Palmesino is an architect and urbanist and 
has founded Territorial Agency, an independent 
organisation that combines research and action 
for sustainable spatial transformations. Recent 
projects include the Museum of Oil with 
Greenpeace and Anthropocene Observatory.  
He is Unit Master at Diploma 4, and convenes the 
MA in Research Architecture at Goldsmiths.

Caroline Rabourdin graduated from the INSA 
Strasbourg, the Bartlett (UCL) and has completed 
PhD Thesis at Chelsea College of Arts. She has 
practised in architectural offices in Paris and 
London and has taught at the ESA in Paris,  
UAL, as well as the University of Greenwich.  
At the AA she is also a lecturer in Media Studies 
and directs the Paris Visiting School for 
architects’ writing practice. 

Douglas Spencer has studied architectural 
history, cultural studies and critical theory.  
He has contributed to The Missed Encounter of 
Architecture with Philosophy, Architecture 
Against the Post-Political and New Geographies 6: 
Grounding Metabolism. He is working on  
The Architecture of Neoliberalism. 

Visiting Tutors
Tim Benton taught for 40 years at the Open 
University and has been a visiting professor at 
numerous schools around the world. He is a 
noted scholar of the works of Le Corbusier but 
has also worked on Italian architecture in the 
1930s and on Art Deco. More recently, he has 
been working with the Association Cap Moderne 
on the restoration of the villa E-1027, Le Corbusier’s 
cabanon and the Étoile de mer and Unités de 
camping at Roquebrune-Cap-Martin. His book, 
Le Corbusier peintre à Cap Martin, was awarded 
the Prix du Livre de la Méditérrannée. 

Fabrizio Gallanti was the associate director  
of programmes at the Canadian Centre of 
Architecture and the first recipient of the Mellon 
Senior Fellow at Princeton University School of 
Architecture. He has conducted several cycles  
of lectures and international seminars: 
multiplicity. He curates exhibitions and frequently 
writes for international architecture magazines 
and journals.
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AA Interprofessional Studio (AAIS) explores alternative forms of 
interdisciplinary collaboration through the research, conception, design  
and production of genre-defying construction and spatial performance.  
By challenging the relationship between art and architecture through the 
creation of unique project-events – dance, theatre and music performances, 
exhibitions and festivals – AAIS aims to expose the hidden ‘worknet’ that 
overlays multiple professions and their outputs. The studio, offered as a 
12-month MA or 18-month MFA, encourages students to develop a language 
for communicating across creative discipline, operating as an 
interdisciplinary creative office where knowledge exchange is one of the 
core points of focus.
 The programme is structured in two phases. Phase 1, running from Term 
1 to Term 3, concentrates on design studios and seminar-based lectures on 
the history and theory of interdisciplinary and interprofessional collaboration 
as well as network-based design and organisation and the realisation of 
applied events and installations that result from the group’s various 
collaborations. Phase 2 concentrates on the development of the individual 
thesis – either as a written dissertation during Term 4 (MA) or as applied 
practice during Terms 4 and 5 (MFA). 
 Drawing on experts from backgrounds as diverse as performance, 
design, music, film, photography, fashion, communication and curation,  
the studio gives students an opportunity to step away from their current 
research or academic activities to develop new creative skills and grow  
their professional network. In contrast to typical interdisciplinary design 
approaches, where individual professions remain in their respective fields  
of expertise, the AAIS seeks to place students outside their comfort zones 
so that they may glean knowledge from other disciplines – ultimately 
influencing, extending and adjusting their own creative process of practice. 
 Alongside lectures, seminars, talks, symposia and workshops,  
the programme’s applied projects in the creative field serve as generators for 
the year’s work, guaranteeing a high level of focus and public participation. 

interprofessionals.net

AA Interprofessional Studio
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MA in Spatial  
Performance and Design
12 months
MFA in Spatial  
Performance and Design
18 months

Studio Director
Theo Lorenz

Studio Master
Tanja Siems

Consultants
Andrew Dean, Music and 
Production
David McAlmont, Music 
and History of the Arts
Heiko Kalmbach, Film 
Direction and Dramaturgy 

Joel Newman, Film and 
Sound
Malgorzata Dzierzon, 
Choreography and 
Production
Mauricio Pauly, 
Composition and Sonology
Renaud Wiser, 
Choreography
Steve Webb, Engineering 
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2017–18 Agenda
The Art of Resistance
Resistance confronts force. It is personal, social and political. Those who 
resist must be equipped with strength when the resisted give the impression 
of frightening or intimidating or making something irresistible. To resist is  
to suppress temptation and expectation, the allure of cash, greed, power  
and renown.
 The powers of the resisted are hateful to those who resist, but those 
who resist are not necessarily righteous. The far-right can resist with the 
vigour as its opponents. Resistance occupies a spectrum between pacifism 
and violence. Its aspirations are effectiveness and transformation.
 A counter-movement cannot be passive. It must be a force for fresh 
perspective. It is ineffectual if merely against. To stand against, those who 
resist should be clear about what they stand for. Action is a necessity of 
resistance. Action with ideas is resistance at its most effective. Inaction and 
cluelessness are its vacuum.
 Resistance can be bold and loud or subtle and subliminal. Simple 
answers can be prohibited by the force of the resisted. It requires creativity, 
inventiveness and finesse. Exceptional works of art are often created in 
opposition to oppression. They are the means of raising awareness and 
promulgating new ideas.
 Goya’s paintings addressing the Inquisition; Picasso’s meditation on the 
Spanish Civil War; the literature of Thomas Mann and Erich Kästner in Nazi 
Germany; Bob Dylan’s protest oeuvre; satirists and comedians versus 
Donald Trump; anti-Brexit meme-ography on social networks. Resistance 
can be an art form or an art forum. 
 This year the studio, with its diverse and international networks, 
develops creative responses in the realm of the arts for today’s manifold 
challenges and environments.
 Who resists? Who are the resisted? Can they resist us?
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Programme Staff
Theo Lorenz is a registered architect in England 
and Germany, as well as a painter and media 
artist. His interest lies within the relation of digital 
and physical space and the associations 
between subjects and objects. He has directed 
the AA Interprofessional Studio since 2008.

Tanja Siems is an urban designer, infrastructural 
planner and director of the interdisciplinary 
practice T2 spatialwork. The office tackles social, 
political, economic and environmental problems 
as fuel to the design process and collaboration. 
She co-founded and co-leads the AAIS 
programme and is a professor of urban design at 
the Bergische University, Germany.

Andrew Dean has sold over 20 million records as 
the songwriter and producer A n R’d. He started 
life as a world renowned DJ and later discovered 
Joss Stone, Bush and Lily Allen. He is the 
recipient of numerous awards, including Brits, 
Grammys and Ivor Novellos.

David McAlmont is a singer with 20 years 
experience as a recording artist, lyric consultant, 
teacher and workshop facilitator as well as an art 
historian. 

Heiko Kalmbach is a filmmaker, theatre director 
and video artist based in Berlin. His award-
winning shorts have screened internationally. He 
is co-founder of the Berlin-based production 
company Spoonfilm and the performance group 
Naturaleza Humana.

Joel Newman has taught video at the AA since 
1998. He has exhibited video works at various 
galleries and events including the AA, the 
Architecture Foundation, Gasworks Gallery, ICA, 
Pandaemonium Biennial of Moving Images, 
Whitechapel Art Gallery and São Paulo Biennale 
of Alternative Art and Music.

Malgorzata Pzierzon is a London-based dancer, 
choreographer and producer. She has danced 
with Rambert, Gothenburg Ballet, Singapore 
Dance Theatre, Peter Schaufuss Ballet and the 
Royal Danish Ballet. As a choreographer she has 
been commissioned to create work for Kettle’s 
Yard, the Serpentine Gallery and Rambert.

Maurcio Pauly is co-artistic director of 
Distractfold and a founding member of the 
áltaVoz. He also teaches at the Royal Northern 
College of Music in Manchester. After studying in 
San José and in Boston, Miami and The Hague, he 
obtained a PhD from the University of 
Manchester’s NOVARS Research Centre in 2011.

Renaud Wiser has worked with renowned 
companies including the Geneva Ballet, the Ballet 
National de Marseille, Gothenburg Ballet, 
Rambert and Bonachela Dance Company. In 2013 
he launched Renaud Wiser Dance Company. He 
is co-founder of the New Movement Collective.

Steve Webb is a co-founder of Webb Yates 
Engineers. He has been involved with many 
exciting projects including the arch at Wembley 
Stadium and Calatrava’s Turning Torso tower in 
Malmo.
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The MPhil in Architecture and Urban Design (Projective Cities) is an 
interdisciplinary research and design programme that examines multi-scalar 
questions arising at the intersection of architecture, urban design and 
planning. The programme is dedicated to a systematic analysis of, design 
experimentation for, theoretical speculation on, and critical writing about  
the contemporary city. Student projects combine new design research and 
traditional forms of research while challenging existing disciplinary 
boundaries and contributing to emerging spatial design practice and 
knowledge. The programme recognises hereby the need for a new  
practice-led research training, as architectural and urban design practice 
 is increasingly research-led, demanding from graduates a new 
multidisciplinary knowledge. Projective Cities has been highly successful  
in preparing its graduates for diverse careers in academia and practice,  
with graduate destinations including PhD programmes, academic or research 
careers and joining leading design offices.
 Projective Cities prepares candidates for independent research through 
a framework of rigorous design and research methodologies. The first year  
of the programme is taught, introducing students to research methods, 
academic writing, architectural and urban histories and theories, advanced 
analytical techniques and computational design in preparation for a 
substantial dissertation project. At the end of the first year, students submit 
a research proposal. This is developed in the second year, leading to  
an integrated design and written dissertation. 
 Projective Cities seeks candidates with a desire to develop substantial 
and original research. It seeks exceptional thinkers, gifted designers and 
critical writers with an interest in the future of our cities.

projectivecities.aaschool.ac.uk

Projective Cities
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MPhil
20 months (five terms,  
including thesis work)

Director
Sam Jacoby

Staff
Platon Issaias 
Maria Shéhérazade Giudici
Mark Campbell

Sam Jacoby is a chartered architect with an 
AA Diploma and a PhD from the Technische 
Universität Berlin. He has worked in the UK, 
Germany, the US and Malaysia and has 
taught since 2002 at the AA (co-founding 
Projective Cities in 2009), as well as at  
the University of Nottingham, the Bartlett, 
Staatliche Akademie der Bildenden Künste 
Stuttgart and the RCA. 



Maria Shéhérazade Giudici is a Unit Master of 
Diploma 14 at the AA, founder of the publishing 
and educational platform Black Square and the 
coordinator of the history and theory course at 
the School of Architecture of  
the RCA. 

Mark Campbell directs the MPhil in Media 
Practices at the AA. He has taught at the Cooper 
Union, Princeton and Auckland University and is 
the author of Paradise Lost (AA Publications).

Platon Issaias is an architect, researcher and 
teacher. He studied architecture in Thessaloniki, 
Greece, and holds an MSc from Columbia 
University and a PhD from TU Delft. He is currently 
a visiting lecturer at the RCA and has taught at 
the Berlage Institute and in the MArch Urban 
Design programme at the Bartlett.
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In an era defined by the instant transmission of information, the MPhil in 
Media Practices questions how various media can inform a reading of 
architecture, a discipline characterised by the laborious speed at which it is 
often produced. The programme encourages engagement in architectural 
discussions through a range of means, opening up a series of potential 
career paths including further academic study. The course stems from the 
argument that the conventional techniques of making and understanding 
architecture – drawing, modelling, talking and writing – now require 
augmenting in the contemporary world. The programme therefore aims to 
reconsider how alternative practices might elicit an expanded investigation 
of contemporary architecture. Historical and traditional modes of representing 
architecture will be studied before students undertake investigations into 
alternative and expanded practices such as film- and sound-based work, 
documentary and nonconventional publications. This preparation leads  
to the production of a thesis that draws on media practices as a means of 
investigating architectural issues.
 The course is directed towards students with a degree in architecture 
and an interest in developing a critical consideration of their subject. It helps 
students develop both the intellectual framework and skills-based knowledge 
necessary to employ novel and unconventional practices as they hone a 
fuller understanding of the possibilities within the discipline. The first year 
provides the basis for each student’s final research project – seminars, 
workshops and research modules explore topics such as investigative 
methodologies, project development, contemporary discourses, 
documentation, archiving, publishing and radical architectural media 
practices. In the second year students develop a self-initiated thesis that 
conceptualises and realises their work at an advanced graduate level.  
In addition to a written explanatory component, the thesis can take a number 
of forms – such as an extended photo-essay, cine-essay, film- or sound-
based work, or non-traditional publication materials – allowing the author to 
test and deepen arguments through practice.
 The programme draws on the diverse and intellectually rich resources  
of the AA, along with invited consultants and collaborators, including writers, 
journalists, critics, publishers, sound and media artists, filmmakers and 
others. In addition, the course develops associations with cultural institutions 
in London and beyond. 

mediapractices.aaschool.ac.uk

Media Practices
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Taught MPhil  
(20 months)

Director
Mark Campbell

Staff
Pier Vittorio Aureli, Yoni Bentovim, Polly 
Braden, Mark Cousins, Reuben de Lautour, 
Eva Stenram 



Mark Campbell directs the MPhil in Media 
Practices at the AA School. He completed his 
PhD and MA as a Fulbright Scholar at Princeton 
University. Currently a visiting professor of 
architecture at Southeast University, Nanjing,  
he has taught at the Cooper Union, Princeton and 
Auckland University. Previously managing editor 
of Grey Room and the Cooper Union Archive,  
he is most recently the author of Paradise Lost 
(AA Publications).

Pier Vittorio Aureli is an architect and educator. 
His research and projects focus on the relationship 
between architectural form, political theory  
and urban history. He is co-founder of Dogma,  
an architectural studio focused on the project of 
the city.

Yoni Bentovim is a documentary filmmaker and  
a graduate of the London Film School. He has 
directed a number of films and has collaborated 
on projects with figures such as Abbas 
Kiarostami, Ashvin Kumar and Etgar Keret.

Polly Braden is a documentary photographer who 
explores the relationship between everyday life, 
work, leisure and economics. She works on 

long-term, self-initiated projects and commissions 
for international publications. 

Mark Cousins directs History and Theory Studies 
at the AA School. He was educated at Oxford and 
the Warburg Institute. Previously visiting professor 
at Columbia University, he is now guest professor 
at Southeast University in Nanjing, China.  

Reuben de Lautour is a composer, sound artist 
and musician. He composes and teaches at 
Istanbul Technical University’s Centre for 
Advanced Studies in Music, where he founded 
the programme in sonic arts.

Eva Stenram identifies as a photographic 
archaeologist. Her work has been widely 
exhibited and published.

Laura Tunbridge is associate professor of music 
at St Catherine’s College, Oxford. Editor of the 
Journal of the Royal Musical Association, she is 
also completing a book on early recordings, radio 
and sound film.
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Doctoral studies at the AA combine advanced research with a broader 
educational agenda, preparing graduates for practice in global academic 
and professional environments. Current PhD research encompasses 
architectural theory and history, architectural urbanism, advanced 
architectural design, the city, emergent technologies and sustainable 
environmental design in architecture. Architectural history and theory 
research is directed by Mark Cousins and Marina Lathouri. Research 
addressing urban and housing issues, policy, strategic thinking and spatial 
design is supported by Lawrence Barth, Jorge Fiori and Hugo Hinsley. 
Research in emergent technologies in architectural design, including active 
material systems and urban metabolic design, is directed by Michael 
Weinstock and George Jeronimidis. Research on sustainable environmental 
design in architecture is directed by Simos Yannas and Paula Cadima. 
‘City-Architecture’, a collective design research agenda, is directed by Pier 
Vittorio Aureli and Maria Giudici. PhD candidates in any of these areas may 
follow either the traditional route of the written dissertation or combine 
writing with design research for the studio-based PhD in architectural design. 
 PhD studies at the AA are full-time for their entire duration. This starts 
with a preparatory period during which candidates attend selected courses 
and seminars while developing their research proposals. Approval of 
proposals initiates the formal period of PhD study, which has a maximum 
duration of four years. Typically, some 30 doctoral candidates are enrolled  
in the programme in any particular year, each guided by two supervisors,  
one of whom is designated Director of Studies. 
 Applications are welcome from graduates in architecture and related 
disciplines. Applicants should hold a Masters degree or equivalent in the 
areas of their proposed research project. Enquiries should be addressed to 
the AA Admissions Office or the Chair of the PhD Committee. Applicants 
should be prepared to make arrangements for an in-person interview at the 
AA. Details of current research topics and bios of PhD candidates and 
supervisors can be viewed online at phd.aachool.ac.uk. Tuition fee bursaries 
are available for highly qualified applicants. Opportunities for teaching may 
be available to eligible PhD candidates following registration of their research 
proposals. During their studies, PhD students are expected to produce  
work worthy of publication and presentation in conferences and other events. 
Travel bursaries are available to registered PhD students presenting work  
at external events. Visiting doctoral and post-doctoral scholars from other 
institutions may apply to join the AA PhD programme for period of study 
following the application procedure described in this prospectus and online. 
The maximum period of study as a visiting scholar is one academic year,  
for which the AA School’s tuition fees may apply pro-rata.

phd.aaschool.ac.uk 
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PhD Programme
Director 
Simos Yannas  

Supervisors 
Pier Vittorio Aureli, Lawrence Barth, Doreen 
Bernath, Paula Cadima, Mark Campbell,  

Mark Cousins, Jorge Fiori, Fabrizio Gallanti,  
Maria Giudici, Hugo Hinsley, Sam Jacoby,  
George Jeronimidis, Adrian Lahoud, Marina 
Lathouri, Joan Ockman, Nina Power, Douglas 
Spencer, Anthony Vidler, Michael Weinstock, 
Thanos Zartaloudis
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Please note: This booklet provides a summary of 
the application procedure and entry requirements 
for 2018/19. For full details, please carefully read 
the AA website.  

Graduate

Institution/School Validation 
The AA has been reviewed annually by the QAA 
since 2012 in order to maintain Tier 4 Sponsor 
status with the Home Office / UK Visas and 
Immigration (UKVI). In its 2016 Higher Education 
Review (Alternative Providers) carried out by the 
QAA, the AA was found to meet UK expectations 
in all four assessment areas. The 2017 annual 
monitoring confirmed that the School has 
continued to make progress.

Degree Validation
The AA is an Approved Institution and Affiliated 
Research Centre of the Open University (OU), UK. 
All taught graduate courses at the AA are validated 
by the OU. The OU is the awarding body for 
research degrees at the AA.

Graduate School Open Days
Prospective students are encouraged to visit  
the AA. The School Open Day is an opportunity  
to meet current students and staff, tour the AA’s 
facilities, view presentations of student work and 
get advice on the application process. This event 
will be held on Friday 12 January 2018

All prospective graduate students interested in 
our MArch, MA, MSc, MFA, PhD and MPhil are 
welcome. Please see the AA website for full event 
details and to register your interest to attend. 
 We also invite applicants to attend the 
Architecture and Urbanism (DRL) Final Jury,  
which will take place on Friday 12 January 2018 
from 10am–6pm. 
 Individual or group visits for those interested in 
applying can also be arranged  
with advance notice. For further details please 
contact the Graduate Admissions Team on  
T + 44 (0) 20 7887 4007 / 4067 / 4094 or 
graduateadmissions@aaschool.ac.uk  

Application Procedure
The AA School is a private institution.  
Anyone interested in applying to the AA must: 
 • Complete the online application form
 • Pay the relevant application fee
 • Submit a portfolio of design work (all 
applicants with the exception of History and 
Critical Thinking and the PhD in Research) before 
the deadlines below to be considered for the 
2018/19 academic year. 

The application procedure is the same for all 
applicants, regardless of where you are applying 
form. Please note, if you are interested in gaining 
ARB/RIBA Part 2, please see the Undergraduate 
School booklet and review the details for the 
Diploma School.
 The Graduate School does not insist on an 
interview as a condition of entry. However, 
applicants are strongly encouraged to visit the AA 
for an interview with the programme’s academic 
staff before applying. Appointments can be  
made through the Graduate Admissions Team.
 Upon signing the application form applicants 
certify that the work submitted is entirely their 
own. Plagiarism is unacceptable in the academic 
setting. Students are subject to penalties 
including dismissal from the course if they 
commit an act of plagiarism. 

Application Deadlines
Optional Early Offers close: 
Friday 24 November 2017*
Early (Winter) applications close: 
Friday 26 January 2018*
Late (Spring) applications close: 
Friday 9 March 2018
Both your online application and your portfolio  
(if applicable) must arrive by the dates listed 
above. Applications made after this date may be 
accepted at the discretion of the school, space 
permitting. Application fees are as listed on the 
AA website.
* If you wish to be eligible for a bursary, please 
carefully read the section below regarding 
deadlines. 

How to Apply and  
Entry Requirements
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Graduate Bursaries
The AA is committed to giving as many talented 
students as possible the opportunity to study. 
Approximately one in four AA students receives 
financial assistance through our Scholarship, 
Bursary and Assistantship programme.
 The AA offers bursaries for new graduate 
applicants who demonstrate exceptional promise 
and financial need. Applicants are eligible to 
apply for a bursary regardless of age, nationality 
or background. Bursary awards range from one  
to one-and-a-half terms, covering a proportion of 
student fees for the year. 
 In order to be eligible to apply for a bursary, 
applicants must submit their application and 
portfolio (if applicable) no later than 26 January 
2018, stating their interest in an AA bursary in  
the ‘Finances and Funding’ section. In order to  
be eligible for a bursary applicants who require  
an English language examination must also have 
booked and passed one of the approved English 
language examinations listed on the AA website 
by 26 January 2018. The bursary application 
procedure will be explained once applicants 
receive an official offer.  

Graduate Programmes Entry Requirements

Minimum Academic Requirements:
MArch in Architecture & Urbanism 
(Design Research Laboratory) (16 months)
Five-year professional architectural degree 
(BArch/Diploma equivalent) 
MSc Emergent Technologies & Design (12 months) 
Professional degree or diploma in architecture, 
engineering, industrial/product design or other 
relevant discipline
MArch Emergent Technologies & Design  
(16 months) 
Five-year professional architectural degree or 
diploma in architecture, engineering, industrial/
product design or other relevant discipline 
(BArch/Diploma equivalent)
MA History & Critical Thinking (12 months)
Second Class Honours or above degree in 
architecture or a related discipline from a British 
university, or an overseas qualification of 
equivalent standard (from a course lasting no 
less than three years in a university or educational 
institution of university rank)
MA Housing & Urbanism (12 months) 
Second Class Honours or above degree in 
architecture or a related discipline from a British 
university, or an overseas qualification of 
equivalent standard (from a course lasting no 

less than three years in a university or educational 
institution of university rank) 
MArch Housing & Urbanism (16 months) 
Five-year professional degree in architecture or  
a related discipline (BArch/ Diploma equivalent)
MSc Landscape Urbanism (12 months) 
Professional degree or diploma in architecture, 
landscape architecture, urbanism, urban 
planning, geography or other relevant discipline
MArch Landscape Urbanism (16 months)
Five-year professional degree or diploma in 
architecture, landscape architecture, urbanism  
or other relevant discipline (BArch/Diploma 
equivalent)
MSc Sustainable Environmental Design (12 months) 
Professional degree or diploma in architecture, 
engineering or other relevant discipline
MArch Sustainable Environmental Design  
(16 months)
Five-year professional architectural degree 
(BArch/Diploma equivalent)  
MA/MFA Spatial Performance & Design  
(MA 12 months, MFA 18 months)
Second Class Honours or above degree in 
architecture or a related discipline from a British 
University or an overseas qualification of 
equivalent standard (from a course lasting no 
less than three years)
MSc Design & Make (12 months) 
Professional degree or diploma in architecture, 
engineering or other relevant discipline
MArch Design & Make (16 months) 
Five-year professional architectural degree 
(BArch/Diploma equivalent) 
MPhil in Media Practices (20 months) 
Open to candidates with a four- or five-year 
degree in architecture or related discipline 
(BArch/Diploma equivalent)
Taught MPhil in Architecture and Urban Design 
(Projective Cities) (20 months) 
Open to candidates with a four- or five-year 
degree in architecture (BArch/Diploma 
equivalent)
MPhil or PhD Candidates 
Applications are welcome from graduates in 
architecture and related disciplines. Applicants 
are expected to hold a Master’s degree (MA  
or MSc) or equivalent postgraduate qualification 
in the area of their proposed PhD research. 
Applicants for the PhD in Architectural Design  
are expected to submit a design portfolio.
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References
Applicants must submit two references with the 
online application form: one related to work 
experience, the other academic. If the applicant 
has no work experience, then two academic 
references are required. References must be on 
headed paper and signed. No application will  
be considered before two references have 
 been received.

Portfolio Requirements
With the exception of History and Critical Thinking 
and PhD Research, all applicants are required  
to submit a portfolio of design work (no larger 
than A4 format) showing a combination of both 
academic and professional work (if applicable).

English Language Requirements 
All applicants must be able to provide evidence 
of competency in both spoken and written English. 
The AA reserves the right to make a place in the 
school conditional on gaining a further English 
language qualification if deemed necessary.
To meet both the AA and the Home Office/UKVI 
English language requirements you will need to 
have one of the acceptable language qualifications 
listed below, unless you are from one of the 
following groups: 
 • You are a national of a ‘majority English-
speaking’ country as defined in the UKVI Tier 4 
policy guidance; 
 • You have successfully obtained an 
academic qualification (not a professional or 
vocational qualification) from an educational 
establishment in the UK, which meets the 
recognised standard of a Bachelor’s degree or 
above; or 
 • You have successfully completed an 
academic qualification equivalent to a UK 
Bachelor’s degree or above, which was taught in 
a majority English-speaking country as defined in 
the Tier 4 policy guidance. 

Please note: In order to assess the equivalency  
of an overseas qualification, you must provide 
official documentation produced by UK NARIC 
which confirms your international academic 
qualification is comparable to a UK Bachelor’s  
or Master’s degree. For full details please see  
the Graduate application page of the AA School 
website. 

If your place is conditional on providing English 
language qualification the following qualifications 
satisfy both the requirements of the Home Office/
UKVI and the entry requirements of the AA: 
 • International applicants: IELTS for UKVI 
(Academic): 6.5 overall with at least 6.0 in each 
category – two-year validity period: must be 
within the two years at time of visa application. 
Please check Appendix O and the Approved 
secure English language tests and test centres 
issued by the UKVI to ensure you book a test with 
an approved SELT provider. 
 • EU applicants: IELTS (Academic) 6.5 overall 
with at least 6.0 in each category – two-year 
validity period: must be within the two years at 
time of application to the AA.  
 • Trinity College SELT Test (ISE II (B2) or ISE III 
(C1)) with a minimum pass in each category – 
two-year validity period: must be within the two 
years at time of application to the AA. Please 
check Appendix O and the Approved secure 
English language tests and test centres issued by 
the UKVI to ensure you book a test with an 
approved SELT provider. 

Please note the English language qualification 
requirements are subject to frequent change in 
line with Home Office/UKVI regulations. Please 
check the AA website for up-to-date English 
language requirements prior to submitting your 
application for the 2018–19 academic year. 

Applicants are required to meet the scores in 
each category and overall – we cannot accept 
lower scores. In addition, the certificate must 
show that the required scores have been 
achieved during a single sitting of the 
examination.
 Please be aware that in order to be eligible to 
apply for a bursary, applicants who require an 
English language examination must have booked 
and passed one of the approved examinations 
listed above by Friday 26 January 2018. All other 
applicants must submit their English language 
examination results by Friday 25 May 2018, prior 
to entry in Term 1. It is the student’s responsibility 
to remain aware of all English language changes, 
which can be accessed on the Home Office/UKVI 
website www.gov.uk/government/publications/
guidance-on-applying-for-uk-visa-approved-
english-language-tests 
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Assessment and Offers 
Applications are initially assessed to ensure that 
they meet the academic entry requirements. 
Applications that meet these requirements will be 
assessed by the Programme Director and  
a second academic member of staff who will 
carefully consider the personal statement, 
reference and portfolio, in addition to reviewing 
academic grades.
 Successful applicants will receive a 
conditional offer letter from the AA and must 
send certified true copies of their documents via 
courier or post to the AA for verification 
(photocopies will not be accepted). Applicants 
applying for a visa must keep original documents 
for the visa application. 
 We will not return these documents to you and 
you are therefore advised to arrange additional 
copies should you require them for further use. 
Once all the conditions have been met applicants 
will receive an unconditional offer letter.

Accepting Your Place
In order to secure a place at the AA the graduate 
admissions team must receive a signed 
admission form and a one-term non-refundable/
non-transferable/non-deferrable deposit. 
Applicants holding an unconditional offer must 
pay their deposit and return a signed admissions 
form by the dates outlined on the offer letter/
admissions form. Applicants holding a 
conditional offer should contact the appropriate 
admissions coordinator prior to paying the 
deposit. The AA School takes no responsibility for 
applicants who pay their deposit prior to 
obtaining an unconditional offer.
 Upon securing your place a Confirmation of 
Acceptance of Studies (CAS) can be issued for 
students who require a Tier 4 (General) Student 
Visa to study in the UK. This confirmation, 
together with other documentation, can be used 
by overseas students to apply for a visa. Please 
refer to the Home Office/UKVI website for further 
information www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/uk-visas-and-immigration 

Fees
Fees for 2017/18* academic year:
MA/MSc: £24,927
MFA (18 months): £33,866
MArch (16 months): £34,608
MPhil/PhD Research Degrees (per year): £24,927
MPhil in Architecture and Urban Design or Media 
Practices (full fee): £41,545

All graduate students are required to pay an 
additional £95 AA Membership and Student 
Forum fee per year. This amount will be added to 
the Term 1 tuition fees. Fees are payable in 
advance or on an annual or termly basis. A three 
per cent discount* is applied if a full year’s fees 
are paid by 13 July 2018.
 Before the registration process can be 
undertaken during Introduction Week, applicants 
must have paid Term 1 (September to December) 
tuition fee inclusive of AA Membership and 
Student Forum membership fee, in addition to the 
deposit already paid.
*Fees and discounts are subject to annual review.

Financial Assistance
The AA is committed to giving as many talented 
students as possible the opportunity to study. 
Approximately one in four AA students receives 
financial assistance through our Scholarship, 
Bursary and Assistantship programme.

Bursaries for New Graduate Applicants 
New students applying for the Graduate School 
are eligible to apply for a bursary. Please see page 
D11 for full details.

AA Assistantships for all Students
A number of assistantships are offered to eligible 
full-time registered students who are 
experiencing financial hardship. Students are 
able to work up to ten hours per week, providing 
assistance with certain administrative, 
exhibitions or maintenance functions. New 
eligible students wishing to apply will be told the 
procedure when they register at the beginning of 
the academic year. 

AA Scholarships 
Graduate applicants are not eligible to apply for 
scholarships as these are offered at 
undergraduate level only. 
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Grants/Student Loans
In 2017 the AA achieved specific course 
designation for postgraduate Master’s degree 
courses. Home/EU/EEA graduate students 
joining our MA, MSc, MArch, MFA and taught 
MPhil courses are able to apply to the Student 
Finance England (Student Loan Company) for 
loan funding of up to £10,000. For full details 
please see www.gov.uk/postgraduate-loan and 
the AA website www.aaschool.ac.uk/apply/
financial_aid/overview.php   
This information is subject to current government 
legislation.

Accommodation
The AA does not have halls of residence. 
However, we enlist the services of the University 
of London Housing Services (ULHS), who run  
a private housing service for many students in 
London. 
 The ULHS can offer advice to students on how 
to find accommodation, which areas to consider, 
what the options are, pricing and more. They have 
an online database of accommodation offers 
from registered landlords and letting agents 
which operates throughout the year. These offers 
include flats and houses for groups as well as 
rooms in shared flats and houses. The ULHS 
works with a number of other providers of 
accommodation including short-term providers 
and private student halls of residence. 
 The ULHS also offers housing advice including 
a contract-checking service which allows 
students to have their contracts for private 
accommodation checked before they sign. Legal 
advice can also be provided should students 
who encounter difficulties with their private 
accommodation. For further information please 
visit www.housing.london.ac.uk

Contact
More detailed Admissions information can be 
found on the AA website www.aaschool.ac.uk
  
Should you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to contact the Graduate Admissions 
Team on +44 (0)20 7887 4007 / 4067 / 4094 or 
graduateadmissions@aaschool.ac.uk
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Apply today to be a part of the UK’s oldest independent 
school of architecture.

See the AA for yourself by attending an Open Day or 
contact the Admissions Office. For information about the 
interview process, applying for a bursary and to make 
your application to one of the world’s most prestigious 
schools of architecture see page C 55.

Graduate School Open Day
Friday 12 January 2018

Please see the AA website for full event details and to 
register your interest in attending the Open Days.

Application Deadlines
Optional Early Offers close:
Friday 24 November 2017*
Early (Winter) applications close:
Friday 26 January 2018*
Late (Spring) applications close:
Friday 9 March 2018

* Applicants wishing to be considered for  
a bursary must submit by this date.

www.aaschool.ac.uk/graduate
graduateadmissions@aaschool.ac.uk
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The AA Visiting School is home to all of the AA’s part-time 
studies and offers a worldwide architecture network  
that encompasses a myriad of forms and agendas. Now 
more diverse and expansive than ever, it includes the AA 
Semester Programme, Little Architect (teaching London’s 
primary schoolchildren about architecture and the urban 
environment), as well as the AA Summer School and 
Summer DLAB among other UK-based short courses.  
It is also home to six global research & development 
projects and 52 workshops (ranging in length from one to 
four weeks) in 31 different countries. Courses are open  
to students enrolled at schools throughout the world, 
currently enrolled AA students, recent graduates, 
architects and other creative individuals who wish to 
further their knowledge, practice and skills in architecture.

Like the AA’s famed unit system, the Visiting School 
workshops are built around agenda-driven project briefs, 
pursued and shaped by students working intensively in 
small groups with AA tutors. In this, we take our inspiration 
from Cedric Price and his Polyark project, which radically 
reimagined education by promoting flexible, mobile  
and temporary ways of learning. While in the early 1970s 
this involved a few dozen students converting an old 
double-decker bus and taking it on a tour of Britain, today 
these dialogues are sparked between students and 
communities not only in the UK but around the world – 
proving that the more we move, the more we engage and 
the more we challenge our perceptions of culture a 
nd architecture, the better and more connected we are.
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Visiting School Course Offerings

A central feature of each AA Visiting School course is that experimental,  
new and provocative forms of architecture are best learned by doing – by 
embedding a diverse group of creative students and tutors in settings so 
that intensive exploration, discovery and work can be brought to bear on one 
highly refined, closely defined project, problem or possibility. In this way,  
the Visiting School provides students, professionals and other creative 
individuals with an opportunity to gain experience and knowledge of the  
AA School’s core beliefs, including its unique and influential ways of teaching 
and working. In doing so the Visiting School promotes, tests and challenges 
global and international interests in architectural learning and exchange.

Semester Programme
The Semester Programme is run and taught by three exceptional AA 
graduates – Naiara Vegara, Marie-Isabel de Monseignat Lavrov and Katya 
Larina. Each Autumn and Spring undergraduate and graduate students from 
around the world have the opportunity to study in a dedicated unit alongside 
AA students in the full-time AA Undergraduate School. In preparation for 
2017–18, the Semester Programme team launched a new website with a vast 
archive of previous work, as well as an updated programme pamphlet  
with detailed information on the programme’s theme in each season and 
additional information on course offerings and applying.

Research & Development Projects
For the first time, we’ve allocated a dedicated section to programmes in the 
Visiting School that are of longer duration and generally broader in scope, 
with more component parts, than one of our global workshops. There are six 
programmes currently included, and these are typically supported by 
external research funding/sponsorship/donations to support their work in 
these emerging areas.

UK & Global Workshops
The Visiting School’s global workshops, led by some of the most prominent 
established and emerging architects and creative professionals, take 
participants on unimaginable journeys that typically relate closely to the 
geographic and socio-cultural conditions of their particular settings.  
This provides a rare opportunity for participants (students and professionals) 
from near and far to engage with local forms of expertise, providing the  
kind of unique, globalised learning experience only possible when a diverse 
international group is brought together. Programmes include the AA Summer 
School, Summer DLAB and other short courses organised at the main  
AA School in Bedford Square or at its rural campus in Hooke Park; and over 
50 one- to four-week intensive global workshops held around the world.
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For More Information
From the UK and Continental Europe, to the Middle East, Asia, Australia  
and the Americas, the coming year offers a range of new and unexpected 
learning opportunities. Please visit the AA Visiting School website for 
information on each programme, including details of how to apply, fees, 
entrance and visa requirements: www.aaschool.ac.uk/visiting. For a rich 
trawl through the culture and annual output of each programme look them 
up on Facebook and Instagram, where they are almost all featured,  
as well as on Snapchat, where a few have begun to migrate.

Alternatively, to obtain further information or to register for any of  
the programmes listed in this Prospectus, please contact the  
Visiting School team:

T +44 (0)20 7887 4014
F +44 (0)20 7414 0782
visitingschool@aaschool.ac.uk

AA School of Architecture
36 Bedford Square
London WC1B 3ES
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London Autumn Semester Programme
Dates: 4 September – 15 December 2017
Location: London & Almeria, Seaport

The Semester Programme is a full-time studio-based course open to 
undergraduate and graduate students from around the world. Held over  
15 weeks, the programme is integrated into the AA’s undergraduate  
History & Theory seminars and Media Studies courses, and is designed to 
allow transferable study credits. On finishing the course students will  
receive a Certificate of Completion from the AA School.
 The Autumn Semester 2017 will focus on how to integrate obsolete 
infrastructure into the city. As technology evolves, the ways we work and live 
change. Cities, as a result, need to adapt their urban qualities to perform 
differently. The design studio will travel to the Spanish port city of Almeria to 
explore the logistical and commercial potential of the waterfront. Through 
group work students will look at the existing conditions of the site and its 
relation to the city. Here the city will be understood as layers of information 
that reveal drawing and mapping qualities and feed into the students’ own 
design narratives. By analysing both tangible and intangible conditions,  
each student will develop their own brief to target specific design challenges 
of re-introducing old infrastructure into changing urban areas.
 Design proposals will be multi-scalar in scope, responding to a larger 
narrative relating to the aesthetic, programmatic and socio-economic 
capacities of the city and its infrastructure. Students will be invited to 
explore their own aesthetic style as their projects progress, and the ongoing 
dialogue between two- and three-dimensional representation will reveal 
unpredictable qualities to inspire their design narratives.

Semester Programme

Semester Programme

Programme Director
Naiara Vegara

Course Master
Marie-Isabel de Monseignat-Lavrov

Course Tutor
Katya Larina
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London Spring Semester Programme
Dates: 8 January – 18 May 2018
Location: London & Morelia, Pink Quarry

The Spring Semester 2018 studio will start by looking at the historic centre  
of the Mexican city of Morelia, a fascinating and harmonious unity of 
architectural buildings of pink stone. This rose-tinged spirit proliferates in a 
chequerboard street layout that opens up to give space to plazas and views 
towards the surrounding hills. The studio will look beyond the core to explore 
something more pedestrian: the walking distance between adjacencies.  
We will question how to transition from one area to the next to explore the 
future character that complements the cultural heart of this city.
 Through group work students will record and map the existing conditions 
of the area as an accumulation of layers of information that represent 
tangible and intangible qualities – ie, infrastructure and flow, activity and time, 
verticality and pattern. The exploration of these topics will inspire individual 
strategies for ambitious proposals on the future of Morelia.
 Designs will be multi-scalar in scope, enabling architectural propositions 
to respond to a larger narrative relating to the aesthetic, programmatic  
and socio-economic capacities of the city and its infrastructure. Students 
are invited to explore their own aesthetic style as their projects progress, 
and the ongoing dialogue between two- and three-dimensional representation 
will reveal unpredictable qualities to inspire their design narratives.
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Bodega
Barcelona, Summer 2018
Programme Heads: Edouard Cabay, Carles Sala, Relja Ferusic
Climate change, the modernisation of production and the dependency of the 
urban context on agricultural zones – these are just some of the factors  
that are transforming the industry and science of winemaking, or enology, 
today. Viticulture and enology encompass an incredibly wide range of topics 
– from geology, chemistry, biology and physics to ideas of the landscape, 
architectural and infrastructural questions, and social, economic and 
political contexts. Our response to this complexity is a strategy of fragmented 
pieces of research that address such topics in a non-linear fashion. Firstly, 
Space 8 is a three-year building project initiated in 2017. Taking place in a 
winery in the Catalan region of the Penedès, it emphasises the experience of 
drinking: while wine is made in seven steps (vineyard, harvesting, fermentation, 
ageing in barrel, coupage, ageing in bottle and logistics), the eighth step in 
enology is that of taste. Over a number of on-site workshops, we will 
construct a space for the senses. In addition to these workshops, Vertical 
Winery, located in the natural park of Collserola near Barcelona, will attempt 
to achieve a minimal footprint in all aspects of winemaking, from the 
hydroponic growth of the fruit, to the local ageing of the wine. 

Animalesque Berlin 
Berlin, June 2018
Programme Heads: Jorge Godoy Roman and Ana Zatezalo Schenk
Tutors: Stefan Kreitmayer and Veronika Pražanová
The Animalesque project will rethink current forms of interaction with the 
animal kingdom and emerging critical relations with contemporary urban 
environments. Engaging a transdisciplinary vision based on zoological 
sciences, natural history and sensorial technologies, we will explore innovative 
forms of design-research into animal sensory perception and its intrinsic 
potential to inform new models of coexistence between animals and human 
beings. Initial research will take place in the urban and natural spaces of 
Berlin. One third of the city’s surface consists of forests, parks, gardens, lakes, 
rivers and waterways, with countless pockets of green space and abandoned 
buildings, all of which make it home to hundreds of animal species. As a 
complex urban living space, Berlin offers the opportunity to envision new 
approaches to physical and spatial relations with nature and animals. In order 
to understand how human beings and animals co-exist, we will investigate 
the collective behaviours of a range of animals, from insects to mammals, 
their patterns of displacement and territorial domains. The first phase of the 
programme reconsiders the role of design and how architecture in a city can 
contribute to the creation of an urban ‘Animalesque Utopia’.
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Nanotourist Strategies for Honolulu
Honolulu, Summer 2018
Programme Head: Aljoša Dekleva
Programme/Honolulu Course Assistant: Jakob Travnik 
Honolulu Course Heads: Aljoša Dekleva, Karla Sierralta, Brian Strawn
Today mass tourism largely defines the way we travel. While visiting new parts 
of the world is now easier and cheaper than ever, mass tourism has also 
homogenised once diverse territories and cities, contributing to a superficial 
understanding of their specific conditions and contexts. ‘Nanotourism’ offers 
a creative critique to the current environmental, social and economic 
downsides of mainstream tourism. Operating as a participatory, locally 
oriented, bottom-up alternative, our workshops propose site-specific 
projects – either actions or built structures – that operate as temporary or 
permanent interventions in their respective communities, stimulating 
interaction between provider and user through the co-creation or exchange 
of knowledge. 
 This year focuses on the research and development of nanotourism 
strategies in Honolulu, Hawaii, a context defined by a mix of indigenous and 
contemporary cultures, operating in an environment globally famous for  
its tourist industry. More than 9.1 million tourists are expected to visit Hawaii 
in 2017, with the total rising to just over 9.5 million by 2020. The intensive 
two-week, research-design-build programme will focus on Kaka‘ako,  
an emerging and vibrant 600-acre waterfront district in downtown Honolulu. 
Through hands-on collaboration with local institutions, we will develop 
strategies and projects that challenge the existing notion of tourism by 
creating hyper site-specific interventions at a 1:1 scale.
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Planetary City
Dates: TBC
Programme Head: Ricardo De Ostos
As the ‘urban’ sprawls to a planetary scale, with its digital interfaces and 
bright spotlights of city centres, we are interested in investigating its reverse 
– the new dark areas that are emerging. In these places, low-density rural 
areas are controlled by agricultural machinery, and indigenous reserves are 
displaced by no man’s land – the result of dam constructions and natural 
disasters. Planetary City researches this ongoing transformation, where  
the urban and the rural collide and the technology of old and new intersect.  
We look at culture as a dynamic and determining factor in the future 
development of those areas and propose projects that impact both physical 
and invisible conditions. We call these conditions the Future Forest. 
Planetary City speculates on Future Forests in relation to city-related 
transformations. We will start by setting our research field across southeast 
Asia. We aim to produce publications, unbuilt and built buildings, and to 
engage with communities, NGOs and private companies that are interested 
in dreaming new ways of living together.

Unknown Fields 
Nomadic Design Studio
Summer 2018
Programme Heads: Kate Davies, Liam Young 
Unknown Fields Division is a nomadic design research studio that ventures 
out on expeditions into the shadows cast by the contemporary city,  
to uncover the industrial ecologies and precarious wilderness its technology 
and culture set in motion. These distant landscapes – the iconic and the 
ignored, the excavated, irradiated and the pristine, are embedded in global 
systems that connect them in surprising and complicated ways to our 
everyday lives. Unknown Fields make books and films as we travel, chronicling 
the dispersed narratives that coalesce to form a contemporary city. Past 
journeys have traversed the Galapagos Islands, the Australian outback,  
the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone and the Lithium Fields of Bolivia, we have sailed 
the South China Seas onboard a mega container ship and visited US military 
black sites and the Burning Man Festival in our refurbished school bus.  
This summer’s destination and theme will be launched in the New Year at 
www.unknownfieldsdivision.com
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MARP Tel Aviv
Dates TBC
Programme Heads: Shany Barath, Gary Freedman  
Technological progress has always been a catalyst for innovation across 
multiple disciplines and scales – how can the new alliances being forged 
between fields of design and technology reinvent multifaceted cultures  
and expand the possibilities of interaction between people, objects, spaces 
and material? How can these emerging capabilities transform the next 
generation of computing interfaces for the physical world? This applied 
research programme focuses on interactive experiences at the convergence 
of design, technology and human action. It aims to radically merge the f 
ields of user experience (UX), computer science, biology, psychology and 
design through the research discipline of Human Computer Interaction (HCI). 
Applied Research Fields include: material robots (biology/chemistry  
and fabrication), spatial interfaces (immersive technology and creative IoT)  
and city + machine learning applications (Big Data, data mining, GIS). 
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Little Architect 
London, September 2017 – July 2018
Programme Head: Dolores Victoria Ruiz Garrido
Little Architect teaches primary school children in and outside London  
about architecture and the urban environment. Our in-school workshops  
are delivered in partnership with tutors and complement the UK’s national 
curriculum. The programme offers pupils the opportunity to think, debate 
and communicate about buildings and cities through drawing. We encourage 
children to create new, futuristic urban environments and to pay attention  
to the amazing world around them. More than 2,300 children from over  
26 different schools have taken part in our lessons. 

Maeda
Hooke Park, Dates TBC
Programme Head: Shin Egashira 
Building on a series of studies of the context and landscape of the forest,  
the Maeda workshop will complete the design and construction of the  
new gate at Hooke Park. We will re-contextualise the gate by setting out 
potential footpaths. Participants will also collaborate with local artists, 
makers, historians and others in planning future events in the woods.

MakeLAB
Hooke Park, April 2018
Programme Head: Jeroen van Ameijde   
MakeLAB is a five-day workshop that explores new modes of design 
conception through both computer-aided architectural design and fabrication 
experiments. Making full use of Hooke Park’s forestry and workshop 
resources, the programme offers a unique opportunity to explore innovative 
structures and methodologies at a 1:1 scale. This year the programme will 
revolve around the theme of ‘nomadic structures’, creating inhabitable 
architectural spaces that can be relocated at different sites and in different 
contexts. The workshop will culminate in a single collective project, assisted 
by specialist tutors from the AA. The programme is open to architectural 
students, teachers and professionals interested in collaborative discussion 
and hands-on exploration of experimental design/build processes.

UK & Global Workshops
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Kingcombe – New Vernaculars
Kingcombe, Dorset, 9–22 July 2018
Programme Head: Clementine Blakemore
This Visiting School explores how contemporary rural architecture might 
emerge through an engagement with the landscape, culture and people of 
West Dorset. Through a series of projects developed over a number of  
years in partnership with local clients, artists, craftspeople and ecologists 
the workshop will produce a collection of small buildings to test both 
innovative design ideas and methods of construction. At the core of each 
project lies an interest in locally sourced skills and materials, the 
accommodation of landscape and wildlife in architecture, community 
engagement and interdisciplinary practice. In 2018 we will work with 
Kingcombe Wildlife Centre on the second phase of a riverside boardwalk 
and outdoor classroom/events space that was started last year.

Robotic Fabrications – Chainsaw Choreographies/ 
Band-Saw Manoeuvres
Hooke Park, July–August 2018
Programme Head: Emmanuel Vercruysse
The aim of this workshop is to provide a hands-on introduction to the 
versatile world of robotics by prototyping complex and large-scale timber 
structures with digital tools. Merging timber construction with cutting-edge 
robotic fabrication and 3D scanning technologies, this approach enables 
traditional making techniques to be re-invented as innovative processes for 
architecture. In this sense conventional tools gain an augmented level  
of precision and control when wielded by the large robot, allowing users to 
perform operations with surgical precision. Through rigorous physical testing 
we will prototype design tactics which make use of the extraordinary 
accuracy and flexibility of multi-axis robotic machining. Robotic Fabrications 
aims to foster a critical approach towards design-through-making where 
making is central to the act of design.
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Summer Build 
Hooke Park, Summer 2018
Programme Head: Martin Self 
Summer Build is a four-week programme offering the opportunity to assist  
in the construction of experimental timber buildings at Hooke Park. Working 
alongside students of the Design + Make programme and the Hooke Park 
team, participants will be exposed to aspects of timber architecture from 
forestry operations to robotic fabrication. The programme is open to 
architecture, design and engineering students and young professionals,  
as well as those from other backgrounds, who seek hands-on timber 
fabrication experience in a rural environment. Participants are supervised 
and expected to work on fabrication and construction activities Monday–
Friday, 9am–5pm. Additional informal evening lectures and software tutorials 
will be offered by members of our teaching staff.
 

AA Summer DLAB
London, 23 July–10 August 2018
Programme Heads: Elif Erdine, Alexandros Kallegias
AA Summer DLAB investigates the correlations between form, material and 
structure through the rigorous implementation of computational methods  
for design, analysis and fabrication, coupled with analogue modes of physical 
experimentation and prototype making. Each cycle of the programme 
devises custom-made architectural processes through the creation of novel 
associations between conventional and contemporary design and 
fabrication techniques. The research culminates in the design and fabrication 
of a 1:1-scale prototype realised using robotic fabrication techniques,  
with the aim of integrating form-finding, material computation and  
structural performance.

Summer School
London, Monday 2 July – Friday 20 July 2018
Programme Head: Natasha Sandmeier
This full-time three-week course presents a challenging programme of 
design studios, field study, seminars and lectures. It offers participants  
a range of diverse design approaches, agendas and techniques,  
and represents a uniquely intensive and intimate environment that aims to 
expand formal and intellectual resources. Current students, recent 
graduates, architects, designers, career changers and other creative minds 
are all welcome. Based in London, each of the school’s units creatively  
uses the city’s surroundings as the focus of research and design. Tutors, 
lecturers and critics include past and present AA unit masters as well as 
professionals pooled from disciplines as diverse as graphics, art, fashion, 
industrial design, urbanism and film.  
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t-sa Forum
London, 28 August – 21 September 2018 
t-sa forum, an architectural workshop run by the London-based practice 
Takero Shimazaki Architects (t-sa), has bridged academia and practice since 
its inception in 2006. t-sa staff teach and run the workshop, initiating dialogues 
about history, research and future design together with the students.  
This year the workshop will continue to study historic English parks and towns. 
Participants will research, visit, photograph and draw sites and buildings  
by architects and landscape designers such as William Kent and Inigo Jones, 
defining the language of these works to design their own proposals for a 
historic site in England. Projects will be formatted and laid out as a dictionary 
of ideas, developing a contemporary language within historic sites. 

Alessi Airspace
Dates TBC
Programme Heads: Patrik Schumacher, Tom Kovac
The Alessi AirSpace project aims to redefine the notion of physical space by 
warping, pulling and pushing the boundaries of objects until they arrive 
 at and constitute both new and unfamiliar territories of design. Though these 
projects begin as architectural investigations of Alessi typology, they will  
be informed by the contemporary discourse on generative processes and 
manufacture of forms. Members of the review panel will include Alberto 
Alessi, Carlo Gasparini and Gloria Barcellini.
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Athens – Resonance
Athens, Summer 2018
Programme Head: Alexandros Kallegias 
Our world is enriched by the numerous interactive means that connect  
us digitally yet at the same time often estrange us from our surroundings.  
Our built environment continues to evolve into an interconnected 
hyperspace where architecture can be fluid, flexible and vivid, yet the aspect 
of materiality requires more attention. The Athens Visiting School aims  
to bring users closer to the built environment while revisiting habits of 
designing, building and experiencing space through materiality. 
Understanding materiality and form as a ‘unified whole’, the programme 
integrates manufacturing techniques through the experimental fabrication  
of prototypes at a 1:1 scale.

The Uncommon Walk, or The Architecture of the Distracted Perambulating
Budapest, September, 2018
Programme Heads: Doreen Bernath, Pei Yee Yong
One summer evening, Jack Kerouac was walking through New York and 
dreamt of all that was beyond a ‘white man’. Georges Perec roamed  
and exhausted a place in Paris by recording what happened when nothing 
happened. Stanley Brouwn’s participatory mapper, Iain Sinclair’s path  
orbiter, Peter Smithson’s wall gazer, Vito Acconci’s cinematic stalker – these 
uncommon walkers and walks have for centuries offered surprising, 
subversive and resonating analysis of urban lives. To ‘walk’ – to think a walk, 
to represent and to remember a walk, to talk about and to detail a walk –  
is to produce knowledge not only of the city, but also of the making of the 
city. From the physiognomy of moving bodies to the technology of navigation, 
psychogeography to nomadic identity, journey diaries to hand-held cameras, 
the city of Budapest will be explored and quarried through the medium of 
moving feet. In collaboration with prominent art and architectural institutions, 
all work will be exhibited during Budapest Design Week.
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The House of Politics
Brussels, September 2018 
Programme Heads: Bernard Dubois, Pol Esteve
The House of Politics is a research workshop led in collaboration with the 
Faculté d’Architecture La Cambre Horta (ULB) and the support of EU 
institutions and La Région de Bruxelles-Capitale. Using film as an analytical 
tool we will question architecture’s role in the representation of supra-
national political communities – Brussels being the home of supra-national 
institutions like Benelux and NATO. In practical terms, we will produce  
short films looking at the architecture of the EU’s main institutions: the 
Parliament, the Commission and the Council. The research will depart from 
three main questions: how can the functioning of supra-national political 
bodies be spatially visualised? Which spatial dispositions represent the EU 
political community? How should institutional architecture respond to 
transnational channels of audio-visual distribution? The final aim is to unveil 
the potential of architecture in defining the EU’s public identity.

Irrigation Nation
Las Alpujarras, Granada, September 2018
Programme Head: Sarah Le Gresley
A mere three per cent of the planet’s water is fresh, and of that 60 per cent is 
held in glaciers and unavailable locations. Studying biomimicry, we will work 
alongside nature to look at the limits of architectural possibilities and reality, 
peeling back architecture from the root up. Live, swim, drink, question  
and interact with the fresh spring water of the Sierra Nevada mountain range 
(UNESCO Biosphere Reserve). Plant, grow and build your proposal, unearthing 
living architecture techniques using sustainable materials. Burrow under the 
surface of ecosystems and bio-cycles, observing and absorbing the natural 
world to inspire water catchment and management design. 

Robotic Mediations
Istanbul, Summer 2018
Programme Head: Elif Erdine
This programme, in collaboration with Istanbul Bilgi University, investigates 
the inherent associations between form, material and structure through  
the rigorous implementation of innovative design and fabrication techniques. 
Computational methods for design, analysis and fabrication are coupled 
with physical experimentation, fostering ‘learning-by-experimentation’ in  
an active and collaborative studio environment. Throughout the design and 
fabrication processes, the associations between various computational 
platforms establish correlations between form-finding, material computation 
and structural performance. The key objective of the programme is the 
design and fabrication of a 1:1 scale prototype realised by the use of robotic 
fabrication techniques
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Analog Road Trip
Lugo, July 2018
Programme Heads: Sue Barr, Francesco Neri, Luca Nostri
The week-long workshop (in collaboration with Lugo Land, an independent 
art-photography cultural centre and publishing house in Lugo) will explore 
the road trip as an iconic genre within the history of photography. We will 
make a series of road trips through the Italian countryside, using analogue 
cameras to investigate the concepts of place and identity within the 
landscape. We will also visit specialist analogue darkrooms and have a 
seminar with renowned photographer Marcello Galvani.

Lyngør, Summer 2018
Programme Heads: Amandine Kastler, Erlend Skjeseth
Programme Tutors: Daniel Ayat, Alexander Laing
AAVS Lyngør is an intensive workshop focused on developing forms of 
alternative preservation. Located on an island off the southern coast  
of Norway, Lyngør has remained a virtually untouched nineteenth-century 
village, and is increasingly recognised as a heritage site. Yet an upsurge  
in seasonal tourism has been accompanied by a decline in the permanent 
population and the closure of the local school. Participants will explore 
Lyngør’s historic built environment as it battles with changing social, 
environmental, political and cultural currents. Using the survey as a critical 
tool of the architect, they will develop and draw highly personal interpretations 
of the island. These eclectic architectural strands will then be woven 
together in the ‘Island Reader’, a living palimpsest that redefines how Lyngør 
is understood and experienced. The Island Reader is a project shared  
with the local community through a series of talks and events that build a 
discourse around the island’s preservation. 

Moscow, Summer 2018
Programme Head: Alexandra Chechetkina
This experimental research platform explores the problems and potential of 
urban areas through speculative projects of different scales. The first series 
of workshops is focused on the Shabolovka area in Moscow, the so-called 
‘museum of constructivist heritage’. Supported by the local community  
and stakeholders, participants will design and build a light structure for the 
neighbourhood. Led by emerging young urban designers and architects,  
the design process will be context-driven and aimed at the development of 
visual and interactive effects through simple architectural means and 
methods. This project will be complemented by an exhibition at a local 
gallery, a publication and a series of panel discussions and roundtables with 
the local professional community.
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Moulding Matters
Naples, Dates TBD 
Programme Head: Jessica Pappalardo
Naples Visiting School will revisit the ‘ornamental’ in architecture through the 
production of 1:1 plaster mouldings. From the grammatically correct classicism 
of a nineteenth-century ceiling rose to the geometric abstractions of a 
modernist fireplace, to the grand excesses of a Baroque cornice, we will 
reconsider a breadth of historical precedents to generate our own formal 
grammar. The workshop will take place within the Cloister of Santa Caterina 
a Formiello, a Renaissance building located in Naples' Old Town. Here, 
students will start their investigations by choosing from more than 500 
original plaster moulds dating from the eighteenth century to the present 
day. We will learn directly from a plaster craftsman’s expertise, reworking 
traditional forms to be reinterpreted and ornamentally questioned. Each 
student will take a series of moulds as a starting point for formal experiments 
and a site-specific installation within the complex. The project will be 
undertaken with the local associations Made in Cloister, SMMAVE and 
Madre Museum. 

Terrain LAB
Pamplona, 26 June – 6 July 2018
Programme Heads: Elena Longhin, Silvia Ribot Gil
The AA Terrain Lab Visiting School focuses on the landscapes of the 
Anthropocene, exploring several design methodologies to reveal its 
consequences and propose alternative scenarios. In 2018 we will venture  
to the riparian territories of Navarre, shaped by the large-scale water 
engineering works developed for its intensive agricultural production. 
Various cutting-edge technologies – including drone-based data collection, 
landform simulation models, geographic information systems (GIS), analysis 
and video editing software – will be used to document and speculate on 
these manufactured territories at multiple scales. As forensic explorers,  
we will enter these territories by directly engaging with the communities  
that occupy them. Workshops, excursions, seminars and lectures will 
develop a critical toolbox of mapping and visual techniques. Participants  
will gain a theoretical understanding of the anthropogenic landscape and  
its consequences to challenge current territorial management with 
alternative scenarios.
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Architecture & Ecriture
Paris, July 2018
Programme Head: Caroline Rabourdin
Architecture & Ecriture celebrates writing as a critical and creative practice. 
We welcome architects as well as writers, curators and artists interested  
in spatial theory and literature to join us in the production of new written and 
performative pieces. Modelled on the tradition of the literary salon, the 
workshop draws largely, though not exclusively, on French cultural studies 
and literature. We will make the most of the cultural events and archives the 
city has to offer while exploring how various forms of writing, in particular  
the mobile form of the essay, can contribute to the development of architectural 
and spatial thinking. Participants will take part in a series of workshops,  
talks and seminars and will also have the opportunity to present their work 
for discussion. The aim is to encourage participants, particularly those in  
the early stages of a research proposal, who wish to develop the scope of 
their work to establish their own conditions for a sustained writing practice.

Engineering Design Tropisms
Vienna, August-September 2018
Programme Heads: Igor Pantic, Christoph Klemmt
Our interests lie in the use of algorithms as an integral part of the design 
process. AAVS Vienna will conduct research into computational design and 
robotic fabrication, examining modes of interaction between the designer 
(human) and the logical constraints of algorithms (machines) in the process 
of design, and then creating virtual design ecologies that challenge the 
conventional notion of authorship. A set of programmed behaviours and 
rules form computational design engines, which are used to design and 
digitally grow a series of architectural systems. With this in mind, we will 
create a loop system between the input parameters (design decisions and 
environmental conditions), computational systems and ‘built’ space – a 
recursive process that results in architectural/computational tropism.
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Additive Constructions 
Dubai, 5–15 January 2018
Programme Head: Riyad Joucka
This year the workshop draws inspiration from Expo 2020 Dubai, giving 
participants the opportunity to foster innovation and creativity in Dubai and 
its surrounding areas. Following the inauguration of the government-initiated 
project, ‘Office of the Future’ – the world’s first fully functional 3D-printed 
building – it is estimated that some 25 per cent of Dubai’s buildings will be 
3D-printed by 2030. AAVSDXB 4.0 takes on the responsibility of critically 
evaluating the use of the technology and exploring the formal and pragmatic 
potential associated within the context of Dubai. Exploring additive 
manufacturing as a solution for overcoming the many challenges involved 
with eco-friendly and free-form architecture, participants will contribute  
to what will be the fourth industrial revolution and the changing face  
of architecture. 

Makkah vs Makkah
Jeddah, 7–17 December 2017
Programme Heads: Hussam Dakkak, Hessa Al Bader, Basmah Kaki
AA Jeddah returns for a third year of exploring the Holy City of Makkah, 
venturing into uncharted territory to witness the city beyond the confines  
of the Haram and progressing through back doors and alleyways to find  
the hidden treasures that have nurtured the identity and spirit of Makkah. 
Participants will collectively work to record and represent both the visible 
and invisible landscapes of the city while exploring the everyday life of both 
inhabitants and pilgrims. The workshop features a rare opportunity to enjoy 
unparalleled access to the restricted sites of Makkah and to participate  
with local artists, architects and professionals across many disciplines in  
the Gulf’s first global architectural workshop focusing on Makkah. 
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MARS 2.0
Jordan, Summer 2018
Programme Head: Kais Al-Rawi
Wadi Rum Desert, on the southern edge of Jordan, bears a remarkable 
resemblance to the ecology of Mars. Participants will research the natural 
ecology of the Red Planet and speculate on the design of future interventions 
that couple cutting-edge technology with research into natural morphologies 
and phenomena on Mars. Algorithmic and computational design methods 
will unveil novel material, spatial and urban potential in design.
 The ten-day programme will bring together a network of distinguished 
international faculty, experts and guests to offer design-research units, 
specialist software tutorials and a series of lectures and talks. The programme 
will be primarily based in Amman and will include an exclusive visit to the 
UNESCO world-heritage sites of the Wadi Rum Desert and Petra.

Emergent Constructions 3.0
Kuwait, September 2018
Programme Head: Jeroen van Ameijde 
Under the title ‘Emergent Constructions’, the Kuwait Visiting School will 
continue its multi-year research agenda investigating contemporary 
methodologies for context-specific architectural design. The 14-day 
programme brings together international and local students, academics  
and practising architects and culminates in the construction of an 
architectural pavilion at 1:1 scale in a public urban space.
 The programme offers digital design seminars and advanced site 
mapping methodologies to engage with the underlying social and cultural 
mechanisms of the city and create critically informed architectural 
interventions. Using customised digital fabrication strategies, participants 
will explore innovative generative design methodologies and their capacity 
to incorporate dynamic social and environmental performance qualities.
 Emergent Constructions is set up as a collaboration between  
the Architectural Association and several local partners and institutions in 
Kuwait and will incorporate public events to engage with the architectural 
profession and academia as well as with a larger general audience.
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Design Methods 3.0
Melbourne, Summer 2018
Programme Head: Jeffrey Turko
Taking the exploration of architectural constructions, formations and spatial 
transformations within the city of Melbourne as its focus, the Visiting School 
will examine the performative possibilities of varied material formations and 
spatial and temporal manifestations. Designing and testing through making 
is a key aspect of the AAVS Melbourne, which will be supported by digital 
fabrication and workshop facilities. In parallel, the programme offers lectures 
and seminars to support a larger discussion on design methodologies, tools 
and innovation. Individual design units run by former and current AA tutors 
will expand on the programme theme by focusing on particular areas of 
design research. The VS will be hosted at the Melbourne School of Design, 
University of Melbourne.
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Resilience and Adaptation, Amazon 
Lake Mamori, Brazil, late August 2018
Programme Heads: Marko Brajovic, Nacho Marti 
The Amazon rainforest is used as a testing ground and source of inspiration 
to propose adaptive architectures that provide innovative solutions to 
mitigate climate change. In the near future buildings in tropical areas will 
have to deal with rising sea levels, more extreme heatwaves and stronger 
storms. Participants will be asked to provide solutions to create affordable, 
resilient, comfortable and beautiful buildings that adapt to these  
future scenarios. We will learn how local species have adapted to extreme 
environmental conditions and explore design possibilities at the intersection 
of biology and technology in a unique natural environment.

Digital Constructivism
Buenos Aires, Spring 2018
Programme Head: Theo Sarantoglou Lalis
The production of architecture, and to a large extent our creativity,  
is increasingly conditioned by norms: the industrialisation of architectural 
elements and the design tools we use. While numerous digital design 
packages and manufacturers promise value-less variation, the outcome  
is somehow predetermined. Rejecting this condition, we will reconsider  
the politics of construction to speculate on and develop elaborate but 
affordable production strategies to counter the homogenisation of space. 
We will experiment with the integration of multiple design objectives into  
one form through an iterative process involving digital design techniques 
and form-making. Rooted in socio-political contexts, our proposals will  
be grounded in experimentation, prototyping and material testing as a way  
of negotiating our ideas with the real. This will involve the making of 1:1 
large-scale tensile installations, both socially beneficial and economical. 

Atitlan
Guatemala, Summer 2018
Programme Head: Gustavo Romanillos Arroyo 
This programme focuses on how locals respond to extreme conditions in 
Guatemala. Set on Lake Atitlán, one of the country’s most important natural 
and cultural landmarks, we will conduct a range of activities such as flying 
drones, interviewing, downloading, visualising and analysing data from different 
sources to conduct local surveys. We will gain insight into the lake and its 
physical and social environment from different perspectives, and will work on 
diverse visions for the future of the lake. A series of lectures and conferences 
will be held throughout the workshop, relating to the work in progress.
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A Collection of Explored Endemics 
Chiloé Archipelago, Chile, March 2018 
Programme Heads: Selim Halulu, Juan E Subercaseaux
Marking almost 200 years since Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle, we will 
journey to the Chiloé Archipelago in northern Patagonia and re-explore this 
remote area through fieldwork, relishing the opportunity to investigate  
an outdoor laboratory. We will delve deep into the archipelago’s national 
parks, catalogue its world heritage-listed wooden churches, survey the 
topographical shifts of Andean volcanoes, observe the tides that helped 
mechanise the stilt houses and chronicle the politics of the salmon farming 
crisis. Once samples are collected, behaviours examined, witnesses 
interviewed, ecosystems monitored, measurements recorded and the 
archipelago strip-searched, our explorations will guide us to construct the 
ways we will tell these stories to others.

El Alto, February 2018
Programme Heads: Sabrina Morreale, Lorenzo Perri
La Paz, with its extravagant, bustling and chaotic life, creates a fertile ground 
for cultural assembly. The Visiting School translates ideas of identity, folklore 
and rituals into an architecture in which a multitude of fragments collide.  
The programme begins with the Alasitas Festival, where we will gather as 
many ready-made fragments as possible, de-contextualise them in terms  
of meaning, proportions and materiality and create a radically new artefact. 
Ending with the Carnival of Oruro, each individual piece will be assembled 
and choreographed as part of a collective folkloristic dance. 
 Using the Andean architectural examples of El Alto as a base, students 
will have the opportunity to place their elements within an architectural 
hierarchy. From Freddy Mamani Silvestre, to the study of textiles, to the 
creation of Mesa de la Challa, a new piece of architecture will be built.

Montem – Beton Machine
Las Pozas, August 2018
Programme Heads: Umberto Bellardi Ricci, Carlos Matos
The Las Pozas Visiting School will study modern precedents of abstract 
architecture and produce a series of concrete pieces and interventions  
in the Mexican jungle. Based in Edward James’ surrealist sculptural garden  
in Las Pozas, participants in the workshop will explore the formwork 
techniques devised by James and his workers on the site before going on to 
develop their own techniques.
 Drawing on the vast legacy of Mexican modernism, we will work on a 
series of landscape interventions and land art proposals – with a particular 
focus on concrete experimentation – with potential sites around Mexico. 
Departing from a study of the intricate wooden formworks, we will develop 
casting methods by rescaling as well as defragmenting and collaging the 
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formworks and casts, while experimenting with a variety of aggregates and 
incorporating new techniques. The workshop will end with an exhibition of 
the projects in Mexico City.

Lima
Summer 2018
Programme Heads: Federico Carlos Dunkelberg Ramos,  
Sophie Le Bienvenu
As the urban fabric of Lima extends to 800km2 and reaches 10 million 
inhabitants, its infrastructural system needs to be urgently improved.  
The Visiting School will investigate this contemporary emerging metropolis 
in South America, blurring the boundaries between infrastructure, 
architecture and the mechanical domain. Our architectural solutions will 
embrace new technology as a way of developing forms of transport at 
different scales and in different domains – land, water and air. Participants 
will deploy research, mapping, design technology and fabrication processes 
to redesign the entire infrastructural system that serves Lima, obtaining a 
faster moving network of differentiated routes through extensive simulation.

LA Experiential III
Los Angeles, Summer 2018
Programme Heads: Eulalia Moran, Devin Gharakhanian
We are living in an increasingly interconnected and data-driven world, with 
analytics for almost every aspect of our daily and virtual lives. Despite the 
promise of seamlessness, somehow the virtual and the real seem at odds 
rather than part of a continuum. We live in a mixed reality. This programme 
explores this tension through the experience of a music festival, an event 
that combines media, emerging technology and socialisation to transcend 
ordinary urbanism.
 Participants will incorporate real-time feedback into their projects using 
gesture controls and frequency spectrum analysis of music to modulate 
visual aspects of the environments, aiming to close the gap between virtual 
and physical experience along with introducing another layer of interactivity.
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Architecture + Music
Miami 26 December 2017 – Saturday 6 January 2018
Programme Head: Eric Goldemberg
Feedback implies a mutual inflection of active bodies in a conductive  
milieu – an awareness of perception related to movement that can become 
an enigmatic relationship between space, body and rhythm. There are 
corporeal consequences of feedback in architecture that naturally extends 
from the scale of the body to the atmosphere of space, defining its character 
and allowing for measured experiences to percolate through our collective 
engagement with it. Held during Miami Art Basel, this workshop aims to 
design and fabricate sonic architecture artefacts to function as catalysts for 
new sensorial experiences. As architecture and music merge, we will create 
new spatial possibilities for artistic performances and a new model of 
transdisciplinary integration will be proposed via the creation of immersive, 
technologically driven spectacles. 

Oaxaca City
Summer 2018
Programme Head: Alfredo Ramirez Galindo
Participants will engage with local and traditional craft techniques and new 
technologies related to surveying, mapping design and fabrication methods. 
These technologies will be applied in a collective built project in the El 
Pedregal ravine. Supported by Casa de la Ciudad and INSO which have been 
involved in the regeneration strategies of the ravine through water and land 
management, the programme will experiment with several aerial mapping 
and surveying techniques to gather on-site data. We will study water 
retention, collection and infiltration alongside organic agriculture and 
permaculture techniques. We will compute and collect survey data into GIS 
and Rhino software to build a small structure in tune with the site and 
sponsors’ requirements.

Concrete Panels: A Digital History
Santiago, July 2018
Programme Head:  Pedro Ignacio Alonso
Although largely marginal within official accounts of modern architecture, 
during the second half of the twentieth century the development of  
large concrete panel systems was central to debates about architecture’s 
modernisation and industrialisation. Through this development, construction 
was transferred from the building site to the factory floor, and manual labour 
gave way to automated mass production. Most importantly, these transfers 
created systems that went beyond national borders in producing more 
 than five billion square metres of housing worldwide. By framing the design 
work within the idea of a natural history of panel systems, the Visiting School 
will use digital tools to study the evolution and adaptation of these systems 
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to various social, technical, geographical and cultural contexts, investigating 
their potential within 3D printing technologies and discussing typological 
and economic strategies towards the production of collective housing on a 
global scale.

Low Line Paulista
São Paulo, July 2018
Programme Heads: Franklin Lee, Anne Save de Beaurecueil
The mysterious underworld of abandoned galleries beneath the hot concrete 
sidewalks of Avenida Paulista intrigues us. Could these galleries be a  
site for much-needed cooling plant-life that could spawn unexpected and 
alternative cultural interventions? This workshop considers the problem  
of taking sunlight and people underground while creating a dialogue with the 
street above. Students will work with environmental design experts from 
London and São Paulo to learn how to employ parametric design with 
environmental and structural plug-ins to directly use sunlight and wind forces 
to sculpt light openings for the suspended gardens proposed for these 
galleries. They will also learn to employ digital fabrication to prototype their 
proposals for this upside-down urbanism.
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Curartistry
Bangkok, 10–21 December 2017
Programme Heads: Mark Cousins, Jing Rakpanya, Chittawadi Chitrabongs
Working within ‘curartistry’ – a practice in which particular elements of a city 
can be researched and recorded in drawing, photography and models –  
we will look at objects in Bangkok. This research will lead to the proposal of 
projects, whether artistic, architectural or otherwise crafted. Their existence 
as projects, rather than as finished artworks or artefacts, will form the criteria 
by which they are judged. One way of thinking about this is that it generalises 
some of the procedures of architects to other arts and practices of making. 
There will be a final jury in which there will be a discussion of each project 
and the value of this technique of working. 

Invent(ory) @ Fact(ory) 1.0 – Measure the Immeasurable
Beijing, 16–23 December 2017
Yan Gao, Soomeen Hahm
This Visiting School investigates the role data plays in design innovation. 
Such data-based design themes include, but are not limited to: data collection, 
visualisation, standardisation, specialising, conceptualisation, and data 
parameterisation into spatial orders. This year we will initialise design projects 
in the context of Beijing 751, an abandoned factory that is becoming another 
art district next to the famous Beijing 798. The programme’s objective is to 
invent and inhabit the existing industrial structures in the context of the urban 
upgrading around the 751 site, through data-based approaches to design.

Bengaluru, Dates TBC
Programme Heads: Ananth Ramaswamy, Maria Brewster
AAVS Industrialised Craft is a hands-on design/make workshop with an 
emphasis on research. Each year we investigate a specific material and its 
method of production, gaining a thorough understanding of the relationships 
between the object, the factory, the city and the architect. Our deep 
engagement with production will give insights into the relationship between 
man and machine, demand and supply, industry and craft and ultimately 
architecture and culture. With a focus on marble, we will study its historical 
significance, unravel its present uses and imagine its future implementations. 
Our field visits will take us to quarries, stock yards, factories and workshops 
to study the process from raw material to final use. We will compare the 
mass-produced object and its crafted equivalent, recording the events and 
scenarios that take place from the conception of an idea to the making of  
the physical object. The workshop will culminate in the assembly of a 1:1 
site-specific installation.
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Marking the City
Chengdu, 14–23 July 2018
Programme Head: Stewart Dodd
Chinese metropolitan cities undergo rapid changes each day. For many 
migrants, the city demands an adaptation to a new way of living. Yet there is a 
strong desire to retain regional values and traditions. This tension is manifested 
in the ad-hoc and DIY architecture of many cities – from rooftops, to urban 
farms to utilising the spaces between buildings. The Visiting School aims to 
better understand these structures – from their use, location and character 
– to develop a prototype to define them and to impact the city.

Post-Industrial Landscapes After the Smart City
Hong Kong, July 2018
Programme Head: Tobias Klein 
Hong Kong is one of the densest cities in the world and also one of the most 
artificial. It is a city built on reclaimed land with mountains covered in geotextiles 
and LED facades radiantly disturbing the circadian rhythms of its inhabitants. 
Hong Kong is a city that never sleeps.
 We see the city as a ‘biotope’ where all elements are reactive and 
interactively connected, forming a living tissue. Using programmable UAVs, 
robotic arms, laser cutters and 3D printers, this workshop explores 
architectural design through the application of material behaviour, defining 
the city both as a built environment and as a reactive natural one. 

Koshirakura/Tokyo, Summer 2018
Programme Head: Shin Egashira
Two contrasting workshops offer contrasting visions of Japan from two 
extreme sites 200km apart, one rural and one urban.

The City After-Image, Tokyo
This workshop will look at Tokyo and the representation of the city through 
its architecture and infrastructure, capturing moments through which  
hidden layers, interiority and sections reveal the narratives documenting the 
surrounding city as a catalogue of beautifully incomplete objects. We seek 
participants who can offer a creative contribution to the community.

Landscape Workshop, Koshirakura Village, Niigata 
Launched in 1996, this workshop has evolved into an annual local event. Its 
agenda is to explore a form of social and cultural sustainability within the 
post-agricultural community of Koshirakura. A new phase of the programme 
will set out a long-term strategy via a series of experiments with locally 
available materials – such as timber, earth, stone and bamboo – filmmaking 
and informal events all running in tandem with Koshirakura’s local festivals.
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Sustainable Bamboo Futures
Myanmar, 21 November – 3 December 2017 
Programme Head: John Naylor 
Participants will use cutting-edge computational design and testing 
software, sustainable materials and local craft traditions to conceive an 
architecture school as a future platform for experimentation close to  
the Myanmar capital of Naypyidaw. As the Myanmar economy continues  
to expand, we will ask how architecture can respond to the demands of  
a developing economy in a sustainable way, optimising the utilisation of local 
grown materials. The critical response to these globally relevant questions 
will be rooted in the proposed design output for a 3.5-acre site (it is intended 
that this output will subsequently be built). Bamboo will play a strategic 
physical, economic and cultural role in the design and realisation.  

BioMorph
India, July 2018
Programme Heads: Nicolas Cabargas Mori, Marco Corazza, Tejas Sidnal
The Biological Morphologies workshop seeks to understand how 
morphology is the result of a highly optimised process in nature. Exploring 
themes including biomimetic methods, material science, physical 
experimentation and digital tools, the digital craft workshop will create an 
efficient structural system. Each year participants will focus on one material 
which will result in a site-specific architectural intervention.

Urban Islands
Pyongyang, August 2018
Programme Head: Calvin Chua
The Pyongyang Visiting School is a platform for exploring urban forms in  
one of the least accessible countries in the world: DPR Korea. For the past 
two years, working alongside local North Korean architects, academics and 
policy makers, we have developed design proposals for a main thoroughfare 
and an urban infill in the centre of the city. This year, we will focus on another 
key urban element of Pyongyang – the islands on Taedong River and Potong 
River. These rivers play an important part in structuring the anatomy of the 
city: the urban blocks, road axes, ceremonial squares have all been aligned 
along them. Complementing the ceremonial nature of these islands, we will 
collectively develop a proposal for a new island neighbourhood. 
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Social Algorithms 6.0
Seoul, August 2018
Programme Heads: Jooeun Sung, Soomeen Hahm
Held in central Seoul, this programme will examine how software (human, 
communal and social aspects of everyday life) rather than the hardware  
(the built environment itself) drives the evolution of one of the world’s most 
active megacities. We are also interested in the issue of dealing with big  
data – how to quantify and analyse it as meaningful information through 
mapping and visualisation. The school is conducted by units with distinct 
design methodologies – social and computational – in order to heighten the 
debate between these two contemporary and immediate issues.

Intelligent Urbanism
Shanghai, 6–14 July 2018
Programme Head: Tom Verebes
The post-industrial context of Shanghai along the Yangtze River Delta 
(population c90 million) serves as the programme’s urban laboratory to 
explore, comprehend and shape an approach to the twenty-first-century 
city. Students will be introduced to concepts, skills and instruments with 
which to harness the complexities of industrial, technological and urban 
change. Speculations regarding an intelligent urbanism will be led by a haptic 
approach to discovering a diverse array of technological apparatus including 
data sensing, capture, simulation and analysis, the Internet of Things, 
automation, AI, AR, VR, and production hardware targeting materialsation by 
the use of 3D printing, CNC milling, and Kuka robotics. The programme is 
hosted at the China 3D Printing Museum in the Innovation Belt of Shanghai. 

Tropicality 4
Africa, Summer 2018
Programme Heads: Brendon Carlin, Maria Paez Gonzalez
This year, through the act and composition of interview, storytelling, 
cinemaand architectural drawing concerned with dwelling, domestic space 
andeveryday life, Tropicality will pursue architecture as an ontological 
enquiry – a construction of pluralistic ways of ‘negotiating the real’, of seeing 
‘what is’.We will also emphasise architectures of ‘what might be’ through 
both the generation of diagrams and projective compositions of form and 
space. Drawing specifically on collected stories we will compose 
architectural elements as fields of mediation between the self and the other, 
considering the experience in frames via movement through space over 
time. We are not interested in architecture that reproduces given systems of 
logic, nor are we interested in a completely self-contained and self-referential 
architecture. Instead we seek new language that references beautiful and 
compelling human conflicts and their relationship to form and materiality.
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Xixinan, 20–28 July 2018
Programme Head: Tom Verebes
Within the context of China’s urbanisation, the residual status of rural China 
is the theme of AAVS Xixinan. Hosted in an exceptionally beautiful heritage 
village, this experiment shuns nostalgia, sentimentality and the tendency to 
lament the perceived loss of the rural. Instead the workshop tackles the 
issues of urban China that affect the entire country: migration, social change, 
inequality, food and energy supply, agriculture, industry and habitation and 
ecological resilience and sustainability. The causes of the country’s complex 
rural status are not necessarily to be found within the technological 
apparatus of urbanisation. AAVS Xixinan will use advanced sensing, simulation, 
data processing and design technologies to propose innovative alternatives 
to longstanding global problematics. 

Chicken Dig Rubbish
Takeo, Cambodia, Summer 2018
Programme Head: James Charles Mak
Sepia-tinted pieces of chicken and splintered bones buried under a mound 
of burnt lemongrass is a mouth-watering Khmer dish found only in Takeo 
Province. Deep-fried to perfection, the fibrous strands of lemongrass has the 
texture of candy floss, the scent of citrus and the deep savoury notes of 
roast chicken. 
 Our object of study, then, will be food, the consumption of which is both 
banal and yet central to any cultural practice. In Cambodia, we will use local 
cuisines as an anchor for our observations, through which we will begin  
to understand everything from the gastronomic properties of local delicacies 
to the politics of its supply chains. 
 After this initial period of research and analysis, this two-week workshop 
will engage heavily with hands-on making, both culinary and architectural. 
We will propose additions to an existing village school and equip its campus 
with communal dining facilities. The finale of the workshop, timed to coincide 
with the end of the local academic year, will be the hosting of an inaugural 
food festival. We invite you to take a seat at the table.
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Visiting School Global Summit Presentations
Friday 1 December 2017, 6.30pm

A highpoint of the annual VS Calendar is the AAVS Global 
Summit, when work and adventures from many of its 
projects and workshops are collected together in London 
and presented at the AA in a two-day symposium of 
students, tutors, alumni, established experts in 
architecture and design, and other guests. Open to 
everyone, the event is focused around a Friday evening 
set of presentations and performances showcasing  
the AAVS’s wide range of international programmes.  
This year’s Global Summit will present recent work from 
established global workshops alongside the output of 
the newer research and development programmes.  
Join us for an awe-inspiring evening of talks that will take 
you from Wadi Rum to Xilitla, passing through other 
unknown destinations, promoting international interests 
in architectural learning, exchange and dissemination  
via the global movement of people, ideas and projects.

www.aaschool.ac.uk/visiting
visitingschool@aaschool.ac.uk
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